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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the physiology of red blood cell (RBC)
distribution in skeletal muscle capillary networks. Because this is the terminal site of
oxygen exchange in the microcirculation, characterization of this fundamental process
informs an understanding of how microvascular blood flow regulation matches oxygen
supply with local tissue demand. Prior studies in this field have focused on small groups
of capillaries, and have not linked capillary network structure with functional
measurements, nor evaluated the temporal complexity of RBC distribution over
physiologically-relevant scales. It is also unclear how the functional units called capillary
modules – comprised of parallel capillaries from arteriole to venule – relate together within
large capillary networks. In this thesis, we employed multiple methodologies to achieve
this goal with preclinical animal models, theoretical simulations, and translational studies
in human patients. First, we used intravital videomicroscopy of resting extensor digitorum
longus muscle in rats and discovered that skeletal muscle capillary networks are organized
into columns of interconnected capillary modules spanning thousands of microns – a
structure we called the Capillary Fascicle. We showed that capillary-RBC hemodynamics
are heterogeneous within a module and between modules. Next, we evaluated capillary
module hemodynamics and demonstrated that RBC flow is independent of module
resistance, providing evidence for regulation of driving pressure at the level of the capillary
module, that requires pre- and post-capillary mechanisms of control. Using a dual-phase
mathematical model of blood flow within artificial capillary module geometries, we
showed that RBC flow heterogeneity is an intrinsic property of capillary module structure,
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and that variations to inflow hematocrit and pressure impact RBC distribution as a
consequence of the rheological properties of microvascular blood flow. Finally, we used
high-resolution near-infrared spectroscopy to monitor the temporal variability of
hemoglobin content in skeletal muscle of patients in the intensive care unit (ICU). We
showed that RBC perfusion characteristics are not consistent between patients, and that
ICU interventions directly impact microvascular RBC distribution. Together, these studies
support a theory of capillary networks as active participants in microvascular blood flow
regulation, with structural features of capillary networks contributing to functional
characteristics of RBC distribution.

Keywords: Microcirculation, capillary, capillary networks, red blood cell, physiology,
skeletal muscle, blood flow, blood flow regulation, intravital microscopy, mathematical
model, rheology, biophysics, intensive care, critical care, near-infrared spectroscopy,
hemoglobin, hemodynamic monitoring
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Summary for Lay Audience
Capillaries are the smallest blood vessels in the microcirculation, and red blood cells
(RBCs) contain hemoglobin that carries oxygen throughout the body. Oxygen is
fundamentally exchanged at the level of the capillary network, making the study of RBC
distribution in capillary networks very important for understanding how the
microcirculation regulates oxygen delivery. Prior studies of capillary biology has focused
on small groups of capillaries (called capillary modules) and have not linked capillary
network structure with function, nor described how capillary modules relate within large
capillary networks. The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the physiology of RBC
distribution in skeletal muscle capillary networks. We employed a variety of techniques
ranging from animal models, to theoretical simulations, and clinical studies with human
patients. First, we used microscopy in living rodents to examine RBC flow in resting
skeletal muscle. We discovered that capillary networks are organized into columns of
interconnected capillary modules– a structure we called the Capillary Fascicle. We also
showed that blood flow control is actively adjusted in capillary modules through changes
to perfusion pressure. We used mathematical simulations to understand how the structure
of the capillary modules and the properties of blood flow in the microcirculation affect
RBC distribution. Finally, we used near-infrared spectroscopy (a non-invasive monitoring
technology that uses light) to investigate the physiology of RBC distribution in patients in
the intensive care unit (ICU). We showed that the patterns of RBC flow in the
microcirculation are not consistent between patients, and are impacted by ICU
interventions including medications and the ventilator. Together, these results provide a
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novel and comprehensive description of RBC distribution in skeletal muscle capillary
networks, and suggest that capillary networks participate in blood flow regulation and
oxygen delivery.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose and Hypotheses
The microcirculation defines the portion of the cardiovascular system comprising
the smallest blood vessels throughout the body. Because of the direct interface with all
organs, the microcirculation is tasked with the fundamental homeostatic roles of the
cardiovascular system including oxygen and nutrient delivery, waste removal, fluid
exchange, coagulation, and immune signaling. Microvascular dysfunction has been
implicated in the pathophysiology of numerous diseases, both acute and chronic, in every
organ system, and can result from both depressed and exaggerated physiological responses.

We can surmise that chief among these functions is the delivery of oxygen to all
cells throughout the body, which is essential to ensure adequate cellular respiration and
thus to sustain life. This is achieved by convective transport (i.e. blood flow) within the
circulatory system over large distances, and diffusive transport from the microcirculation
into surrounding tissue. All vertebrates (except the Antarctic icefish [251]) utilize
specialized cells called erythrocytes (red blood cells, RBCs), that contain millions of
hemoglobin proteins that reversibly bind oxygen for transport and delivery. Thus, a
detailed understanding of microvascular oxygen exchange cannot be complete without a
simultaneous description of the RBC distribution therein. Far from being passive, the
interaction between the microcirculation and RBCs is a dynamic relationship that matches
tissue demand with oxygen supply in real-time. To accomplish this task, the
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microcirculation has structural features that are conducive to RBC delivery and oxygen
exchange within an organ, and functional mechanisms that distribute RBCs with exquisite
spatial and temporal accuracy in response to feedback signals within the system [67, 220,
247].

Capillary networks represent the primary exchange vessels of the microcirculation
and are therefore a critical step in the oxygen pathway. Network topology and capillary
hematocrit determine the functional surface area available for diffusion, whereas capillaryRBC hemodynamics define the convective transport of oxygen through the network (i.e.
capillary perfusion). Often, studies have provided topological details of capillary networks
with no functional data, or conversely capillary-RBC hemodynamics are recorded with no
spatial localization. When these components have been reported together, it has been with
the limited scale of only a small number of capillaries in a small volume of tissue, thereby
restricting the scope of interpretation. Moreover, it has long been recognized that
heterogeneity is a hallmark of the microcirculation [58, 220], and that physiological
parameters in capillary networks exhibit dramatic variability even under normal
conditions. This reinforces that accurate characterization and understanding of capillary
physiology requires comprehensive experimental sampling over a larger volume of tissue
and linkages between structure and function.

One organ of specific interest to oxygen transport is skeletal muscle, given its
remarkable ability to increase oxygen metabolism and blood flow from rest to peak
exercise. Skeletal muscle fibres (myocytes) can often have lengths exceeding many
thousands of microns in small animals and even centimeters in humans, far longer than any
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individual capillary. Previous work has identified the capillary module as the basic
functional unit of complex capillary networks – comprising a group of parallel-flowing
capillaries originating from a single terminal arteriole and draining into a post-capillary
venule. Despite the longstanding recognition that capillary modules in skeletal muscle are
indeed linked to form larger capillary networks [49, 254], most researchers still think about
the microcirculation as a ‘linear’ system whereby all modules behave independently from
each other, with segregated inflow and outflow vessels controlling one module at a time.
This linear model becomes increasingly deficient when the heterogeneity of module
topology is considered, and it also fails to address how blood flow can be coordinated over
large scales to meet the energy requirements of contracting muscle. At present, we can
conclude that a functionally-relevant and anatomically-informed framework for RBC
distribution in skeletal muscle capillary networks is still needed in order to faithfully
investigate how RBC supply is regulated.

Also contributing to the physiology of RBC distribution in skeletal muscle capillary
networks is the structure of the capillary module, and the unique biophysical properties of
blood flow in the microcirculation. Unlike traditional branching networks of the arteriolar
tree, capillary modules are organized with a relatively large number of capillaries arising
from a single terminal arteriole over a very short distance and within each module there are
multiple capillary segments arising from diverging and converging bifurcations. Moreover,
blood flow in the microcirculation does not exist as a homogenous medium, but rather as
particulate RBCs suspended in plasma; in capillaries with very narrow internal diameter,
RBCs have important interactions with the vessel wall that may affect their hemodynamics.
Computational models of microvascular blood flow have been used to better understand
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these properties within arteriolar systems, or within groups of capillaries unconnected to
the surrounding microvasculature, but have rarely been systematically applied to a
completed capillary module that includes both inflow and outflow vessels. These boundary
conditions are important for understanding how RBC distribution is manifested in capillary
modules, and how these modules can link together to form large capillary networks that
span the length of a muscle. Moreover, by applying biophysical calculations to in vivo
experimental data and computational models, we gain insights into the physiological
mechanisms of flow regulation.

The clinical applications for physiological studies of RBC distribution are
numerous, but have particular relevance in the field of critical care medicine, where
patients suffer life-threatening organ dysfunction due to diseases like sepsis, cardiac arrest,
and trauma. Inadequate oxygen delivery is an essential criteria for diagnosing circulatory
shock, that presents with both cardiovascular collapse and profound microvascular
dysfunction. Importantly, the presence of normal systemic hemodynamics does not
preclude the existence of microvascular dysfunction, and microvascular parameters
actually correlate better with adverse outcomes. Early recognition of perfusion
abnormalities can alert clinicians and prompt reversal of the condition with targeted
interventions. In recent years, non-invasive techniques have been developed to interrogate
the microcirculation at the bedside, including sublingual videomicroscopy and nearinfrared spectroscopy. While each of these modalities have technical advantages and
limitations, they have rarely demonstrated the ability to affect outcomes when incorporated
into treatment protocols. This may be explained, in part, by their inability to accurately
represent the physiological complexity of RBC distribution within the underlying
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microcirculation during the onset of microvascular dysfunction. There is an urgent need
for a new approach to noninvasively monitor the microvasculature that captures this
complexity.

In order to advance the understanding of RBC distribution in the microcirculation,
three studies have been conceived that span the breadth of scientific investigation:
preclinical experimentation to establish a new framework for interpreting microvascular
flow regulation, theoretical modeling to uncover novel relationships in the experimental
data complemented by computation simulations to further test these findings, and
translational applications based on the insights gained from experimental data to address
unmet challenges in the clinical setting:

Chapter 2: The Capillary Fascicle in skeletal muscle: structural and functional
physiology of RBC distribution in capillary networks.
Purpose: Using intravital videomicroscopy, we characterize RBC distribution in
rodent skeletal muscle and link network topology with functional capillary-RBC
hemodynamics in large capillary networks. The Capillary Fascicle is introduced as
a series of interconnected capillary modules that link together in large columns
spanning many thousands of microns in parallel with muscle fibres.
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Hypothesis: Capillary networks demonstrate spatial and temporal heterogeneity at
the level of individual capillaries, within capillary modules and between modules.
Structure-function analysis of the Capillary Fascicle will demonstrate the presence
of microvascular flow regulation at the level of the capillary module.

Chapter 3: Biophysical properties of RBC and plasma flow distribution in capillary
modules
Purpose: Building on these findings, we apply biophysical equations of
microvascular blood flow to the in vivo experimental data. This analysis delineates
the differential behaviors of RBC and plasma flow distribution, and the interactions
between flow, resistance and pressure at the level of interconnected capillary
modules. Using a dual-phase computational model of blood flow within capillary
module geometries, we analyze the effect of pressure and hematocrit boundary
conditions on flow distribution within individual capillary modules, and between
connected modules.
Hypothesis: Capillary module blood flow is largely independent of module
hemodynamic resistance, signifying that the regulation of driving pressure across
the module is an important mechanism of microvascular flow regulation. The
interconnected structure of capillary modules suggests the need for pre- and postcapillary loci of blood flow control. RBC and plasma distributions within capillary
modules are affected by the particulate nature of blood flow and viscositydependent changes to capillary resistance, implying the need for multiple
coordinated and time-dependent mechanisms of flow regulation.
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Chapter 4: Dynamic tracking of microvascular hemoglobin content for continuous
perfusion monitoring in the intensive care unit: pilot feasibility study.
Purpose: To develop an optical system using high-resolution near-infrared
spectroscopy to monitor RBC distribution in the peripheral microcirculation in
humans, and to test the feasibility of this monitoring system in the intensive care
unit (ICU).
Hypothesis: The time-dependent variability in microvascular hemoglobin content
reflects the complex physiology of RBC distribution within the underlying
microcirculation. Time series analysis using wavelet transform can reveal
heterogeneous perfusion characteristics between patients and interactions between
the microcirculation and systemic ICU interventions including vasoactive
medications and mechanical ventilation.

In the ensuing sections of the introduction, we provide an overview of the current
state of knowledge regarding structure and function of capillary networks and their
potential contribution to microvascular flow regulation (Chapter 2). Next, we discuss the
unique biophysical properties of blood flow in the microcirculation and their implications
on network-level RBC flow distribution (Chapter 3). Finally, we outline the physiology of
microvascular dysfunction and circulatory shock in the ICU, as well as past and current
efforts to monitor global oxygen delivery, microvascular function, and peripheral perfusion
in critical care (Chapter 4).
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1.2 Capillary networks in skeletal muscle – organization,
physiology, and flow regulation
Capillary networks are the fundamental site of oxygen exchange between the
microcirculation and surrounding tissue. Because of this essential role in the oxygen
exchange pathway, alterations to capillary network structure and function can have
profound implications for the ability of organs to maintain homeostasis and respond to
increased energy demands under stress conditions or in disease states [204, 205]. Skeletal
muscle is the largest organ by mass in the body [45, 134], accounting for approximately
40% of total body weight. Due to its specialized function in locomotion, skeletal muscle
also has the widest range of metabolic requirements, whereby oxygen consumption can
increase 100-fold from rest to peak exercise; this change in oxygen consumption and
muscle work is accompanied by a linear increase in blood flow [187, 203], indicating
exquisite mechanisms for matching oxygen demand with supply. Thus, capillary networks
in skeletal muscle are an ideal system to study the physiology of oxygen exchange and
blood flow regulation.

In the early 20th century, August Krogh was the first scientist to recognize the role
of capillaries in oxygen exchange [141, 142], and proposed simple diffusion as the primary
biophysical method by which this was achieved. For his description of the Krogh cylinder
– the volume of tissue surrounding a perfused capillary – and the regulation of oxygen
delivery from capillaries into muscle tissue, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1920. This
work also highlighted the importance of capillary architecture in oxygen exchange by
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proposing a maximal radius of tissue (and therefore inter-capillary distance) that supports
oxygen diffusion from a single capillary. To accommodate changes in oxygen consumption
with locomotion, Krogh hypothesized that non-flowing capillaries are recruited to facilitate
oxygen exchange by shortening the diffusion distance between capillaries into the
surrounding muscle tissue (see counterpoint to the capillary recruitment hypothesis below).

Over time, these theories have evolved with more sophisticated experimental and
computational studies. In the 1960s and 1970s, work in this field was largely restricted to
ex-vivo geometric analysis. Plyley and Groom [201] utilized microfil silicon elastomere
perfusion of the frog sartorius muscle to elucidate the geometry of a single “capillary unit”
- the group of parallel flowing capillaries originating from a terminal arteriole (TA) and
draining to a post-capillary venule (PCV). They identified the internal branching structure
inside this unit, consisting of converging and diverging bifurcations (Figure 1.1), and
described capillary segments as the unbranched vessels that together form the total path
length for the network; notably, they showed that path lengths are Gaussian, and the
occurrence of branch points along the capillary path length follows a Poisson distribution,
suggesting a degree of stochasticity in generating this architecture.

Further capillary geometry analysis was undertaken by Skalak and SchmidSchönbein using carbon ink [254], to quantify the number of parallel capillaries, nodal
branch points, and arteriolar/venular connections (Figure 1.1). Ratios between these values
yielded metrics that were used to compare capillary architecture between control and
spontaneously hypertensive rats, showing differences between both groups. Skalak also
identified the alternating pattern of TA and PCV that insert into these capillary networks
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forming a columnar structure parallel with muscle fibres, which he called a “capillary
bundle.”

Figure 1.1: Structure of the capillary module
Top: described by Plyley and Groom [201] consisting of capillary segments with
converging and diverging bifurcations.
Bottom: described by Skalak and Schmid-Schönbein [254] consisting of parallel capillaries
with cross-connections. Reproduced with permission.
Geometric analysis was further enhanced with in vivo measurements of capillary
perfusion. Honig [115], combined geometric data with velocities from Burton [28] to
demonstrate that RBC transit time through a capillary network was highly variable. Tyml
[271] used video-microscopy of the frog sartorius to show that capillaries exhibit both
temporal and spatial heterogeneity with regards to RBC velocity and transit time, and also
mapped these functional parameters back onto an beautiful network figure. Sarelius
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pioneered the use of fluorescently-labelled erythrocytes in the hamster cremaster and cheek
pouch to directly measure RBC transit time and hematocrit [239]. With this technique, she
demonstrated heterogeneity in RBC velocity, transit time and RBC flux, as well as a
dissociation between anatomical path length (i.e. distance between TA and PCV) and
functional path length (i.e. the length traversed by an RBC through the network) [238];
interestingly, Sarelius found that hyperemia did not significantly alter the proportion of
RBCs that travel through shorter or longer paths, which may suggest that module topology
is an important determinant of RBC distribution.

To understand the origins of the observed heterogeneity in capillary physiology,
the interaction of arterioles with skeletal muscle capillary networks has also been a subject
of investigation. Organization of the arteriolar system in skeletal muscle comprises large
feeding arterioles (1A) into the muscle, which then branch into arcade arterioles (2A)
forming interconnected loops [72, 243]; these arcade arterioles branch further (often at 90
degrees from the arcade arteriole) into transverse arterioles (3A) that run linearly across a
muscle region [282]; finally, transverse arterioles give rise to terminal arterioles (4A) that
flow directly into capillary networks. Zweifach established that the pressures and flows
throughout the arteriolar system in skeletal muscle are highly variable [282], up to and
including the 4A terminal arterioles. Lund and colleagues [164] described the grouping of
capillaries into “modules” (units) supplied by a single terminal arteriole. Delashaw and
Duling [49] examined the hamster tibialis anterior muscle, and identified “unit pairs” which
comprised two capillary modules supplied by a common terminal arteriole and draining
into two separate post-capillary venules in opposite directions. Using various stimuli,
including hyperoxia, muscle contraction, and phenylephrine, they showed that the flow
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response for unit pairs was almost always synchronous between modules, and increased or
decreased in unison for both modules. Segal expanded this observation to note that
although unit pairs are undoubtedly linked by a common terminal arteriole, adjacent unit
pairs are only partially aligned across the muscle length and sometimes arise from different
sections of the arteriolar tree [71]. Sweeney and Sarelius [263] observed similar findings
regarding the grouped nature of capillary flow, and found that control of blood flow to
capillary modules occurred upstream from the 4A arterioles, likely at the 3A position;
further investigation revealed that distribution of RBCs between capillary modules could
be spatially organized, and the branch position of the 4A arteriole along the length of the
3A vessel was an important determinant of its dilatory response [80, 240]. Yet, Ellis and
colleagues [63] showed substantial RBC flow heterogeneity even in a capillary module
supplied by a single 4A arteriole, which is inversely related to RBC supply rate from the
terminal arteriole (i.e. increased supply rate will decrease RBC heterogeneity); this
suggested that although heterogeneity in flow and pressure distribution between proximal
arterioles can account from some of the observed heterogeneity in capillary networks, the
geometry of capillary networks themselves and the rheology of RBCs through these
networks provides an intrinsic source of heterogeneity observed in experimental studies.
For the purposes of consistency, the term capillary module will be used for the remainder
of this thesis to denote the group of parallel capillaries between TA and PCV.

Despite these insights regarding the physiology of RBC distribution between
arterioles and capillary networks, questions still remained regarding how capillaries might
participate in microvascular flow regulation and coordinate a hyperemic response in
skeletal muscle. Arterioles have classically been viewed as the primary regulators of
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microvascular blood flow [247], and intrinsic arteriolar properties to maintain flow
homeostasis and accommodate functional hyperemia have been well-described. Myogenic
tone provides a feedback loop, such that increases to intraluminal pressure will lead to
vasoconstriction of the arteriolar smooth muscle [47]; shear-dependent vasodilation,
mediated by nitric oxide, provides an opposing mechanism that prevents biophysical stress
from damaging resistance vessels due to increased blood flow during hyperemia [97].
These signals, as well as sympathetic innervation of vascular smooth muscle, are integrated
along the arteriolar tree [267], and conducted vasodilation of depolarizing signals that
travel via the vascular endothelium to call for increased flow from proximal arterioles [11].
Undoubtedly, these complex mechanisms support the theory that blood flow control occurs
in arterioles, through alterations to vascular resistance. However, this fails to address
whether a hyperemic flow response requires contribution from capillaries themselves: this
physiology could be explained by the “metabolic hypothesis” that vasodilatory substances
produced from contracting skeletal muscle diffuse directly from active muscle into adjacent
arterioles.

Anatomically, a “capillary-centric” hypothesis for flow regulation is attractive
because capillaries are ideally located between muscle fibres to sense local changes in
skeletal muscle metabolism and oxygen consumption. Moreover, given the size of capillary
modules, the distance to the closest 4A and 3A arterioles is too far and the hyperemic
response is too quick (less than a second) for vasoactive metabolites to diffuse to arterioles
within a reasonable timeframe [186]. Because capillaries contain no contractile smooth
muscle, the capillary-centric hypothesis may appear dubious. However, experimental
evidence does indeed exist that capillaries can communicate directly with arterioles to elicit
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a hyperemic response. Dietrich demonstrated that locally-applied norepinephrine on
capillaries produced a negative flow response on those capillaries despite no change in
their diameter [52], presumably via arteriolar vasoconstriction. This was further explored
by Dietrich and Tyml, revealing that this response was not attributed to diffusion of the
metabolic stimulus to the arteriole, sympathetic nerve activity, or communication from vein
to arteriole [53]. Upstream vasodilation responses by arterioles to capillary stimulation has
also been noted with other vasoactive metabolites including acetylcholine, and adenosine
or pinacidil which open ATP-sensitive potassium channels [38, 39, 256, 270]. The above
studies by Cohen also showed that electrical stimulation of muscle contraction over a
region of capillaries could yield a similar vasodilatory response in upstream arterioles, and
inhibition of gap-junction communication with halothane or hyperosmotic glucose reduces
this effect [38]. Berg and colleagues [22] illustrated the exquisite spatial localization of this
phenomenon: even though capillary module stimulation generated an upstream response
by 2A, 3A, and 4A arterioles, there was no spillover of this arteriolar hyperemia into
unstimulated capillary modules that were supplied by the above arterioles. Other
mechanisms for microvascular signaling include oxygen-dependent ATP release from
RBCs, triggering a depolarization event on the capillary endothelium [65, 69]. Taken
together, this data conclusively supports the theory that capillaries can serve as effective
sensors of metabolic demand and communicators with the arteriolar system.

Regarding capillary recruitment, although this had originally been proposed by
Krogh to explain how capillary networks accommodate increased oxygen delivery to
myocytes to meet increased metabolic demand, subsequent empirical evidence and reinterpretation of Krogh’s work refutes this claim [203, 204]. The overwhelming majority
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(>80%) of capillaries are perfused at rest [16, 41, 66, 136, 195], and the non-perfused
capillaries observed by Krogh were likely a fixation artifact that misrepresented low-flow
(but not zero flow) capillaries. Importantly, not all perfused capillaries contribute equally
to oxygen exchange at rest, but rather that heterogenous resting capillary hemodynamics
will all approach maximal thresholds during reactive hyperemia; capillary hematocrits all
trend towards systemic levels and capillary velocities increase many-fold above resting
values. This change from baseline is most significant for low flow capillaries, but does not
imply they were recruited de novo [205].

In concert with these experimental studies, computational modeling has shown the
importance of considering capillary network physiology when evaluating the ability of the
microcirculation to deliver oxygen. Federspiel and Popel [74] demonstrated that the
particulate nature of blood is essential for calculating the diffusive characteristics of
oxygen from capillaries into muscle tissue. Specifically, the number of RBCs in a capillary
and their spacing between plasma gaps are the main determinants of resistance to oxygen
diffusion, and that discrete models differed significantly when compared to blood as a
homogenous medium. This insight underscores why capillaries with low RBC flow
participate very little in oxygen transport at baseline, but can increase their contribution
with functional hyperemia. Popel was one of the first to identify that capillary flow
heterogeneity may have implications for oxygen transport [206]. This was complemented
by work from Pittman and Ellsworth that suggested that oxygen is exchanged through
diffusion and convection between all microvessels (arterioles, capillaries, and venules),
which underscores the importance of network architecture in characterizing oxygen
transport [70, 199, 200]. Lo and colleagues [161] illustrated how control of oxygen delivery
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through sensing at the level of the capillaries – as opposed to the arterioles – resulted in
more uniform and resilient oxygen delivery over a range of metabolic consumption rates.
Goldman quantified the process of diffusional exchange in capillary networks, showing
definitively that low-flow capillaries can receive oxygen from adjacent capillaries and
participate in oxygen exchange [90]; More recently, Liu and colleagues showed how
variations in fibre size and metabolic activity between fibre types contributes to oxygen
heterogeneity in muscle tissue [159]. Fraser developed an oxygen exchange model using
realistic 3D mapping of capillary networks [81], and further confirmed that diffusional
exchange between capillaries can serve as a buffer to prevent tissue dysoxia under normal
conditions. Lücker and colleagues illustrated that changes to capillary hematocrit have a
greater impact on oxygen exchange than changes to RBC velocity [163], and how diffusive
exchange between capillaries reduces tissue dysoxia in reconstructed cerebral capillary
networks [162]. Together, this body of literature indicates that capillary networks plays an
essential role in the physiology of microvascular oxygen delivery.

1.3 Biophysical properties of blood flow in the microcirculation
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Although there is no exact size cutoff, it is generally accepted that the
microcirculation denotes vessels with internal diameter less than 100-150 microns [151,
207], with upper estimates of 300 microns [214]. These vessels have the largest crosssectional surface area of the cardiovascular system and are the greatest contributor to
overall vascular resistance. The physiological functions of the microcirculation are made
possible by the unique biophysical properties of blood flow within small microvessels [219,
220]. In the large arteries and veins of the systemic circulation, blood is considered a
homogenous fluid whose flow mechanics are determined mostly by inertial forces [246].
By contrast, blood flow within the microcirculation is dominated by viscous forces that are
determined by an exceedingly low Reynolds number (Re << 1), thereby implying that
inertial forces can be neglected [246]. The explanation for this shift in mechanical
properties is explained in part by the cross-sectional area that greatly reduces the flow
velocities in microvessels. Rather than a homogenous fluid, blood flow in the
microcirculation should be viewed as the sum of its discrete components: red blood cells
(RBCs) suspended in aqueous plasma. Plasma is mostly water with some macromolecular
proteins, and overall flow remains Newtonian (viscosity independent of shear rate); RBCs
exist as deformable bi-concave structures that interact with each other and the vessel wall
[158]. For the purposes of these theories, the volume of blood occupied by platelets and
white blood cells is negligible.

How do these two blood components behave in microvessels, and what effects does
this have on the nature of blood flow? RBCs will migrate away from the vessel wall due to
the radial velocity profile resulting in higher hematocrits towards the center of a vessel
[220, 246]. Moreover, the endothelial surface layer (ESL) contains numerous glycoproteins
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that exclude RBCs causing a cell-free layer that also retards plasma flow. These differences
in flow speed between plasma and RBC components lead to differences in transit time
within a microvessel, such that the RBC volume fraction (tube hematocrit, HT) is always
lower than the RBC flow fraction (discharge hematocrit, HD). These relationships have
been defined by Albrecht (1979):
𝐻" 𝑣&
=
𝐻# 𝑣'
Where 𝑣& and 𝑣' are the flow velocities of blood (rbc + plasma) and cells (rbc),
respectively. This reduction in tube hematocrit in the microcirculation relative to discharge
hematocrit is known as the Fahraeus effect, and becomes more pronounced as blood flows
through progressively smaller microvessels, with the strongest effect in the diameter range
7-30µm [93]. Using empirical data from the mesenteric microcirculation, Pries and
colleagues [217] derived a parametric equation that defines the alterations to this ratio as a
function of vessel diameter (D):

𝐻"
= 𝐻# + (1 − 𝐻# ) ∗ (1 + 1.7𝑒 23.456# − 0.6𝑒 23.355# )
𝐻#

This reduction in tube hematocrit also partially contributes to another observed
phenomenon of microvascular blood flow – the reduction in apparent viscosity (h) in
microvessels relative to the viscosity of blood in the systemic circulation. The FahraeusLindqvist effect defines these diameter- and hematocrit-dependent viscosity observations,
and has been described for in vitro experiments with glass tubes [211]; Pries [218] also
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derived another set of parametric equations through in vivo observations of microvascular
networks:
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and 𝐶 = (0.8 + 𝑒 23.3R6# ) ∗ S−1 + 5T53UVV ∗#VW X + S−1 + 5T53UVV ∗#VW X

Notably, as vessel diameter approaches a critical lower limit (below 5µm), the
single-file nature of RBC flow, and interactions between RBCs and the vessel wall cause
dramatic increases in viscosity – the reverse Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect. It has been
suggested that the discrepancies between the nadir of the Fahraeus and Fahraeus-Lindqvist
curves can be explained by cell-cell interactions in flowing blood [246].

Taken together, these equations allow application of Poiseuille’s law to the
microcirculation, such that the flow of blood (Q) through a cylindrical tube is determined
by the pressure gradient across the tube (∆𝑃), as well as length (𝑙), diameter (D), and
viscosity (𝜂):

𝑄=]

𝜋 𝐷4 1
∗
∗ _ ∗ ∆𝑃
128 𝑙 𝜂

The assumptions that microvessels are perfect cylinders is an over-simplification, but can
nevertheless be viewed as a reasonable approximation for the purposes of flow modeling.
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One of the important consequences of Poiseuille’s law is that small variations in vessel
diameter have dramatic effects on resistance and blood flow.

The consequences of dual-phase blood flow also have implications to the partition
of blood at microvascular bifurcations. Because RBC flow migrates towards the center of
the blood vessel, the edges of a vessel become relatively RBC-deplete (cell-free layer).
Consequently, at bifurcations, when the fraction of blood flow into a daughter vessel is
low, this blood is mainly drawn from this outer layer of the vessel; the resultant “plasma
skimming” or “phase separation” at bifurcations will cause an even lower proportion of
RBC flow in the daughter vessel than would be expected from the proportion of blood
flow. In fact, a lower limit of blood flow into a daughter vessel is identified under which
no RBC flow will occur, and it will be only plasma flow [217]. Conversely, it can be stated
that daughter vessels with higher proportion of blood flow will receive an exaggerated
proportion of RBC flow.

These observations were made mathematically by Levin [150], and empirically by
Klitzman [137] and Schmid-Schönbein [242], with parametric formulae for a sigmoidal
relationship established by Pries [215]. Important determinants of this relationship are the
discharge hematocrit of the parent vessel, as well as the diameters of the parent and both
daughter vessels. Fraser and colleagues [82] showed that this relationship holds true even
in capillaries where RBCs travel in single-file, and therefore have a binary choice for
direction to each daughter vessel. Representation of this phenomenon is shown in Figure
1.2:
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Figure 1.2: Effect of phase-separation at microvascular bifurcations.
Daughter vessels with low blood flow will receive a disproportionately lower amount of
RBC flow, also known as “plasma skimming.” This is shown schematically (a) as well as
mathematically (b). Note the lower limit of blood flow (x-intercept) under which no RBC
flow occurs. Reproduced from Secomb [246]

These biophysical principles for individual microvessels have important
implications for the distribution of RBC and blood flow throughout large composite
microvascular networks. Consider firstly that network topology is markedly
heterogeneous, with variations in vessel lengths and diameters throughout the vascular tree,
even for vessels of the same order [212]; consequently, vessel segment resistance and
hemodynamics will have a corresponding degree of heterogeneity [213]. With progressive
bifurcations down the arteriolar network and successive increase in cross-sectional area,
this asymmetric distribution of blood flow at bifurcations will synergized with the vessel
Fahraeus effect to cause marked reductions in overall hematocrit – denoted as the network
Fahraeus effect [216]. This phenomenon is most pronounced in capillaries, where mean
hematocrit is lowest compared to the systemic circulation, and hematocrit values
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demonstrate the widest heterogeneity between capillary segments [117]. Dilation of
daughter arterioles reduces the plasma-skimming at bifurcations, and draws more RBC
flow from the centre flow path of the parent vessel; invariably these centre RBCs have
higher RBC oxygenation than those at the vessel wall. This results in decreased hematocrit
heterogeneity and increased RBC oxygen saturation within the downstream network [68].
Whole-brain simulations of capillary blood flow suggest that the pathway effect caused by
shorter distances for superficial capillary networks produces a depth-dependent hematocrit
gradient within the brain [102], which also results in more uniform oxygen delivery in
deeper layers of cortex [152]. Additionally, RBC dynamics have been proposed by Schmid
and colleagues [244] as a mechanism that smooths outflow velocities from brain capillary
networks, which itself has advantages for maintaining stable perfusion and oxygen
delivery.

Time-dependent computational models and experiments have contributed further
to our understanding of how RBC rheology interacts with network topology to affect RBC
distribution. Fung predicted that the phase separation at microvascular bifurcations was
self-regulating, insofar as the preferential distribution of RBCs to one daughter branch
would eventually be counteracted

by the hematocrit-dependent increase in vessel

resistance [83]. Recently, Baloch and Bagchi demonstrated with discrete cell simulations
of RBC flow in reconstructed microvascular networks that temporal heterogeneity in RBC
distribution is even more pronounced than spatial heterogeneity [13]. Furthermore, the
biophysics of RBC rheology within simulated microvascular networks can generate
spontaneous oscillations and non-linear temporal patterns leading to unsteady-state blood
flow characteristics [46, 79, 87].
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Finally, it should be noted that most computational modeling has been designed
using either simple diverging branches of the arteriolar tree, or repeating geometries of
capillary networks (e.g. honeycomb). Rarely, if ever, has the interaction between these two
systems been systematically investigated together; given the implications for
microvascular control and communication between capillaries and arterioles, these
relationships require further evaluation and analysis.

Taken together it becomes clear that (i) microvascular blood flow is not governed
by the same principles as blood flow within large vessels, (ii) the biophysical properties of
blood flow within individual microvessels contribute to functional heterogeneity on the
network level, and (iii) network structure supports the functional requirements of
microvascular networks for maintaining adequate oxygen delivery.
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1.4 Pathogenesis of microvascular dysfunction in sepsis and
critical illness
The microcirculation is increasingly recognized as a central factor in the
pathogenesis of critical illness [9, 10, 182, 194]. This has been described most extensively
in the context of sepsis, but also for other common ICU diseases including trauma, cardiac
arrest, and following major surgery. Because of the diffuse systemic inflammatory
response that characterizes the early host response of sepsis, microvascular dysfunction is
ubiquitous, and is considered a cardinal feature of the disease [67, 119].
Sepsis is defined as the dysregulated host response to infection that causes lifethreatening organ dysfunction [252]. Sepsis is responsible every year for a staggering 20%
(one fifth !!) of all worldwide deaths [233], disproportionately affecting low- and middleincome countries in Africa and Asia. Although survivorship has been steadily improving
over the past 30 years, sepsis is still a deadly disease, with mortality estimates of
approximately 30%-35% [44, 146, 174, 236]. Sepsis accounts for over half of all hospitalrelated deaths [160] and is the most common cause of admission to the intensive care unit.
When presenting with hypotension and organ failure, sepsis is defined as ‘septic shock,’
and confers additional mortality risk [165, 277]. In the United States, sepsis is the most
costly in-hospital disease [268], with annual health care expenditures estimated upwards
of $20B [112, 196]. Patients that survive sepsis suffer from long-term sequelae including
weakness, cognitive dysfunction, increased cardiovascular risk, reduced quality of life,
reduced productivity, and increased utilization of health care resources [209, 210].
Recognizing this global health priority, the World Health Organization adopted a
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resolution in 2017 to improve the prevention, diagnosis, and clinical management of sepsis
[224].
Microvascular dysfunction in sepsis begins with activation of the endothelium, and
change to a pro-inflammatory phenotype for endothelial cells (ECs) [122, 126]. Pathogens,
bacterial toxins, and bacterial degradation products directly activate endothelial cellsurface receptors that recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), as well
as circulating damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) released from injured
human cells [202, 223]. The classic example of this would be activation of endothelial cells
via the toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) with lipopolysaccharide (LPS, endotoxin), a component
of the cell surface of gram-negative bacteria. This EC pro-inflammatory phenotype results
in shedding of the endothelial glycocalyx [272], disrupted endothelial barrier function and
increased vascular permeability [116, 192]. Activated ECs also have pro-coagulopathic and
anti-fibrinolytic phenotype, causing adhesion of fibrin, complement factors, and platelets
together, eventually leading to widespread microthrombosis and disseminated
intravascular coagulation [23, 36, 249, 259, 260]. Because the microcirculation interacts
with every organ in the body, these effects will compound with impaired cellular function
[29], and contribute to multi-system organ failure.
Leukocyte response to pathogen invasion will synergize with direct endothelial
activation to potentiate the vicious cycle of inflammation and microvascular dysfunction
in sepsis. Macrophages and neutrophils will secrete inflammatory cytokines in response to
infection – e.g. tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) interleukin 6 (IL-6) – that act on ECs
in a similar manner to EC-pathogen interaction [280]. These cytokines promote
upregulation of cell-surface adhesion molecules and cause rolling, adhesion, and activation
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of circulating neutrophils [154]. Activated neutrophils produce free-radicals to kill
bacteria, but also cause off-target damage to surrounding tissue [33]. Simultaneously, they
secrete neutrophil extra-cellular traps (NETs) which consist of cell-free DNA and antimicrobial enzymes to combat pathogens; these NETs are easily incorporated into fibrin
microthrombi and exacerbate the microvascular coagulopathy of sepsis [51]. Finally, as
activated neutrophils transmigrate across the vascular endothelium, they secrete proteases
that further disrupt cell junctions, EC barrier function, and cause further tissue damage
[192].
From a hemodynamic perspective, endothelial activation causes vasodilation
through upregulation by ECs of inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) acting on arteriolar
smooth muscle and contributes to the observed hypotension in sepsis [18]. This increase in
nitric oxide production occurs heterogeneously throughout the microcirculation
contributing to inappropriate shunting of blood flow through microvascular networks
[178]. Moreover, arterioles demonstrate decreased adrenergic sensitivity and hyporesponsiveness to catecholamines that exacerbates sepsis-induced hypotension [27, 135].
Sepsis-associated cardiomyopathy is a well-recognized feature of hemodynamic
impairment in septic shock, and is mediated through TLR4-induced cardiomyocyte
dysfunction, mitochondrial dysfunction, and alterations to the coronary microcirculation
[78, 98, 258]
At the level of the capillary network, sepsis causes microvascular alterations that
impair oxygen transport. Reduced RBC velocity, RBC supply rate, and RBC oxygen
saturation are routinely observed [16, 66], signifying impaired convective transport of
oxygen. Stopped-flow capillaries are considered a hallmark feature of sepsis, first
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described by Lam and colleagues [143] and corroborated in subsequent experimental
studies [16, 66, 198]; consequently, diffusion capacity of capillary networks is reduced.
Breakdown of inter-cellular gap junctions impairs conducted signalling from capillaries to
upstream arterioles [153], which limits communication and blood flow regulation
throughout the microvascular network. Furthermore, sepsis reduces the ability for RBCs to
release ATP and to signal appropriately in the setting of RBC hypoxia [17], and decreases
RBC deformability which contributes to RBC maldistribution in capillary networks [19].
Using computational modeling, Goldman demonstrated how flow heterogeneity in sepsis
(particularly increased stopped-flow capillaries) accounts for much of the pathological
supply dependency that is encountered with this disease [91, 92]. Finally, increased cellular
metabolic rate and impaired mitochondrial oxygen utilization provide additional stresses
to the system [29], such that energy requirements are many times above resting levels, and
cells are unable to utilize oxygen efficiently even if oxygen demand was met by increased
supply. Overall, microvascular and cellular factors synergize together to produce multiple
defects in the oxygen pathway that contribute to organ failure and death.
Despite the recognition that microvascular dysfunction plays a pivotal role in the
pathogenesis of sepsis specifically, and critical illness in general, evaluation of circulatory
shock (as the cardiovascular manifestation of critical illness) rarely incorporates
microvascular assessment outside of experimental studies. In the following section, we
discuss various techniques that have been utilized to monitor circulatory shock, and the
ongoing knowledge gaps that can be addressed with future research.
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1.5 Circulatory shock - overview
Patients suffering from diseases in the ICU frequently require support for organ
failure, including mechanical ventilation (lungs) or hemodialysis (kidneys). Circulatory
shock represents failure of the cardiovascular system (heart and blood vessels), and has
been reported with an overall prevalence of 33% in the ICU setting [237]. Inadequate endorgan perfusion is an essential condition for the diagnosis of shock [32, 275], and is related
to insufficient oxygen delivery and distribution by the circulation, as well as dysfunctional
oxygen extraction and metabolism at the cellular level. Arterial hypotension – systolic
blood pressure less than 90 mmHg or mean arterial pressure less than 70 mmHg – is
commonly present, but not always required for shock to occur; hypotension can be masked
by sympathetic activation in young patients and by pre-existing hypertension in older
adults [32, 275].

Shock can be classified into four main categories based on the pathophysiology of
circulatory failure [278]: (1) hypovolemic (hemorrhage, fluid loss), (2) cardiogenic
(myocardial infarction, aortic insufficiency) (3) obstructive (pulmonary embolism, cardiac
tamponade), and (4) distributive (sepsis, anaphylaxis). The first three mechanisms
represent decreased cardiac output and inadequate oxygen delivery (i.e. ‘low-flow states’),
whereas distributive shock is associated with low systemic vascular resistance, and normal
or supranormal cardiac output. In a large trial of more than 1600 ICU patients with
undifferentiated shock [5], sepsis was by far the most common etiology (62%) followed
next by cardiac (16%) and hypovolemia (16%), and rarely obstructive shock (2%). These
categories are not considered mutually exclusive, and one disease often causes shock
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through multiple mechanisms (e.g. vasoplegia and cardiac dysfunction with sepsis, low
flow and reperfusion injury after cardiac arrest).

Treatment of shock in the ICU is aimed at reversing the underlying cause of the
condition and providing hemodynamic support for the failing circulatory system [275].
Broadly, hemodynamic support consists of three classes of medications: (1) intravenous
fluids - comprising either crystalloid (normal saline, ringer’s lactate) or colloids (albumin,
blood products) - to restore effective circulating volume, preload, and cardiac output (2)
vasopressors (or ‘pressors’) to increase blood pressure via vasoconstriction, augmenting
systemic vascular resistance and perfusion pressure to vital organs, and venoconstriction
to augment venous return, and (3) inotropes that increase cardiac contractility and heart
rate, with the overall goal to increase cardiac output, blood flow, and oxygen delivery. The
rapid diagnosis of shock is essential in order to initiate resuscitation, restore circulatory
function, and prevent the sequelae from organ failure. As this diagnosis of shock is being
made, clinicians must decide from a variety of potential treatments and interventions, and
monitor for signs of response to therapy. These goals require the continuous synthesis of
clinical, biochemical, and hemodynamic information at the bedside.

1.6 Systemic hemodynamic monitors
Hemodynamic monitoring for circulatory shock in the ICU has traditionally
focused on macrovascular measurements, most notably continuous heart rate and arterial
blood pressure monitoring that comprise the basic standard of care for most ICUs
worldwide. Non-invasive measures of cardiac output can be derived from arterial pressure
waveform analysis [191, 265], but have not been shown to directly improve outcomes when
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used in clinical settings [264]. Measurements of cardiac preload such as central venous
pressure (CVP) have ultimately been shown as poor markers of fluid responsiveness [170,
181]. Most recently, bedside echocardiography has emerged as a versatile non-invasive
tool that is easily available to clinicians for monitoring the cardiac function in the ICU
[274]. It should be noted, however, that echocardiography has not yet been shown to
improve outcomes for patients with shock when incorporated into a resuscitation protocol
[253].

One of the main limitations of conventional hemodynamic monitors is the
assumption that systemic hemodynamics are an appropriate surrogate for end-organ
perfusion. In a landmark trial of resuscitation for sepsis, Rivers and colleagues [228]
established early goal-directed therapy (EGDT) within 6 hours in the emergency
department using a treatment protocol incorporating MAP, CVP, and central venous
oxygen saturation (ScvO2). In this randomized controlled trial (263 patients, one hospital,
one country), EGDT demonstrated significant survival benefit for patients with septic
shock over usual care, and became ubiquitously adopted throughout the world [50].
Remarkably, three large randomized controlled trials later retested this same EGDT
protocol (3723 patients, 138 hospitals, seven countries), and showed no benefit for survival
compared with standard therapy [232]. These results can be explained in part as an
evolution of standards of care for sepsis resuscitation over the ensuing decades, that build
on many of the philosophies that were pioneered by Rivers; the other explanation is that
macrovascular targets are insufficient to guide resuscitation. Currently, only MAP remains
as a macrovascular target within the Surviving Sepsis Guidelines [226], and proposals for
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personalized MAP targets have been further suggested based on age or pre-existing
hypertension [131, 148].

Invasive measurements of cardiac output derived from the pulmonary-artery
catheter were used routinely in the 1990s, but have largely been abandoned after failing to
demonstrate benefit in randomized trials [103, 227], and potentially even harm for some
ICU patients [37]. These catheters were used not only used for measuring cardiac output,
but also for calculating total body oxygen consumption using the Fick equation:

𝑉̇ 𝑂F = 𝑄̇ ∗ (𝐶c 𝑂F − 𝐶: 𝑂F )
Whereby 𝑉̇ 𝑂F is the total body oxygen consumption, 𝑄̇ is the cardiac output, and 𝐶c 𝑂F and
𝐶: 𝑂F are the oxygen content in arterial and venous blood, respectively. The oxygen content
of blood is determined by hemoglobin content, hemoglobin saturation, and partial pressure
of oxygen. Global oxygen delivery was previously considered a therapeutic target for
resuscitation in circulatory shock, but this approach has not been supported with empirical
evidence. Ronco and colleagues did not find a change to oxygen consumption, despite
augmenting global oxygen delivery with transfusion or inotropes [230, 231], and found
that patients with critical illness do not experience global oxygen supply dependency [229].
Moreover, randomized controlled trials targeting supranormal oxygen delivery did not
show any benefit [86, 105]. Thus, we conclude that while defects in the oxygen pathway
are clearly identified in critical illness, they cannot be corrected with manipulation of
systemic oxygen delivery parameters.
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Because of these deficiencies with systemic hemodynamic monitoring and
systemic oxygen delivery and consumption, new tools have been developed to evaluate
oxygen delivery within the microcirculation at the bedside. The two modalities that have
been most commonly applied in clinical resuscitation research are handheld vital
microscopy of the sublingual microcirculation, and near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) of
skeletal muscle. The main take-home points from this body of literature indicate that (i)
microvascular parameters are strong predictors of adverse ICU outcomes, (ii)
microvascular dysfunction can persist despite normalization of systemic hemodynamics,
and (iii) microvascular response to conventional therapy is highly heterogeneous.

1.7 Microvascular monitors – Sublingual handheld vital
microscopy
Handheld vital microscopy (HVM) is an optical technology that utilizes side-stream
dark field illumination with LED lights in a ring surrounding the sublingual tissue [89];
more recently, incident dark field illumination is an updated version of the technology [4].
Both systems allow for direct visualization of the microcirculation, predominantly focused
on microvessels with sizes up to 20µm. HVM detects RBC flow, and provides quantitative
and semi-quantitative analysis of convective and diffusive indices of oxygen transport
[121], including the proportion of perfused vessels (PPV), perfused capillary density, and
microvascular flow index (MFI); MFI is a quadrant-based score that identifies stopped,
intermitted, sluggish, and fully-perfused vessels. Heterogeneity index is a functional
marker of RBC distribution within the microcirculation that reflects maldistribution from
both stopped flow and over-perfusion from microvascular shunting [257]. Recently, HVM
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has been able to measure RBC velocity using space-time images [54], similar to the
intravital microscopy techniques developed by Ellis for preclinical models [64]. Hilty and
Ince have also attempted to quantify the volume flow fraction of RBCs within an HVM
field of view, which they denote as tissue RBC perfusion [113]. Image analysis has often
been a time-consuming task that prevented application of HVM in real-time, however
automated video analysis has recently been developed to streamline this process [30, 114].
Technical limitations of HVM should be acknowledged. Recorded videos are only captured
for short periods, typically ranging from 5-30 seconds, and are sensitive to artifacts from
saliva, uneven illumination, and from over-pressure or under-pressure of the vascular bed
with the probe. See technical review by Massey and Shapiro for comprehensive details
[171].

Nevertheless, within the scope of these technical limitations, HVM analysis has
revealed substantial insight into the impact of microvascular dysfunction in critical illness.
De Backer and colleagues were among the first to identify loss of microvascular perfusion
in septic patients using sublingual HVM [7], and further showed that PPV, but not cardiac
output or MAP, was an independent predictor of ICU mortality using multivariate analysis
[8]. HVM-derived indices of perfusion were also noted by Hernandez to correlate with
mortality, organ failure, lactate, and vasopressor requirements but not systemic
hemodynamics [107]. Sakr demonstrated that PPV was lower in non-survivors vs survivors
of sepsis, and that these alterations persisted for the duration of ICU stay despite resolution
of circulatory shock [235]; similar persistence of microvascular dysfunction was noted by
Trzeciak during resustiation of non-survivors even though blood pressure and central
venous oxygenation were normalized [269]. Edul and colleagues showed that RBC
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velocity was reduced in patients with sepsis, and similar flow reductions were observed
regardless of normal or depressed cardiac output [130].

Sublingual HVM has been directly compared with intestinal microvascular flow,
which was only possible in selected studies of surgical patients with colostomy or
ileostomy access. Boerma and colleagues found that these two vascular beds did not
correlate in terms of MFI on the first day of admission to ICU with abdominal sepsis, but
that most of them all normalized to the same values by the third day [24]. Edul et. al.
compared sublingual and intestinal microvascular perfused vessel density at baseline and
after administration of a fluid bolus, and found no correlation either before or with the
change in both vascular territories [62]; in this series changes in sublingual, but not
intestinal microcirculation, tracked with changes in systemic hemodynamics. This would
suggest that while sublingual HVM is clearly correlated with ICU outcomes, it may not
serve as a surrogate for mesenteric perfusion throughout the alimentary tract. Another
unanswered question is whether the sublingual microcirculation, dominated by connective
tissue and venous plexus, and subjected to a wide variety of environmental temperatures
and oxygen contents, is an appropriate vascular bed with similar capacity for dynamic flow
regulation compared with the brain or skeletal muscle.

Ince describes the concept of ‘hemodynamic coherence’ to denote the appropriate
response between macrovascular therapy and the microcirculation under normal
conditions, and the breakdown of these relationships in critical illness [120]. The loss of
hemodynamic coherence may partly explain why macrovascular resuscitation targets have
proved deficient, as described above. De Backer found that administration of the inotrope
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dobutamine was successful in augmenting PPV, but these changes were independent from
changes in MAP or cardiac output [6]. Pranskunas and colleagues showed that patients
with low baseline MFI responded better following fluid administration with improvements
to organ failure, whereas patients with normal MFI at baseline did not derive significant
benefit from fluid bolus, despite both groups having a similar change in systemic
hemodynamics [208]. Dubin and colleagues showed that low baseline capillary density
was predictive of a positive microvascular response to augmented blood pressure with
norepinephrine, whereas patients with normal capillary density at baseline saw a reduction
in microvascular perfusion with the same intervention [57]. Similarly, low baseline
microvascular metrics appear to be a potential tool for selecting patients with favorable
response to RBC transfusion regardless of systemic hemoglobin levels [234, 241]. These
studies illustrate some of the deficiencies with relying exclusively on systemic
hemodynamics, and demonstrate the added value of microvascular monitoring in the
management of patients with circulatory failure.

1.8 Microvascular monitors – Near-infrared spectroscopy
First described by Jöbsis in 1977 [125], near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) is a
common modality that has been used to evaluate the human microcirculation. This
technique leverages the optical properties of biological tissue, including good penetration
of near-infrared light (650-900nm) through skin, subcutaneous tissue, muscle and skull
[12, 75]. NIRS has the advantage of being continuous and non-invasive, and is considered
an indirect modality for microvascular monitoring, insofar as images of the tissue are not
acquired for visualization. Rather, light is trans-illuminated through the tissue, the intensity
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is recovered by one or multiple fibre optic receivers, and photons are counted on a
spectrophotometer with a high temporal resolution (>10Hz). By applying the physical
principles of biomedical optics, information can be derived from the underlying
microcirculation and the micro-environment [245]. The main organs that are interrogated
with NIRS are brain and skeletal muscle [15, 77, 144], although NIRS has also been used
with internal organs such as adult bladder [261], and pediatric kidneys [21, 34],
abdominal/mesentery [34, 132, 197], and liver [279].

Chromophores are substances that absorb light, and their absorption properties will
vary between chromophores and as a function of wavelength in the NIRS spectrum [12].
Oxyhemoglobin (Hb-O2), deoxyhemoglobin (Hb) and water are the dominant
chromophores in human tissue that display biological variability, i.e. dynamically change
over time; importantly, Hb-O2 and Hb have different optical absorption in the NIRS
spectrum, which allows them to be discriminated using at least two wavelengths. Given
that hemoglobin is contained exclusively within red blood cells (RBC), NIRS can primarily
be viewed as a physiological evaluation of RBC distribution and oxygen transport in
microvascular networks [73]. Although, the separation of two distinct hemoglobin
chromophores is optically and computationally valid, this does not relate physiologically
to how oxygen is transported in the microcirculation. Hemoglobin will never exist in
exclusively oxy- or deoxy- states, and RBC oxygen saturation is the aggregate of millions
of hemoglobin proteins (each with four O2 binding sites); in this regard, we can better
characterize hemoglobin as having O2 saturation-dependent optical absorption properties
that exist on a continuum between 0% and 100% [124]. Furthermore, chromophores such
as melanin, bilirubin, lipids, and water contribute to overall tissue absorbance, but do not
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change during the NIRS recording. NIRS interrogation of skeletal muscle has the important
addition of myoglobin (Mb) - an intracellular iron-containing protein that binds oxygen in
myocytes - that contributes significantly (60-90%) to overall NIRS signal [15, 48, 168].
Hemoglobin and myoglobin have almost identical absorption spectra, and separating them
with NIRS is difficult. While the content of myoglobin does not change over time, the
oxygenation status of the myoglobin chromophore will change based on skeletal muscle
oxygen metabolism (e.g. during exercise) [48]. Hemoglobin, by contrast, will vary in both
oxygen status and content and reflects microvascular transport of oxygen and utilization in
surrounding tissue.

Continuous-wave NIRS simply measures the intensity of light that interacts with
biological medium and is received by a light detector [245]; this modality is simple,
inexpensive, and can be recorded at a high sampling rate, but cannot differentiate between
light that is absorbed or scattered. Because scattering is unknown, quantification of
absolute chromophore concentration with NIRS cannot be calculated, representing one of
the classic limitations of traditional continuous-wave NIRS [173]. However, if we assume
that scattering does not change significantly over the duration of measurement (i.e. that
changes in scattering are minimal compared to changes in absorption), continuous-wave
NIRS can measure the change from baseline in chromophore concentration, measured in
arbitrary units [245].

The NIRS signal is derived from blood contained in arterioles, capillaries, and
venules of less than 1mm diameter [15, 128, 185]. The most common metrics reported with
NIRS are total hemoglobin (HbT) denoted as the sum of both hemoglobin chromophores
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(Hb-O2 + Hb), and tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) defined as the ratio (Hb-O2/HbT).
Changes in HbT reflect dynamic changes in blood volume, microvascular hematocrit, and
blood flow velocity [15, 73]. StO2 is considered a measure of regional venous oxygen
saturation because the majority of blood in the microcirculation resides in the venular
system [77]. The isosbestic wavelength of hemoglobin defines the wavelength where the
extinction coefficients for HbO2 and Hb chromophores are equal; in the near-infrared
spectrum, this occurs approximately at 798nm. Changes in absorption at the isosbestic
wavelength are sensitive to changes to HbT concentration, independent of oxygen
saturation [12].

Although outside the scope of this thesis, the application of NIRS for monitoring
the cerebral microcirculation is extensive, particularly for neonates [85], cardiac surgery
patients [35], cardiac arrest [248], and for assessing cerebral autoregulation in critical care
[147, 283]. Skeletal muscle/somatic tissue has the advantage of being easily accessible for
physiological interrogation, and has therefore been another focus for NIRS researchers
studying microvascular oxygen delivery and metabolism [15]. The typical source detector
distance of 3-4cm for somatic NIRS will give a depth of tissue penetration of
approximately 1.5cm [76]. The most common muscle groups that are measured are the
quadriceps (vastus lateralis, rectus femoris), forearm (flexor digitorum profundus), and
thenar eminence (abductor policis brevis), but other superficial muscle groups such as
gastrocnemius, deltoid, and intercostals have also been evaluated [76]. Adipose and soft
tissue thickness will impact NIRS measurements from skeletal muscle – particularly
quantification of StO2 and absolute chromophore concentration - and should be considered
when undertaking an experimental protocol [43].
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The primary metric evaluated with somatic NIRS is StO2, representing a regional
assessment of the balance between oxygen supply (blood flow and oxygen content) and
tissue oxidative metabolism (uptake and consumption). Notably, StO2 values are spatially
heterogeneous, even within the same muscle [138, 179, 281]. Somatic/peripheral NIRS
also allows for dynamic vascular occlusion tests (VOT) to derive additional information
about regional blood flow and oxygen kinetics [15, 95, 128]. The VOT can be performed
with occlusion of the limb using a blood pressure cuff, and by measuring NIRS signal on
the distal section of the upper or lower extremity. Venous occlusion occurs when the cuff
is inflated above diastolic blood pressure but below systolic blood pressure (~60-80
mmHg), and blood can enter the limb but outflow is severely restricted; changes to blood
volume then result from a new flow equilibrium and/or accommodation by the capacitance
venous system. The rate of HbT and Hb increase during the initial linear phase of the
occlusion is a measurement of local microvascular blood flow and oxygen consumption,
respectively [31, 166]. During arterial occlusion, the cuff is inflated above systolic blood
pressure (~130-150 mmHg) creating a closed system where there is no blood flow and
constant blood volume. Under these conditions, the rate of decrease in Hb-O2 and/or StO2
is used to quantify local muscle oxygen consumption. When the cuff is released, the
reperfusion slope can also be quantified, including the post-occlusive reactive hyperemia
(PORH) where an overshoot for StO2 occurs above baseline; these metrics are proposed
as a measure of microvascular reactivity.

Evaluation of skeletal muscle oxygenation with somatic NIRS has been applied in
many clinical conditions. Exercise physiology is an obvious field that benefits from
regional assessment of oxygen metabolism, and many protocols for continuous,
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intermittent, isometric, concentric, maximal, and sub-maximal exercise have been
proposed [95]. Oxygen extraction fraction and oxygen consumption can be determined
with StO2 and Hb measurements during the onset of exercise, and the rate of reoxygenation
in the immediate post-recovery phase is used as a surrogate for determining muscle
oxidative capacity [95, 140]. Koga and colleagues utilized time-resolved spectroscopy to
differentiate superficial from deep muscle layers in the lower extremity, and showed that
muscle oxygenation kinetics were markedly different between muscle layers at the onset
and termination of exercise, likely reflecting differences in fibre type and muscle
recruitment profiles [139]. All these parameters are intimately related to microvascular
blood flow and diffusion capacity of capillary networks, and are affected by endurance
training [25, 96, 184] and medical conditions such as congestive heart failure [100, 133,
190], diabetes [20], and peripheral arterial disease [167, 273].

In the ICU, somatic NIRS has been investigated for providing quantitative and
reproducible measurements of the peripheral microcirculation, including skin, soft tissue,
and underlying skeletal muscle [175, 183]. For patients with sepsis, numerous studies have
demonstrated that persistently low StO2 and/or blunted response during VOT are
prognostic markers for poor ICU outcomes [189, 255]. Leone and colleagues, as well as
Lima and colleagues both found that low StO2 was a poor prognostic marker in sepsis
despite all patients achieving adequate systemic resuscitation targets with EGDT [149,
156]. Interestingly, incorporation of StO2-guided therapy into a treatment protocol did not
show benefit over routine care [188]; this may signify an important distinction for the
application of this technology (prognostic vs therapeutic monitoring) or the limitations of
StO2 as a metric of microvascular perfusion. In addition to sepsis, the correlation of NIRS
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metrics with ICU outcomes has also been evaluated in the general ICU population [56],
trauma patients [40, 55, 61, 225], and patients with cardiogenic shock [193].

Overall, NIRS provides an evaluation of microvascular oxygen delivery, and local
oxygen metabolism that can be applied to human skeletal muscle in numerous clinical
settings. While there have been many advances in the field, lack of consistency in
experimental protocols and terminology between research groups has made comparing
results between studies challenging. In addition to serving as a reliable prognostic and
diagnostic marker of disease, future research should determine how to incorporate NIRS
into the management of ICU patients to guide therapy and interventions.

1.9 Biochemical and perfusion monitoring in critical care
Elevated serum lactate is a biochemical marker that is associated with increasing
severity of shock and poor outcomes [180], and reflects a shift in cellular energy production
and utilization towards glycolysis and away from oxidative phosphorylation [14]; this shift
is mediated in part through cellular beta-adrenergic signalling and through intracellular
inflammation pathways. Lactate can be directed as an alternative fuel source from the
cytosol into mitochondria, and used as a high-energy metabolite that is shuttled from
skeletal muscle to supply vital organs (e.g. heart, brain) in a biochemical pathway known
as the Cori cycle [84]. In sepsis, elevated serum lactate has been shown as an independent
predictor of mortality [177, 266], and a prognosticator for clinical deterioration in the
emergency department [222, 250]. The inability to clear lactate over the first 24 hours of
ICU admission is also a strong predictor of death [172], and lactate appears to be a stronger
predictor of poor outcomes for ICU patients with sepsis than arterial hypotension [94]. This
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is also supported by the concept of “cryptic shock” in which hyperlactemia in the presence
of normal arterial pressure has a very high mortality [118, 221].

Lactate-based protocols are another framework for guiding resuscitation in patients
with sepsis. First introduced by Jones and colleagues [127], 10% reduction in serum lactate
levels in the first 6 hrs was shown as equivalent to conventional EGDT therapy. Jansen and
colleagues [123] showed that an even more aggressive lactate-guided protocol of 20%
reduction every 2 hours may improve outcomes for ICU patients in the initial phase of
resuscitation; interestingly, the survival benefit observed by Jansen occurred despite no
differences in serum lactate kinetics between the groups, which may suggest that the
treatment was effective irrespective of the changes in lactate concentration. Frequent
measurements of serum lactate have subsequently been incorporated into international
guidelines for the management of septic shock [226]. Although lactate production has
traditionally been attributed as a surrogate for anaerobic glycolysis and cellular oxygen
deficit (and thus poor perfusion that is amenable to resuscitation), there is evidence to
suggest that cells will produce lactate as a stress response through aerobic glycolysis even
in the presence of adequate oxygen delivery [84, 262]. This may suggest that although
lactate is a strong prognosticator for poor outcomes, it cannot be considered an appropriate
therapeutic target [106, 169].

Clinical signs of hypoperfusion are evident through physiological ‘windows’ that
provide direct insight into organ function [276] – altered mental status (brain), decreased
urine output (kidney), and mottled periphery (skin). The skin is most accessible organ in
the body, and palpation of the peripheral extremities is an essential component of the
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physical exam for patients in the ICU [176]. However, in order to be considered an
appropriate monitor for circulatory shock, it is necessary to quantify the degree of hypoperfusion with objective metrics. Many different standardized assessments have been
proposed, including a mottling score of the lower extremity, capillary refill time (CRT),
central-to-toe and toe-to-room temperature gradients [88, 101, 104, 155]. Although these
measurements may appear crude, bedside markers of peripheral perfusion correlate
strongly with ICU outcomes [1, 2, 59, 129, 145] and highlight the value of this clinical
assessment.

Ironically, the simplest forms of clinical perfusion monitoring have only recently
been considered as true resuscitation markers for critical illness that may enhance, or even
replace, systemic hemodynamics [60, 99]. Ait-Oufella and colleagues [1, 2] examined
patients with sepsis at 6 hours after initial resuscitation, and found that abnormal CRT or
mottling score was predictive of ICU mortality whereas cardiac index and MAP were not;
there was also no correlation between CRT and cardiac index. Similarly, Lima and
colleagues [157] evaluated CRT at 24 hours after ICU admission, and found no differences
in systemic hemodynamics between patients with normal or abnormal perfusion status.
Coudroy et. al [42] showed that the value of skin mottling for predicting mortality in a
large ICU cohort (791 patients) regardless of other organ failure, and Dumas [59] showed
the prognostic value of mottling scores was independent of systemic hemodynamics and
dose of vasopressors. CRT has also shown to relate to indices of visceral organ perfusion
measured by doppler ultrasonography [26]. Moreover, the kinetics of peripheral perfusion
are favorable for real-time hemodynamic monitoring. Lara and colleagues [145] found that
normalization of CRT after fluid administration in the emergency department substantially
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reduced mortality risk compared to patients with persistently abnormal CRT. These
changes in CRT can precede lactate clearance within the first 6 hours of resuscitation [108,
110], and are much faster than resolution of either sublingual or NIRS-derived metrics
[111].

Moving beyond the EGDT pioneered by Rivers, these physiological concepts have
culminated in a recent randomized controlled trial (424 patients, 28 hospitals, 5 countries)
comparing perfusion-guided resuscitation with lactate-guided resuscitation strategies
[109]. In this study, patients received fluids and vasoactive medications in a step-wise
adaptive protocol with triggers for escalating care based on perfusion status or persistently
elevated serum lactate. The patients randomized to perfusion status demonstrated a trend
to reduced 28-day mortality (p=0.06), and significantly reduced secondary outcomes of
organ failure at 72 hrs (p=0.045). These findings highlight the practical application and
value of clinical perfusion monitoring to not only predict poor outcomes, but to
prospectively guide therapy.

In summary, circulatory shock continues to pose significant mortality risk to ICU
patients and reflects disruption of the complex relationship between macrovascular and
microvascular oxygen delivery. Monitoring of systemic hemodynamics provides an
incomplete assessment of the cardiovascular derangements that contribute to adverse
outcomes. Although many studies have conclusively demonstrated the prognostic value of
microvascular monitoring, this body of literature is mainly comprised of single-centre
studies, and heterogeneity in terminology and protocols have often limited the ability of
researchers to synthesize this data for meaningful interpretation and comparison.
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Moreover, it is worth mentioning that any monitor itself will never improve outcomes
unless it is tied to a specific and appropriate intervention that follows from the monitoring
information. This continues to be the Achilles heel for these modalities, that have often
failed to provide direction for clinicians on actionable items and next steps in resuscitation.
Part of these setbacks are attributed to the technical challenges surrounding these
monitoring modalities, and their dissociation from the physiological phenomenon that they
seek to understand. For example, short video sequences of sublingual HVM for less than a
minute would rarely capture the extent of perfusion heterogeneity that accompanies
microvascular dysfunction; StO2 measurements with NIRS mostly reflect venous oxygen
saturation that changes over hours; lactate is routinely generated in ICU patients despite
adequate oxygen delivery. In this regard, perfusion monitoring appears to be more
amenable to incorporation into clinical practice given its accessibility at the bedside, the
temporal association with real-time changes to circulatory physiology, and the commonsense fidelity with established clinical management strategies.

1.10 General Summary
Investigating RBC distribution in capillary networks requires a multi-scale and
multi-modal approach, using methods derived from experimental, theoretical, and
translational science. Current understanding of the structure and functional heterogeneity
of skeletal muscle capillary networks (section 1.2) is limited to isolated capillaries and
capillary modules, which does not adequately consider how these capillary networks are
organized over larger scales or participate in flow regulation with the broader
microcirculation. The biophysical properties of blood flow in the microcirculation (section
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1.3) likely have important and unique implications for RBC flow distribution in capillary
networks and capillary modules that may point to mechanisms regarding how this flow
regulation in capillary networks is achieved. And while dysfunctional microvascular
oxygen delivery is a significant contributor to the pathogenesis of circulatory shock in the
ICU (sections 1.4, 1.5), our ability to monitor this phenomenon at the bedside (sections 1.6,
1.7, 1.8) is limited by technologies that are not grounded in physiological principles of
RBC distribution.

The goal of this thesis is to provide a physiologically-informed and quantifiable
framework for characterizing RBC distribution in capillary networks and to strengthen
linkages between preclinical and clinical evaluation of microvascular oxygen delivery.
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CHAPTER 2: THE CAPILLARY FASCICLE IN
SKELETAL MUSCLE: STRUCTURAL AND FUNCTIONAL
PHYSIOLOGY OF RBC DISTRIBUTION IN CAPILLARY
NETWORKS
2.1 Introduction
Capillary networks are the fundamental site of oxygen (O2) exchange in the
microcirculation. Given their complexity and scale, understanding how capillary networks
participate in microvascular oxygen exchange has proven challenging, but not
insurmountable [76, 81, 105]. Skeletal muscle comprises the largest organ by mass and
largest capillary bed in the body [80], and impaired microvascular oxygen exchange in
skeletal muscle contributes to exercise limitation in aging, and for patients with diabetes,
congestive heart failure, and COPD [79]. Fundamentally, the structure of capillary
networks determines their geometric resistance to blood flow, and the surface area for
diffusional O2 exchange between perfused capillaries and surrounding tissue. Capillaryred blood cell (RBC) hemodynamics determine the convective O2 delivery of flowing
blood [61], that can be denoted as ‘capillary perfusion’ within microvascular networks.

The capillary module (CM) - also referred to as capillary unit or capillary bundle
element - is classically considered the building block of complex capillary networks.
Capillaries are oriented longitudinally between muscle fibres, and are grouped into
modules of parallel-flowing microvessels arising from a terminal arteriole (TA) and
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draining to a post-capillary venule (PCV) [8, 19, 64, 96]. Because they originate from a
single TA, blood flow will change together for all capillaries in a module although module
structure and RBC rheology suggest these changes may not manifest uniformly for all
capillary segments [19, 93, 98]. CMs typically comprise 10-20 vessels, with length of 5001000µm, width of 200-500µm, and depth of 100-200µm, depending on the species and
muscle [69]; capillary segments will form converging and diverging internal bifurcations
within the module [77]. However, this singular microvascular unit fails to address how
blood flow is regulated along the entire length of the contracting muscle fibres, requiring
coordination from numerous CMs [69]. The target volume of tissue supplied by a CM is
also unclear since CMs are wider than individual muscle fibres, and are not spatially
associated with motor units or muscle recruitment [33, 41]. These discordances may partly
be explained by the anatomical observation that TAs in skeletal muscle supply blood for
two CMs flowing in opposite directions and PCVs similarly receive blood flow from two
CMs [10, 19, 84, 96, 101]. However, detailed description of this structure and implications
for microvascular flow regulation are currently not known.

Herein, we will refer to the column of interconnected CMs in skeletal muscle as the
Capillary Fascicle (CF). The interconnected architecture of capillary networks has been
noted in many organs, with a mesh-like lattice described in the brain [62, 74, 97] or
hexagonal lattice in the lung [42] and liver [89]. Skeletal muscle, by contrast, has a
columnar architecture with muscle fibres of many millimeters (small animals) or even
centimeters (humans) in length, and regional oxygen metabolism can increase up to 100fold from rest to peak exercise with commensurate 20-fold increase in blood flow [52, 55]
- the widest range for any organ in the body; these factors provide anatomical constraints
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and functional demands on the organization of capillary networks. Previous studies using
intravital videomicroscopy have derived detailed hemodynamic data for capillary segments
within one individual CM [27, 38], or from random sampling of capillaries distributed
throughout the network [5, 17, 31, 56, 71]. In this regard, capillary hemodynamics have
lacked spatial context from the CF, thereby limiting the interpretation of functional data.
Quantifying capillary-RBC hemodynamics at the level of multiple CMs is needed to gain
insights into the regulation of blood flow within the CF. Furthermore, although
heterogeneity is considered a hallmark of microvascular blood flow and is a vital
characteristic of healthy microvascular systems [88], very little is known about
heterogeneity relative to the anatomical structure of the CF. Even at rest, capillary-RBC
hemodynamics in skeletal muscle demonstrate substantial spatial and temporal variation
[27, 81, 101], and this is often under-appreciate from capillary-RBC hemodynamic studies
comprising modest datasets of capillaries (dozens to hundreds) with experimental data per
capillary derived from short periods of measurement (10-60 seconds). Overall, these
knowledge gaps suggest the need for a more comprehensive and thorough analysis strategy.

Using a systems physiology approach, we characterize the structure and function
of the Capillary Fascicle in resting skeletal muscle using a robust dataset derived from invivo capillary perfusion. We evaluate the heterogeneity of RBC distribution and the
interaction between capillary-RBC hemodynamics and CM topology using label-free
intravital imaging and processing. This study provides an updated model of complex
capillary networks in skeletal muscle, and demonstrates how non-homogenous functional
units of blood flow participate together in microvascular flow regulation.
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2.2 Methods
All experiments were conducted in accordance with local animal ethics committee
approval (REB 2019-053), in compliance with ARRIVE guidelines [73], Canadian Council
for Animal Care, and ethical policies of the Journal. This was a prospective observational
study with no comparison groups (i.e. only control animals). Sample size was determined
to sufficiently account for between-subject variability, but no formal sample size
calculations were undertaken. There was no inclusion/exclusion criteria or blinding of
results.

2.2.1 Experimental Protocol – Rodent Extensor Digitorum Longus Muscle
Juvenile male Sprague-Dawley rats were used for this study (n=9, Charles River
Laboratories, purchased at 90g approximately 7-8 weeks), with an experimental protocol
described previously by our group [39]. Animals were housed in the animal care facility at
the University of Western Ontario for seven days prior to the experiment (2-3 animals per
cage), with free access to food and water and 12-hour light-dark cycles. Animals were
selected randomly on the day of the experiment. Anesthesia was induced with
intraperitoneal injection of sodium pentobarbital (6.5 mg/100g), and animals were
maintained at 37°C throughout the duration of the experiment. This cohort was comprised
of naïve animals (n=2), and sham animals (n=7) with 5-mm lower-midline abdominal
incision and intraperitoneal instillation of 0.6 mL normal saline; incision was subsequently
closed with silk suture. Sham procedure conforms with fecal-induced peritonitis model of
sepsis developed by our group [51]. Tracheostomy was performed and the animals were
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ventilated at a rate of 70-74 breaths per minute with a gas composition of 30% O2 and 70%
nitrogen (Harvard Instruments). The left common carotid artery was cannulated with
polyethelene tubing, and connected to a pressure transducer for continuous heart rate and
blood pressure monitoring (MicroMed); continuous data were averaged over the duration
of the experiment to generate a mean blood pressure for each animal. The right internal
jugular vein was cannulated with silastic tubing and infused with normal saline (0.5 mL/hr)
for the duration of the experiment.

The extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscle was externalized with blunt
dissection [102] and the distal tendon was released from the hindlimb and secured with a
silk ligature [31]. The animal was placed on the microscope stage, and the EDL muscle
was positioned on a glass coverslip over the objective at its resting in-situ length and
orientation. Warmed Plasma-Lyte 148 solution (Baxter Healthcare) was applied on the
muscle, which was then covered with an O2-impermeable membrane (Saran wrap, Dow
Chemical Company) and a coverslip to isolate the muscle from the environment. Arterial
blood gas was obtained at baseline to monitor systemic physiological and respiratory
parameters (iSTAT, Abbott Point of Care). The EDL muscle was allowed to equilibrate for
30 minutes prior to video capture. Maintenance doses of pentobarbital (2.2mg/100g) were
administered intravenously as needed to maintain appropriate analgesia and depth of
anesthesia, tested every 60 minutes by blink response and changes to heart rate and blood
pressure. This was a terminal experiment with intravenous euthanasia dose of sodium
pentobarbital administered at the end of the experiment (12mg/100g).
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2.2.2 Dual-wavelength intravital videomicroscopy
In-vivo video sequences were recorded from perfused capillary networks in resting
skeletal muscle with intravital videomicroscopy. We used an inverted microscope
(Olympus IX81) and a dual-wavelength camera system as described previously [2, 3]. All
video recordings were captured with the 10X objective for 2 minutes duration at 20.6
frames per second (2520 frames). The EDL muscle was trans-illuminated with a 75-watt
Xenon lightsource, and the transmitted light passed through a DualCam parfocal beamsplitter that allows for simultaneous video capture on two digital video cameras (RoleraXR, QImaging) using custom capture software (Neovision). Light to each camera was
filtered for either the isosbestic wavelength (452/454nm) or oxygen-dependent wavelength
(438/440nm) of hemoglobin. These wavelengths were selected for their sensitivity to
changes in hemoglobin content and RBC oxygen saturation, and their ability to generate
strong contrast between RBCs, plasma, and surrounding muscle tissue. RBC
hemodynamics can be measured using either wavelength individually, whereas RBC
oxygen saturation would require calculating the ratio of optical density at these
wavelengths [53].

2.2.3 Functional Images – Pseudo-optical density and extended depth of
focus
2-minute videos recorded with intravital videomicroscopy were converted from the
light captured on the camera chip (696 x 520 pixels) using custom software to generate
functional images that provide quantitative physiological information. Functional images
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yield detailed geometric data on individual capillary segments (diameter, length, volume)
and overall topology of the network; they are also used to guide the acquisition of
hemodynamic data from individual segments [54]. Intravital videomicroscopy was
recorded from overlapping fields of view (FOV) to reconstruct the CL as an interconnected
network of capillary modules.

Pseudo-optical density (psOD) images were generated from the maximum and
minimum light intensity levels (Imax, Imin) at every pixel in the FOV over the 2520 frames
k

(o,p)

with the equation 𝑝𝑠𝑂𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔53 klmn(o,p) . psOD images yield high contrast images
lqr

of the capillary lumen as RBCs (hemoglobin with high extinction coefficient) and plasma
gaps (light intensity of the background tissue) flow through the vessel. Thus, only pixels
comprising moving RBCs will be registered with this method, as opposed to background
tissue which does not have varying intensity.

Because capillaries are positioned at different focal depths within the muscle,
multiple videos at sequential z-planes were captured for each FOV to increase the number
of capillaries in the dataset. For 7/9 networks, an extended depth of focus (EDF) recording
at each FOV was also performed, whereby the focal plane of the microscope was manually
adjusted down and back up through the muscle during a 2 minute recording to form a
continuous z-stack of approximately 100µm. By converting the EDF video into a psOD
functional image, this method is able to obtain a label-free 2D projection of perfused
capillaries within the z-stack.
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2.2.4 Topological classification of capillary modules in the Capillary
Fascicle
The structure of the CF is derived from overlapping maps of functional images (n=9
networks). The CF denotes the expansive network of interconnected CMs arranged in
columns oriented parallel with skeletal muscle fibres. CMs are defined as the group of
parallel-flowing capillary segments originating from a single TA and draining into a single
PCV with the associated internal bifurcations [8, 19, 64, 96]. Using 3D reconstruction
software [39], a column of capillary modules is shown in Figure 2.1 to illustrate CF
structure and the quantification methods for module topology. Two operators (TH, RV)
worked together to abstract the data from network maps; analysis strategy was coordinated,
direct measurements were performed separately, and final quality review was performed
by one operator to ensure consistency (TH). Module length is defined as the average
distance between inflowing and outflowing capillary segments, i.e. the distance between
TA and PCV. Module width is defined as the total distance across all parallel-flowing
capillary segments, and is taken as the mean from three measurements at the arteriolar,
middle, and venular locations along the module. When a gap of tissue exists between
horizontally-adjacent modules, the distance was split between them. Module volume
(mm3) is defined as (𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ ∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ), with a standardized 100µm depth used
throughout this study.
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Figure 2.1: Capillary Fascicle (CF) in skeletal muscle.
3D rendering generated from functional images derived from intravital videomicroscopy
of the rodent extensor digitorum longus muscle; greyscale is used for depth. The CF
comprises interconnected capillary modules (CM), linked together to form continuous
columns. Terminal arteriole (a) and post-capillary venule (v) are seen feeding and draining
the modules from deeper in the muscle. Note that arterioles feed two CMs flowing in
opposite directions, and venules similarly collect blood from two CMs. Module length is
defined as the distance between inflowing and outflowing vessels (solid lines). Module
width and the number of parallel capillaries (𝑁zc{ ) are taken as the mean from three
measurements along each module (hashed lines). CMs contain converging and diverging
bifurcations, and do not have standardized length, width, or parallel capillaries.
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The number of parallel capillaries in a module (𝑁zc{ ) was derived from CMs in the
7/9 networks with EDF protocol. 𝑁zc{ was taken as the mean from three measurements at
the arteriolar, middle, and venular locations along the CM by drawing lines perpendicular
to RBC flow and counting the number of capillary segments intersecting each line [31].
Note that 𝑁zc{ can be non-integer, such as 8.33 from averaging 8, 9, and 8 parallel
capillaries at three locations. Similarly, capillary density (cap/mm2) was defined as
|}m~
•;€•‚ ∗ €ƒz•‚

, averaged from the measurements at three module locations. This metric is

analogous to the 2D capillary density measurements derived with cross-sectional muscle
histology.

2.2.5 Capillary hemodynamic measurements
Capillary segments are defined in this study as unbranched capillary microvessels
that result from stochastic diverging and converging bifurcations within a capillary module
[77, 101]. Capillary segments are often shorter than the full length between TA and PCV,
although some unbranched capillaries traverse the entire length of the module [91].

The intravital videos were post-processed using custom software for quantifying
RBC-capillary hemodynamics, with details previously published by our group [2, 39, 49,
53]. Briefly, 2-min intravital videos were reviewed by the operator, and capillary segments
were manually selected from a co-registered functional image by placing a window over
the desired capillary segment. The software determines the edges of the RBC column
defining the lumen of the vessel, from which capillary diameters and volume are
determined, and the capillary centerline is positioned along the vessel. Extraction of light
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intensity data from the centerline records the position of RBCs in the capillary for each
frame over the duration of the video. The resulting space-time image (STI), one for each
wavelength, shows the dynamic passage of RBCs through the capillary. As many capillary
segments as possible were evaluated from each FOV, with the operator excluding segments
in a FOV that are completely out-of-focus or with overlapping capillaries. Segments with
exceedingly high hematocrit or RBC velocity were also excluded, as technical
considerations preclude accurate measurements of these vessels with our software. These
exclusions comprise approximately 10% of capillary segments per FOV. The number of
stopped-flow capillaries was also counted in each FOV to evaluate how many of these
capillary segments are present in resting skeletal muscle.

The fundamental metrics of capillary-RBC hemodynamics are RBC velocity (Vrbc,
µm/sec), lineal density (LD, RBC/mm) as a surrogate for hematocrit (Hct, %), and RBC
5‡‡

supply rate (SRrbc, RBC/s) where 𝑆𝑅{&' = 𝑉{&' ∗ 𝐿𝐷 ∗ 5333ˆ‡; RBC supply rate has also
been referred to as RBC flux or erythrocyte flux [9, 27, 80]. SRrbc defines the number of
RBCs flowing through an individual capillary per unit time, and plays a critical role in the
biophysics of capillary oxygen exchange with surrounding myocytes [36]. STIs are used
to calculate frame-by-frame capillary hemodynamics (2520 frames) as originally described
by Ellis [28]. Data were generated from STIs for both wavelengths, and were manually
inspected (AAM) and compared to the original video for artifacts and accuracy; any
concerns with data quality were reviewed with a second operator (SM). The wavelength
with superior quality was used to generate summary hemodynamics for each capillary
segment as the mean over the 2-min video. RBC O2 saturation measurements were accurate
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only when both intravital wavelengths are in perfect focus and alignment between cameras;
these conditions were met for a minority of capillary segments at 10X magnification,
whereas the emphasis of this analysis is capillary-RBC hemodynamics.

2.2.6 Calculation of capillary diameter and hematocrit
Capillary hematocrit was calculated from the experimentally-derived LD parameter
using the equation: 𝐻𝑐𝑡 =

Š# ∗ ‹Œ@•Ž•
•{ W

5‡‡

∗ 5333ˆ‡, whereby 𝑅𝐵𝐶:<’ is the reported mean

volume of a rat erythrocyte (65 µm3, Canham et al., 1984), and r is the capillary radius
(µm). Because vessels will blur and over-estimate capillary radius when they are not crisply
in focus, all capillary radii above 3µm were set to 3µm (i.e. capillary diameter 6µm),
consistent with values reported in the literature [39, 83, 96]. Hematocrit is calculated for
physiological reference only since it is sensitive to this focus artifact. LD is used for
quantitative analysis in this study as a more reliable empirical measurement.

2.2.7 Spatial and temporal classification of capillary modules in the
Capillary Fascicle
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, capillary segments were assigned a nomenclature to
group them within a module, and the modules are numbered within the CF for each
capillary network. When the same capillary segment is measured in more than one video
(e.g. at different z-planes or overlapping FOVs) the summary hemodynamics from each 2minute video are averaged to create a composite mean for the capillary segment. Temporal
heterogeneity between repeated capillary measurements was represented as the
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%normalized range of 2-minute summary values compared to the composite mean for the
capillary segment:

‡co2‡;“
‡ƒc“

∗ 100.

Figure 2.2: Capillary-RBC hemodynamic analysis of the Capillary Fascicle.
Functional images derived from intravital videomicroscopy (A) guide the analysis using
custom software. Capillary segments are selected (B) and assigned a nomenclature to
record their spatial location inside capillary modules. Frame-by-frame analysis is
performed over the 2-minute video recording, generating summary hemodynamics for
RBC velocity (µm/s), lineal density (RBC/mm), and RBC supply rate (RBC/s). This
particular field of view yielded over 30 capillary segments for analysis. Scale bar = 250
µm.

Spatially-distinct and temporally-resolved capillary segments with corresponding
RBC-capillary hemodynamics were sorted into capillary modules for each CF network.
Mean module hemodynamics represent the average values for all segments within a CM,
as well as a coefficient of variation (%CV) representing the spatial distribution of
hemodynamics between capillary segments. RBC transit time for a module (seconds) is
Šƒ“”•‚

estimated as (•
in the module.

~–— )l˜mr

, where (𝑉{&' )‡ƒc“ is the mean RBC velocity for capillary segments
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2.2.8 Capillary module RBC supply rate

Capillary module RBC supply rate (SRmodule, RBC/s) represents the total number
of RBCs flowing through a CM per second, and is an important metric when considering
convective oxygen transport in the CF [38]. Ideally, SRmodule would be calculated with
perfect accuracy by measuring RBC flow for all capillary segments arising from the TA,
all capillary segments draining to the PCV, or by resolving the mass balance for converging
and diverging bifurcations inside the module. However, this was rarely possible due to
technical and time constraints with video acquisition. SRmodule was therefore
approximated from experimental data with the equation: 𝑆𝑅‡<€™’ƒ = (𝑆𝑅{&' )‡ƒc“ ∗ 𝑁zc{ ,
whereby (𝑆𝑅{&' )‡ƒc“ is the mean RBC supply rate for capillary segments in the module,
and 𝑁zc{ is the number of parallel capillaries in the module (see above). Note that due to
internal bifurcations, the number of segments in a module is almost always greater than the
number of parallel capillaries, and that experimental sampling of capillary segments is
incomplete. Both of these circumstances lead to sampling error when calculating SRmodule
from experimental data, with this error being minimized by increasing the number of
measured segments.

The amount of error from under-sampling of capillary segments to estimate
SRmodule was quantified with a series of synthetic CMs and a dual-phase mathematical
blood flow model developed by Goldman and Popel [47] using established rheological
properties [86, 87]. Experimental “coverage” for each module was defined as the ratio of
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measured segments to parallel capillaries (𝑁zc{ ): for example, 11 capillary segments
measured from a module with 8.33 parallel capillaries would have 132% coverage; 8
capillary segments measured from a module of 10 parallel capillaries would have 80%
coverage.

Three synthetic CM geometries were generated to approximate the mean
dimensions of length, width, and 𝑁zc{ from the experimental data (Figure 2.3). The number
of internal bifurcations (converging and diverging) for the three CMs was 8, 9, and 10,
respectively, and all modules had more capillary segments than parallel capillaries. We
sampled all combinations of segments at increasing levels of experimental coverage (10%150%) to generate a hypothetical dataset from the CMs. The estimated SRmodule was
calculated with the same equation used for the experimental data: 𝑆𝑅‡<€™’ƒ =
(𝑆𝑅{&' )‡ƒc“ ∗ 𝑁zc{ . These values were compared with the true SRmodule from the model,
and establish a degree of sampling error for various levels of coverage. We hypothesize
that at least 67% coverage is required to ensure the accuracy of SRmodule values included
in the final dataset.
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Figure 2.3: Three synthetic capillary modules used to estimate the error from experimental
under-sampling
Synthetic modules were generated with the same approximate dimensions (length, width,
parallel capillaries) as the average module from the dataset; dual-phase mathematical blood
flow model is applied. Blood flow is from terminal arteriole (bottom left), through the
capillary module, and to the post-capillary venule (top right). Increasing levels of
experimental coverage reduce the sampling error when calculating total capillary module
RBC supply rate (SRmodule), with a 67% sampling threshold (hashed line) yielding a mean
error of approximately 12%. Data presented as mean +/- SD.

2.2.9 Statistical methods

Datasets were summarized with descriptive statistics (PRISM Graphpad v8),
including frequency distribution, mean and standard deviation (SD), median and
interquartile range, and coefficient of variation (%𝐶𝑉 =

›#
‡ƒc“

∗ 100). Mean capillary
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density of the CMs was compared between EDF and non-EDF networks using student’s
unpaired t-test. Correlation between systemic parameters (MAP, pO2) and mean SRrbc for
the animals was analyzed with simple linear regression. Correlation was reported as a
slope, [95% confidence interval], and the coefficient of determination (R2) that defines the
proportion of variance in the dependent variable that can be attributed to the predictor.
Lines of regression are plotted only for figures with significant correlation.

Linear mixed effects regression was used to evaluate the relationships between
hemodynamic variables and topological features in the CF. Simple linear regression from
the pooled dataset would incorrectly assume that all capillaries and CMs are independent
measurements, when in reality they were derived from a small group of animals. To
account for repeated measures from the same animal and biological variability between
animals, a linear mixed effects model was used (SPSS v26). The fixed effect defines the
correlation across all measurements, and the random effect (random slope and random
intercept) allows different lines of regression for each animal. R2 for linear mixed effects
models has been adapted by Nakagawa and colleagues [70]:

F

𝑅 =

𝜎• F

𝜎• F
+ 𝜎ž F + 𝜎Ÿ F

Whereby 𝜎• F is the variance of the fixed predicted values, 𝜎ž F is the variance of the random
effects, and 𝜎Ÿ F is the variance of the residuals in the model. This R2 for linear mixed
effects models represents the proportion of variance explained by fixed factors, which
signifies the same concept as with simple linear regression.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Animal physiology and systemic hemodynamics
Mean data (SD) are presented: Weight (g) 173.33 (10.89), Arterial blood gas
analysis: pH 7.46 (0.04); pCO2 (mmHg) 40.90 (5.50); pO2 (mmHg) 89.33 (16.05);
bicarbonate (mmol/L) 29.06 (2.74); lactate (mmol/L) 1.06 (0.34). Hemodynamic
monitoring: mean arterial pressure (mmHg) 78.29 (9.99), range: 64.32-90.16; systolic
blood pressure (mmHg) 93.36 (11.79); diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) 64.76 (10.42);
heart rate (beats per minute) 384.01 (38.38). These results demonstrate adequate systemic
hemodynamics, oxygenation and ventilation, and serum lactate levels indicate adequate
tissue perfusion. All rats had a mean arterial pressure (MAP) greater than 60 mmHg at the
time of videomicroscopy. As shown in Figure 2.4, mean capillary RBC supply rate for each
animal was not correlated with MAP (linear regression: 0.06289 [-0.1906-0.3164],
R2=0.05; p=0.5759), or pO2 (linear regression: 0.01571 [-0.1453-0.1767], R2=0.01;
p=0.8241), indicating that microvascular hemodynamics are independent from systemic
parameters.
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between systemic parameters and capillary-RBC hemodynamics
under normal resting conditions.
Mean RBC supply rate per animal is not correlated with mean arterial pressure or arterial
partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) (n=9 animals, 1491 capillary segments).

2.3.2 Capillary Fascicle structure and topology
A composite map for one representative CF network with labelled arterioles and
venules is shown in Figure 2.5. Capillaries are oriented parallel to muscle fibres in
continuous columns spanning thousands of microns, i.e. to the limit of observed muscle.
TAs and PCVs are inserted along the columns in an alternating fashion, giving rise to the
interconnected CM structure that defines the CF. The width of CF columns can be one or
multiple CMs across. The border of each fascicular column is noted with a distinct
longitudinal tissue gap and lack of capillary vascularity, whereas CMs within the same CF
column are in closer horizontal proximity. The insertions of microvessels into the CF
appears coordinated, insofar as TAs and PCVs are partially aligned between adjacent
modules and columns. Most capillaries in a module will drain into a PCV, but a small
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minority of capillaries bridge vertically between modules and bypass the PCV. The
collecting venule system that drains the CF is visible in the background of the EDF image,
whereas the arteriolar system that supplies the CF is not evident since it originates deeper
in the tissue.
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Figure 2.5: Capillary Fascicle (CF) in the rodent extensor digitorum longus muscle.
Functional images are derived from 10X intravital videomicroscopy (inverted microscope,
Olympus IX81) and stitched together to generate capillary networks. Filter applied to the
image to enhance contrast between vessels and background tissue. The CF is a series of
interconnected capillary modules forming continuous columns spanning thousands of
microns that align naturally with the dimensions of the muscle fascicle. Zoomed section
(*) highlights the tissue gaps between CF columns. Arterioles (a) and venules (v) are
inserted into the CF in an alternating fashion with partial alignment across the muscle.
Collecting venule system is visible in the background of the image. Scale bar = 500µm
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Geometric and topological parameters of the capillary modules (n=9 networks, 327
modules) are reported in Table 2.1. The dimensions of the “average module” for the dataset
are length 481µm, width 157µm, and 9.51 parallel capillaries. The 90th percentile for
module length and width are 716µm, and 240µm, respectively; 90th percentile for 𝑁zc{ is
15.03 parallel capillaries. Spatial heterogeneity of module dimensions, as determined by
%CV, is lowest for capillary density (23%) and highest for CM volume (56%). On average,
there are more capillaries on the venular end of the module than arising from the arteriole,
represented by a mean PCV/TA ratio of 1.24, although this ratio was inverted for 17% of
the modules.

No. of
measurements

Mean (SD)

%CV

Module Length (µm)

247

481.07 (174.22)

36.22

Module Width (µm)

316

157.00 (53.41)

34.02

Module volume (mm3)

242

0.0078 (0.0044)

55.99

𝑁zc{ (#)

248

9.51 (4.09)

43.01

Capillary v/a ratio

202

1.24 (0.35)

28.61

247

579.14 (131.49)

22.70

Capillary density
(cap/mm2)

Table 2.1: Geometric and topological classification of capillary modules in the Capillary
Fascicle.
Module dimensions (length, width, volume) are derived from nine networks, and module
topology (parallel capillaries, capillary density) is derived from seven networks with
extended depth of focus protocol. 𝑁zc{ denotes the number of parallel capillaries in a
module. Capillary v/a ratio denotes the ratio of capillaries at the venular vs arteriolar end
of the module. Capillary density is analogous to 2D capillary density derived from crosssectional muscle histology.
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Because of the orientation of capillaries parallel to muscle fibres, there is a strong
correlation between module width and 𝑁zc{ (linear mixed effects: 0.0583 [0.0521, 0.0645],
R2=0.70, p<0.0001) indicating that wider modules will have more parallel capillaries;
however, there is no correlation between module width and capillary density (linear mixed
effects: 0.0252 [-0.2915, 0.3418], R2=0.01, p=0.8758). There is no correlation between
module length and 𝑁zc{ (linear mixed effects: 0.0015 [-0.0013, 0.0044], R2=0.01,
p=0.2929) or capillary density (linear mixed effects: 0.0640 [-0.0321, 0.1601], R2=0.01,
p=0.1904).

To evaluate the utility of the EDF protocol for registering more vessels in the
functional image, 𝑁zc{ and capillary density was compared from modules with EDF
protocol (n=7 networks, 248 modules) versus the non-EDF modules (n=2 networks, 69
modules). As shown in Figure 2.6, the EDF protocol substantially increased 𝑁zc{
(student’s unpaired t-test: 9.51 vs 5.72, mean difference = 3.79 [2.80, 4.79]; p<0.0001) and
capillary density (students unpaired t-test: 579.14 vs 428.28, mean difference = 150.87
[117.28, 184.44]; p<0.0001). These data support the use of EDF as an augmented labelfree method for measuring Capillary Fascicle topology with intravital videomicroscopy.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of extended depth of focus (EDF) versus non-EDF functional
images.
Capillary modules quantified from EDF images (n=248) had significantly more parallel
capillaries and higher capillary density when compared with non-EDF modules (n=69).
Data are presented as mean and SD; * p<0.0001.

2.3.3 Capillary-RBC hemodynamics

Capillary-RBC hemodynamics for Vrbc, LD, and SRrbc (n=9 networks, 1491
segments) are reported in Table 2.2 with corresponding histograms in Figure 2.7. Mean
capillary hematocrit is 13.19% (6.56) for resting capillaries in rodent EDL muscle. There
is a bimodal distribution of RBC velocity measurements, with a main peak approximately
around 200 µm/s and a second peak around 600 µm/s. Capillary LD follows approximately
normal distribution and SRrbc is a right-skewed distribution. In total, there were 130
stopped-flow capillaries, representing an additional 8.72% above the quantified dataset of
perfused capillaries.
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No. of

Mean (SD)

%CV

1491

245.40 (147.4)

60.08

1491

55.98 (24.54)

43.83

Hematocrit (%)

1491

13.19 (6.56)

49.76

SRrbc (RBC/s)

1491

13.96 (11.63)

83.35

Vrbc (RBC/s)

112

246.49 (91.22)

37.01

112

54.54 (14.36)

26.34

112

13.57 (5.72)

42.15

89

131.49 (82.16)

62.50

100

2.43 (1.21)

49.86

measurements
Capillary
segments

Vrbc (µm/s)
Lineal density
(RBC/mm)

Capillary
modules

Lineal density
(RBC/mm)
SRrbc (RBC/s)
SRmodule
(RBC/s)
Transit time (s)

Table 2.2: RBC-capillary hemodynamics for the Capillary Fascicle in resting extensor
digitorum longus muscle.
RBC velocity (Vrbc), lineal density, and RBC supply rate (SRrbc) are recorded for at least
2 minutes from capillary segments using dual-wavelength intravital videomicroscopy (n=9
networks). Capillary segments are grouped into capillary modules, and mean
hemodynamics are reported for modules with at least 67% experimental sampling.
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Figure 2.7: Frequency distribution for capillary-RBC hemodynamics in the Capillary
Fascicle

Correlation between primary capillary-RBC hemodynamic variables is shown in
Figure 2.8. SRrbc is correlated with Vrbc (linear mixed effects: 0.0601 [0.0549, 0.0653],
R2=0.61, p<0.0001) and LD (linear mixed effects: 0.2810 [0.2291, 0.3329], R2=0.36,
p<0.0001), which is not surprising given the multiplicative relationship between these three
variables (SRrbc=Vrbc x LD). Interestingly, there is no correlation between Vrbc and LD
for the capillary segments (linear mixed effects: 0.0113 [-0.0006, 0.0231], R2=0.01,
p=0.0601), signifying that these hemodynamic variables are independent when evaluated
in large capillary datasets; this is demonstrated as a random scatter plot.
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Figure 2.8: Correlation for capillary-RBC hemodynamics in the Capillary Fascicle.
There are significant linear correlations between RBC velocity, lineal density, and RBC
supply rate. However, RBC velocity and lineal density are not correlated with each other
(n=9 networks, 1491 capillary segments).

Temporal variation in capillary-RBC hemodynamics was assessed for 561 capillary
segments in the dataset with repeated 2-minute video measurements. As shown in Figure
2.9, there is moderate but persistent temporal variation in the 2-minute mean capillary
hemodynamics, as indicated by a median %variability for Vrbc 25% (11-44), LD 20% (836), and SRrbc 29% (14-52). A subset (15-25%) of capillary segments demonstrated
temporal variation greater than 50%, indicating a subpopulation of segments with
substantial changes in hemodynamic values between repeated measurements.
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Figure 2.9: Spatial and temporal heterogeneity of capillary segments in the Capillary
Fascicle.
Spatial heterogeneity is defined as the %CV of capillary segment hemodynamics within a
module (n=9 networks, 112 modules, 967 segments). Temporal heterogeneity is defined as
the %normalized range of summary hemodynamics between repeated 2-min measurements
of the same capillary segment (n=9 networks, 561 segments). Data presented as median
and interquartile range.

2.3.4 Capillary module hemodynamics
Sampling error for SRmodule with increasing level of coverage was calculated for
three synthetic CMs, and reported in Figure 2.3. Mean error for modules greater than 67%
coverage was low (12%), supporting the use of this threshold for accurate calculation of
module hemodynamics.

Capillary segments were spatially organized to generate mean module
hemodynamics (i.e. average hemodynamics for the capillary segments in the module). In
this dataset, 112 modules (n=9 networks, 967 segments) had at least 67% coverage, with a
median of 7 (5-11) capillary segments measured per module. Mean module hemodynamics
were not different to values derived from capillary segments (Table 2). Mean RBC transit
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time per module is 2.43 (1.21) seconds (n=9 networks, 100 modules); SRmodule is 131.49
(82.16) RBC/s, calculated from modules with at least 67% coverage and EDF protocol
(n=7 networks, 89 modules, 851 segments).

Spatial heterogeneity for capillary-RBC hemodynamics was calculated as %CV for
capillary segments in a module (n=9 networks, 112 modules, 967 segments). As shown in
Figure 2.9, CMs demonstrate significant spatial heterogeneity, indicated by median %CV
values of Vrbc 47% (34-55), LD 37% (28-45), and SRrbc 67% (50-77). As shown in Figure
2.10, %CV was not correlated with the mean module hemodynamics for Vrbc (linear mixed
effects: 0.0173 [-0.0137, 0.0483], R2=0.01, p=0.2703) or LD (linear mixed effects: -0.1310
[-0.3086, 0.0466], R2=0.02, p=0.1466) and weakly correlated with SRrbc (linear mixed
effects: 0.9061 [0.0283, 1.7839], R2=0.06, p=0.0451). This data signifies that capillary
modules in resting skeletal muscle have similar degrees of spatial heterogeneity regardless
of mean module hemodynamics.
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Figure 2.10: Capillary module spatial heterogeneity versus mean module hemodynamics.
There is no correlation for RBC velocity and lineal density, and weak positive correlation
for RBC supply rate.

2.3.5 Structure-function relationships in the Capillary Fascicle
The correlation between CM topology (width, length, 𝑁zc{ ) and module
hemodynamics (Vrbc, LD, SRrbc, and SRmodule) was examined in the CF. There was no
correlation between module width and mean module hemodynamics (linear mixed effect:
Vrbc 0.0510 [-0.2648, 0.3668], R2=0.01, p=0.7496; LD 0.0155 [-0.0440, 0.0751], R2=0.01,
p=0.6035; SRrbc 0.0089 [-0.0116, 0.0294], R2=0.01, p=0.3925).

Module length and 𝑁zc{ (i.e. parallel flow paths) are major determinants of
hemodynamic resistance for a capillary module. As indicated in Figure 2.11, neither
variable was a substantial predictor of mean module hemodynamics. Module length was
not correlated with Vrbc (linear mixed effects: 0.0671 [-0.0192, 0.1533], R2=0.02,
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p=0.1259) or LD (linear mixed effects: 0.0095 [-0.0058, 0.0248], R2=0.02, p=0.2010), and
weak positive correlation with SRrbc (linear mixed effects: 0.0075 [0.0017, 0.0132],
R2=0.05, p=0.0112). 𝑁zc{ was not correlated with mean module hemodynamics (linear
mixed effects: Vrbc 0.9489 [-3.9070, 5.8048], R2=0.01, p=0.6986; LD 0.1745 [-0.8272,
1.1762], R2=0.01, p=0.7219; SRrbc 0.1603 [-0.1905, 0.5112], R2=0.01, p=0.3446).
Together, this data indicates that module RBC hemodynamics in resting skeletal muscle
are largely independent from module resistance.

SRmodule is not correlated with module length (linear mixed effects: 0.0877
[-0.0084, 0.1838], R2=0.04, p=0.0727). However, SRmodule is strongly correlated with
𝑁zc{ (linear mixed effects: 15.5121 [11.4855, 19.5387], R2=0.60, p<0.0001) and module
width (linear mixed effects: 0.9145 [0.6341, 1.1949], R2=0.38, p<0.0001). This is to be
expected given that module width and 𝑁zc{ are topologically related, and 𝑁zc{ is used
directly to calculate SRmodule.
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Figure 2.11: Structure-function relationships for capillary modules in the Capillary
Fascicle.
There is no correlation between module length, mean RBC velocity, and lineal density.
There is weak correlation between module length and mean RBC supply rate, and no
correlation with total module RBC supply rate. Similarly, there is no correlation between
the number of parallel capillaries in a module (Npar) and mean module RBC velocity, lineal
density or RBC supply rate. There is a strong correlation between Npar and total module
RBC supply rate.
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2.4 Discussion
This analysis of capillary-RBC hemodynamics is the largest experimentallyderived dataset and largest network imaging to date of in vivo RBC perfusion in skeletal
muscle. The Capillary Fascicle is introduced as an updated paradigm for describing blood
flow in capillary networks. By linking capillary modules together into columns, the CF
supports blood flow over thousands of microns, thereby providing a physiologicallygrounded framework for oxygen exchange with surrounding muscle tissue. The CF
exhibits structural and functional heterogeneity at different levels of scale, and networklevel analysis of structure-function relationships provides direct evidence for
microvascular flow regulation at the level of the capillary module. The findings of the
current study inform a significant shift regarding how capillary-RBC perfusion is
characterized in skeletal muscle. Previous in vivo and histological analysis has focused on
the relationship between individual capillaries and single muscle fibres. Rather, within the
CF paradigm, the columns of interconnected CMs interface naturally with the dimensions
of the muscle fascicle comprised of numerous muscle fibres, and the muscle fascicle
becomes the target volume of tissue for oxygen delivery by the microcirculation.

The columnar ultrastructure of the CF in skeletal muscle, illustrated in Figure 2.1
and Figure 2.5, organizes capillary networks on the intermediate scale (mesoscale),
providing a conceptual bridge between individual capillary segments, capillary modules,
and whole-organ perfusion [94]. Although this current study does not directly visualize
muscle fibres and fascicle boundaries, certain anatomical relationships can be inferred: the
CF is supported by the endomysium surrounding individual muscle fibres [10], with similar
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vascular columns observed in the endoneurium of peripheral nerves [66]; the perimysium
is a clear boundary of the muscle fascicle that necessitates penetrating vessels to connect
the CF with higher-order arterioles and venules between fascicles. It has been proposed
that 3D characterization of capillary network structure from tissue histology is more
accurate than standard 2D cross-section for evaluating capillary-myocyte interactions and
oxygen exchange with surrounding muscle tissue [13, 35, 104]. In this regard, the CF will
inform future analysis and computational modeling to better understand how the
microcirculation delivers oxygen to a muscle fascicle.

The quantitative capillary-RBC hemodynamics for resting skeletal muscle in the
current study are within the physiological range expected in rodent models, and are in
agreement with previously reported literature [2, 3, 5, 17, 29, 31, 37, 56, 57, 71, 91, 92,
101]. These metrics were independent from systemic blood pressure or oxygenation in the
present cohort over a wide range of values (Figure 2.4), signifying the microcirculation as
a distinct hemodynamic compartment of the cardiovascular system with capacity for
autoregulation. Capillary networks exhibit a significant reduction in microvascular
hematocrit compared with systemic values, that can be explained by the “network Fahraeus
effect” [85] observed experimentally in this study, and others mentioned above.
Topological analysis of the CMs in the rat EDL reveal mean length and width of CMs in
our study that are less than those reported previously for hamster tibialis anterior and
retractor [33, 64] and other species [10], but correspond with the dimensions reported by
our group using the rat EDL [39]. Capillary density measurements are concordant with
those reported by some groups [103], while others have reported values lower [68], or
higher [20, 21]. These differences can likely be explained by calculations in this study
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derived on the basis of individual modules (as opposed to tissue histology of large sections
of muscle), the uniform estimation of muscle depth, and the location of our microscopy in
the distal and superficial portion of the muscle.

More important, however, than mean values is the marked heterogeneity for
capillary-RBC hemodynamics and CM topology that exists within these capillary
networks. The wide dispersion implies that summary network values are unlikely to convey
the true complexity of the system [88], and might lead to inaccurate assumptions if applied
uniformly in analysis or modeling. In this study, a similar degree of spatial heterogeneity
in capillary-RBC hemodynamics is evident among capillaries within the dataset, modules
within the dataset, and capillaries within a module – as indicated by the %CV values in
Table 2.2 and Figure 2.9. The degree of spatial heterogeneity inside a module is also
independent of the mean module hemodynamics (Figure 2.10), perhaps determined by
module topology such as internal converging and diverging bifurcations. This analysis
reinforces that heterogeneity is an intrinsic feature of microvascular physiology, and
conveys the properties of scale-invariance and self-similarity in the CF that are often
observed in fractal systems such as the microcirculation [45, 46]. This heterogeneity
extends not only in space, but also as a function of time (Figure 2.9), even when comparing
averages from 2-minute videos for capillary hemodynamics. Taken together, this data
underscores the value of spatially-resolved classification and prolonged recording of
experimental data, and will inform future experimental approaches and modeling design
for evaluating capillary networks.
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Understanding the physiological heterogeneity of RBC distribution in capillary
networks under normal resting conditions is essential for comparison with exercise and
disease states. A muscle fascicle contains dozens to hundreds of myocytes of varying fibre
types and sizes, with differing basal levels of oxygen metabolism and supply-demand (i.e.
QO2/VO2) ratios for matching blood flow in adjacent capillaries [58, 60]. Moreover, motor
units comprise muscle fibres that are dispersed throughout the fascicle, resulting in
heterogenous patterns of activation during locomotion [11, 34]. The CF is therefore ideally
designed in a modular fashion to accommodate this metabolic heterogeneity, comprised of
CMs with differing sizes, capillary densities, and rates of blood flow; this allows for
spatially-resolved supply-demand matching of oxygen delivery between the CF and
surrounding muscle tissue [52]. Given the irregular shapes, sizes, and fibre composition of
muscle fascicles, it is unclear how many capillary fascicles are associated with each muscle
fascicle. This is particularly relevant when considering the difference in structure between
longitudinal muscles such as the extensor digitorum longus used in this study, and more
planar muscles such as the spinotrapezius. While the columnar structure of the CF would
be maintained in both cases given the association with linear muscle fibres, it is likely that
muscle architecture is a major determinant of CF structure; this should be further explored
with dedicated in vivo labelling for connective tissue and fibre type.

The contiguous CF structure, visualized in this study using advanced label-free
videomicroscopy techniques, and the low number of stopped-flow capillaries (8.72%),
confirms that the overwhelming majority of capillaries in skeletal muscle support RBC
perfusion at rest. However, the lack of correlation between capillary RBC velocity and
lineal density over the large dataset (Figure 2.8), and significant heterogeneity of capillary-
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RBC hemodynamics within a module (Figure 2.9), implies a degree of stochasticity and
the absence of flow regulation on the level of individual capillaries. This is possible
because capillary segments within a module support diffusional O2 exchange between
themselves, such that segments with generous RBC supply rate can offload oxygen to
surrounding capillaries with low perfusion [47, 48, 75]. Notably, the mitochondrial and
myoglobin systems also form reticular lattices within and between myocytes [14, 44], and
participate to distribute oxygen exchange and oxidative capacity throughout large volumes
of muscle tissue according to locoregional metabolic demands. These factors together, as
well as low O2 extraction fraction and intact O2 regulation mechanisms [32], make it
unlikely that heterogeneity in RBC distribution will cause dysoxia within healthy resting
skeletal muscle [40]. Rather, heterogeneous capillary-RBC perfusion in the Capillary
Fascicle should be viewed as a normal feature of these complex non-linear systems, and
reflects the capacity of the network to adapt to external stressors or changes in energy
requirements [95].

By contrast, exercise will increase capillary perfusion to support increased O2
metabolism and decrease network heterogeneity [27, 100], such that capillaries – even
those with negligible perfusion at rest – approach systemic hematocrit levels and maximal
RBC supply rate [78]. Experimental data [3, 22, 29, 31, 59, 71, 72] and computational
modeling [40, 48, 49, 82] from disease states (e.g. sepsis, ischemia, heart failure, diabetes)
has shown that pathological changes in capillary flow heterogeneity can result in
substantial changes in tissue oxygenation and O2 utilization, and this relationship is also
affected by total flow and tissue O2 consumption rate. By contrasting disease models with
the dataset provided in this study, future research can delineate what features constitute
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pathological heterogeneity, the mechanisms responsible for these observations, and how
they might be ameliorated with therapeutic interventions.

The strength of the current study is the linkage of network topology and
hemodynamics by grouping capillary segments into modules, the large number of CMs
included in the dataset, and the statistical treatment of repeated measures. These factors
provide an opportunity to evaluate network-level physiological relationships in the CF.
Using this approach, emergent properties of the biological system are identified that would
not be evident from microscopic or macroscopic scales or from individual components [1,
6], such as when considering small groups of capillaries [4, 39, 63], or the total of all
capillaries within an organ [43, 50]. For example, due to changes in CM hemodynamic
resistance, a passive microvascular system without flow regulation would yield an inverse
relationship between module hemodynamics and module length, and positive relationship
with the number of parallel capillaries (due to increased parallel flow paths). Remarkably,
these relationships are absent in our dataset (Figure 2.11), and could never have been
predicted when considering modules in isolation. In fact, module length in the dataset
exhibits a weak positive correlation with mean SRrbc (i.e. longer modules have slightly
higher mean RBC supply rate), which is the opposite of what would be expected from a
passive system.

Because these passive relationships are not observed, the findings from this study
provide direct evidence for active microvascular flow regulation at the level of the capillary
module; importantly, these observations are made in the absence of local pharmacological
interventions (e.g. vasoconstrictors, vasodilators, channel inhibitors) or electrical
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stimulation that directly influence capillary-RBC hemodynamics in skeletal muscle. When
considering Ohm’s law, it becomes apparent that this is best achieved through regulation
of capillary module perfusion pressure (DP) for a wide range of hemodynamic resistances;
this strategy adjusts total module RBC supply rate (SRmodule) to support oxygen exchange
with the surrounding muscle fascicle. By linking modules together to form expansive
columns, the CF is able to control blood flow within discrete sections of tissue, yet this
also explains why capillary networks can be viewed as space-filling above certain cutoff
lengths [62]. Although direct manipulation of module resistance (e.g. via pre-capillary
sphincters or metarterioles) could theoretically yield similar results, this would require an
enormous amount of finite control at the capillary level and the presence of these contractile
structures in skeletal muscle is not supported by empirical observations [90]. As noted
above, diffusional oxygen exchange between capillary segments also obviates the need for
hemodynamic control of individual capillaries. This interpretation of the data is consistent
with the theory that capillary perfusion pressure (DP) and hydrostatic pressure (Pc) are
regulated together [18], and supports the theory of capillary networks as the origin for the
stimulus of microvascular flow regulation [30, 69], with the primary goal to ensure
adequate oxygen delivery. Evidence in the literature clearly demonstrates the ability of
stimulated capillary networks to elicit a flow response from the arteriolar tree [7, 16, 23,
24] and further mechanistic studies suggest this is achieved through conducted signaling
via endothelial gap junctions between capillaries and arterioles [15, 25, 99], and O2dependent ATP release from RBCs in capillary networks [30, 32].
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The Capillary Fascicle is ideally suited for signaling changes in tissue metabolic
demand to the arteriolar system given the intimate relationship with the muscle fascicle.
However, the CF structure raises important questions regarding how this flow regulation
is accomplished. The insertion of terminal arterioles into CF columns will arise from
different sections of the arteriolar tree [33], with higher pressure from the proximal
arteriolar system potentially creating a gradient along the length of the column. It has been
proposed that interconnected CMs are conducive to smoothing pressure variability arising
from TAs and PCVs inserted into the CF, particularly if these vessels become suddenly
occluded [96]. Furthermore, TAs simultaneously feed multiple CMs with different
resistances, implying that a TA hyperemic response would preferentially “steal” towards
the module with lower resistance, while depriving the other module of adequate blood flow.
These factors together would suggest the need for both pre-capillary and post-capillary
mechanisms of flow regulation to ensure DP is maintained across the CM within a
physiological range; post-capillary regulation would ensure blood flow is distributed
correctly between two modules with shared TA by independently regulating DP for each
module. There is already evidence for active dilation of venules following stimulated
contraction in rodent skeletal muscle [65], and for myogenic responses from isolated
venules that are modulated by norepinephrine and removal of the endothelium [26]; these
observations have not been resolved at the level of CMs or the CF. Venules possess all of
the necessary components required to participate in microvascular flow regulation,
including sympathetic innervation, vascular smooth muscle, endothelial gap junctions,
nitric oxide, and ion channels [67]. Currently, this hypothesis is not well-established, and
requires exploration and validation with more empirical evidence.
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Experimental limitations of this study should be noted. Anesthesia has an effect on
systemic hemodynamics and will modulate, but not obliterate, local mechanisms of flow
regulation (particularly sympathetic tone). In this regard, we can expect that mean values
and degree of heterogeneity may differ between anesthetized and awake animals;
nevertheless, the main findings regarding CF structure, intrinsic heterogeneity, lengthindependence of capillary-RBC module hemodynamics, and the implications for capillary
flow regulation should be maintained. The absence of correlation over a wide range of
systemic hemodynamics (MAP, pO2) in this cohort supports pooling of data and the
generalization of our findings, especially given the statistical treatment of between-subject
variability; however, direct evaluation of how these systemic variables may affect
capillary-RBC hemodynamics is better tested using controlled interventions (e.g.
hypovolemia, adjustment of ventilation) and repeated measurements in the same animal.
Capillary hemodynamics were not collected from segments with excessive hematocrit or
RBC velocity, causing a selection bias that under-represents these capillaries within the
dataset. To minimize the error associated with incomplete capillary sampling, calculations
of module hemodynamics were restricted to modules with at least 67% coverage. The
decision to capture video sequences at 10X magnification to acquire capillary
hemodynamics data from as many segments as possible meant we were unable to
consistently measure RBC O2 saturation. Although video sequences were captured at both
wavelengths for O2 saturation analysis, the spatial resolution of the cameras at 10X
magnification was not sufficient to make accurate measurements on more than a small
subset of capillary segments. Lastly, the higher order arteriolar and venular trees are deeper
in the muscle than can be resolved with our microscope, and connections into the CF are
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not well delineated. It can be expected that advances in intravital videomicroscopy and
other imaging modalities (e.g. laser scanning confocal microscopy, multiphoton
microscopy) will overcome many of these challenges and permit future investigation of
these knowledge gaps.

In conclusion, the Capillary Fascicle is an updated physiological framework for
describing RBC distribution in skeletal muscle capillary networks. Fascicular columns of
interconnected CMs interface naturally with muscle fascicles, strongly suggesting that the
muscle fascicle is the target volume of tissue for matching O2 supply to O2 demand, rather
than individual capillaries and muscle fibres. Network-level analysis illustrates the intrinsic
heterogeneity of microvascular physiology, and provides a robust dataset in healthy resting
muscle that can be compared with diseases states. Evidence of microvascular flow
regulation at the level of the CM suggests that capillary networks are the primary origin
for the signal that regulates flow distribution to capillary modules.
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CHAPTER 3: BIOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF RBC AND
PLASMA FLOW DISTRUBTION IN CAPILLARY
MODULES

3.1 Introduction
Blood flow in the microcirculation is governed by unique biophysical properties
that are of important consequence when considering the regulation and distribution of
oxygen in microvascular networks. Unlike the systemic circulation, where blood is
considered a homogenous medium, blood flow within microvessels less than 300µm in
diameter is characterized as a dual-phase non-Newtonian fluid consisting of red blood cells
(RBCs) suspended in aqueous plasma [49, 56]. Because of the tendency of RBCs to migrate
away from the vessel wall, and the ability of the endothelial surface layer (ESL) to retard
plasma flow, these two blood components have different flow rates and radial velocity
profiles. These critical phenomena cause a reduction in both the volume fraction (i.e. tube
hematocrit) of RBCs in microvessels (Fahraeus effect) and a reduction in apparent
viscosity of blood flow compared to larger vessels (Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect) – both have
been described in seminal works by Pries [47, 48] using empirical data from mesenteric
microvascular networks. Moreover, the relative cell-free layer at the edge of the vessel wall
results in uneven distribution of RBC flow at bifurcations, such that the daughter vessel
with low flow receives even less RBC flow (plasma skimming), and the daughter vessel
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with high flow receives even more RBC flow than would be predicted by the proportion of
total blood flow [45, 52].

Together, these three cardinal biophysical laws of microvascular blood flow
(Fahraeus effect, Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect, bifurcation law) have important consequences
when applied over large microvascular networks. For example, the Fahraeus effect within
individual microvessels will cause, on average, a reduction in hematocrit compared to the
systemic circulation as vessels decrease in diameter down the arteriolar network [46]. The
Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect offsets an untenable increase to resistance that would otherwise
be associated with vessel diameters in microcirculation. The bifurcation law, when
considered through successive branches of the arteriolar system, is one of the main causes
for functional heterogeneity in RBC flow and hematocrit distribution [50], and one of the
mechanisms by which vasodilation in upstream arterioles can homogenize hematocrit and
oxygen delivery in downstream capillary networks. Pries has also shown that variations to
network topology and geometry both contribute functional heterogeneity [43, 44], thereby
highlighting how the structure of microvascular networks participates with the abovementioned biophysical properties to generate the observed physiology of blood flow in the
microcirculation. However, network structure and biophysics are not sufficient in and of
themselves to achieve the homeostatic roles of the microcirculation. Working in concert
with these components, active mechanisms of flow regulation are employed to ensure that
microvascular oxygen supply is matched with tissue metabolic demand [9, 10, 27, 57];
mechanisms of flow regulation also ensure that biophysical parameters such as shear, flow,
pressure, and resistance are maintained within a physiological range to prevent mechanical
damage to microvessels.
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Capillary networks have a fundamental role in the microcirculation, as the terminal
site of oxygen and substrate exchange with surrounding tissue. This is of significance in
all organs, but will be specifically explored here for skeletal muscle, given the remarkable
range of oxygen consumption and blood flows that can be achieved from rest to peak
exercise. Although capillaries are governed by the same biophysical properties as
resistance arterioles and venules, important structural differences exist that require special
attention. Unlike the traditional branching systems of arterioles and venules, capillary
networks are comprised of interconnected capillary modules (CMs), consisting of a group
of parallel-flowing capillaries originating from a terminal arteriole (TA) and draining into
a post-capillary venule (PCV) [38, 39, 60]; it has also been recognized that TAs will supply
multiple CMs flowing in opposite directions, and PCVs will receive blood from multiple
CMs [11, 60, 62]. Unlike the arteriolar and venular trees where bifurcations invariably
result in two daughters from a parent vessel, terminal arterioles and post-capillary venules
will interact with many capillaries in very close succession. Within a capillary module,
internal bifurcations can be either converging or diverging [39], and the diameter of these
vessels does not adhere to the reductions in vessel diameter that are dictated by Murray’s
law [59]. These features may have important considerations that affect the distribution of
RBCs and plasma within a capillary module. As has been shown previously using
computational modeling, heterogeneity of RBC distribution can have important
consequences for oxygen delivery and exchange [15, 21, 25, 31].

Furthermore, while we can acknowledge that the locus of flow regulation in the
microcirculation resides upstream in resistance arterioles [2], this theory does not consider
how capillary networks might participate in this process, or how the interconnected
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structure of CMs impacts the ability of arterioles to exclusively determine flow through
capillary networks. Because of their anatomic arrangement and association with a single
terminal arteriole, RBC flow will change together for all capillaries in a module [11, 51,
61], however this does not describe how specific hemodynamic mechanisms of flow
regulation (e.g. vasodilation, pressure changes, hematocrit changes) interact with the
structure of a capillary module to affect the magnitude and distribution of blood flow within
capillary segments.

These considerations have further implications when viewed through the new
paradigm of the Capillary Fascicle, described in Chapter 2. Although capillary modules
have been mostly treated in isolation, they exist within columns spanning thousands of
microns. This perspective shifts from small volumes of tissue, and focuses on blood flow
regulation within the entire muscle fascicle. In order to understand how this process is
achieved during coordinated activities (i.e. contraction) over many modules, we need to
better describe the mechanisms of microvascular control for each functional unit, and their
immediate neighbors.

In this study, we use experimentally-derived data from resting skeletal muscle
capillary networks to understand the relationship between hemodynamic variables at the
level of the capillary module. By applying the biophysical principles of blood flow in the
microcirculation, we illustrate how flow regulation might be achieved within complex
capillary networks. Using computational modeling in simulated capillary modules, we
describe the impact of variations to boundary conditions on RBC and plasma flow
distribution. Together, these experiments provide evidence that the dual-phase nature of
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blood and the structure of capillary modules have important consequences for flow
regulation in the microcirculation.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Capillary segment hemodynamics derived from experimental dataset
A rodent model of intravital videomicroscopy of resting extensor digitorum longus
(EDL) muscle was used, as described previously by our group [20], and in section 2.2.1 of
this thesis. Briefly, juvenile male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=9) were anesthetized with
intravenous pentobarbital, and the EDL muscle was dissected, exteriorized, and placed on
the objective of an inverted microscope (Olympus IX81) and dual-wavelength camera
system (Rolera-XR, QImaging). The wavelengths are selected to provide maximum
contrast between flowing RBCs and surrounding muscle tissue, in order to obtain accurate
measurements of RBC hemodynamics. 2-minute video recordings were made from
overlapping fields of view to generate hemodynamic data from large capillary networks,
thereby providing a robust dataset for computational analysis.

The intravital videos were post-processed using custom software for quantifying
RBC-capillary hemodynamics, with details previously published by our group [1, 20, 25,
30]. An operator selects the capillary segment for analysis, and the software generates a
frame-by-frame space time image (STI) that determines the flow of RBCs down the
centerline of the vessel. STIs are used to calculate frame-by-frame capillary hemodynamics
(2520 frames) as originally described by Ellis [13]. The fundamental metrics of capillary-
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RBC hemodynamics are RBC velocity (Vrbc, µm/sec), lineal density (LD, RBC/mm) as a
surrogate for hematocrit (Hct, %), and RBC supply rate (SRrbc, RBC/s) where 𝑆𝑅{&' =
5‡‡

𝑉{&' ∗ 𝐿𝐷 ∗ 5333ˆ‡ ; SRrbc defines the number of RBCs flowing through an individual
capillary per unit time.

Capillary segments are grouped into capillary modules (CM), which are considered
the building block of complex capillary networks. CMs are defined as parallel-flowing
capillaries originating from a single terminal arteriole and draining into a single postcapillary venule [38, 39, 60]. This analysis provides spatial localization of capillary
hemodynamics for functional interpretation of blood flow at the level of the CM.

3.2.2 RBC and plasma distribution within capillary modules derived from
experimental dataset
In the microcirculation blood exists in a dual phase, with distinct RBC and plasma
components; this is particularly notable in capillary networks with single-file RBC flow
and distinct plasma gaps between RBCs. Using this experimentally-derived dataset and
rheological properties of the microcirculation, the distribution of RBC and plasma flow
within CMs was calculated. RBC supply rate of capillary segments was measured directly
from experimental datasets, as described above. This variable has units of RBC/s, and can
also be reported as a volume (nL/s) of RBC flow:

𝑄{&' = 𝑆𝑅{&' ∗ 𝑅𝐵𝐶:<’ ∗

1 𝑛𝐿
10K 𝜇𝑚¢
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where 𝑅𝐵𝐶:<’ is the reported mean volume of a rat erythrocyte (65 µm3, Canham et al.,
1984).

Capillary tube hematocrit (𝐻" ) was calculated from the experimentally-derived LD
parameter using the equation:

𝐻" =

𝐿𝐷 ∗ 𝑅𝐵𝐶:<’
1𝑚𝑚
∗
𝜋𝑟 F
1000𝜇𝑚

where r is the capillary radius in microns. A measurement error for capillary radius was
systematically encountered for out-of-focus vessels, that will blur the edges and overestimate capillary diameter. This was adjusted by setting an upper limit of capillary
diameter to 6µm (radius 3µm), consistent with values reported in the literature [20, 41, 60].

Plasma flow for capillary segments is not measured directly, but is derived from
experimental measurements of 𝑄{&' and 𝐻" using rheological equations. The first step is
the conversion of capillary tube hematocrit (𝐻" ) to capillary discharge hematocrit (𝐻# );
𝐻" is an RBC volume fraction, and 𝐻# is an RBC flow fraction. The reduction of 𝐻"
relative to 𝐻# as a function of microvessel diameter (D, µm) - known as the Fahraeus effect
- is due to the cell-free layer of blood at the wall of the microvessel that causes differential
speed of RBC and plasma flow. This relationship is defined by the empirical formula from
Pries (1990):
𝐻"
= 𝐻# + (1 − 𝐻# ) ∗ (1 + 1.7𝑒 23.456# − 0.6𝑒 23.355# )
𝐻#
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With this dataset, 𝐻# and 𝑄{&' are used to solve for capillary blood flow (𝑄&’<<€ ) given
¤~–—

that 𝐻# = ¤

–•ŽŽ¥

; capillary plasma flow >𝑄z’c¦‡c ? is then solved with the equation:

𝑄&’<<€ = 𝑄{&' + 𝑄z’c¦‡c

This analysis, derived fundamentally by the application of the Fahraeus effect to
capillary-RBC hemodynamics, allows for simultaneous quantification of RBC and plasma
flow in skeletal muscle capillary networks. Mean values for RBC and plasma flow are used
to estimate module blood flow (see below). The coefficient of variation (%𝐶𝑉 =

›#
‡ƒc“

∗

100) of 𝑄{&' and 𝑄z’c¦‡c represents the spatial distribution of RBC and plasma flow,
respectively, for capillary segments in a module. To minimize sampling error, only CMs
with hemodynamic measurements of at least 67% experimental coverage (defined as the
ratio of measured capillary segments to parallel capillaries) were included in analysis,
defined as the ratio of measured capillary segments to parallel capillaries; this yielded a
low rate of sampling error (~12%) as described in section 2.2.8 of this thesis.

3.2.3 Estimation of capillary module resistance and module driving pressure
derived from experimental dataset
Poiseuille’s law for blood flow within a cylindrical tube can be extended to
approximate the pressure-flow relationship in a capillary module comprised of several
parallel microvessels:
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(𝑄&’<<€ )‡<€™’ƒ =

∆𝑃
128 𝜂 𝑙
1
C
∗
E
4
𝑁zc{
𝜋𝐷

Where 𝐷 is the mean diameter of capillary segments (5.94 µm in this experimental dataset),
𝑁zc{ is the number of parallel capillaries in the module, 𝑙 is module length, 𝜂 is module
viscosity, and ∆𝑃 is the driving pressure across the capillary module. The bracketed term
is equal to the module resistance (𝑅‡<€™’ƒ ), whereby viscosity is the functional component
of resistance and |

’

}m~

is considered the geometric resistance of a capillary module; because

capillary diameter is fixed in these calculations, it does not contribute to the analysis. CM
topology was quantified for module length and 𝑁zc{ using extended depth of focus (EDF)
functional images derived from intravital videomicroscopy, as described in section 2.2.4
of this thesis. Lengths and flows are calculated in cm and cm3/s; viscosity units were
converted from pascal seconds (Pa*s) into millimeters of mercury seconds (mmHg*s).

CM viscosity was calculated using the mean of 𝐻# values from capillary segments,
and applying the empirical equations for 𝜂:;:< [48], that define the hematocrit- and
diameter-dependent alterations in blood viscosity for the microcirculation – also known as
the Fahraeus-Lindqvist effect. (𝑄&’<<€ )‡<€™’ƒ is estimated from mean RBC and plasma
flow values multiplied by the number of parallel capillaries:

(𝑄&’<<€ )‡<€™’ƒ = (𝑄{&' )‡<€™’ƒ + (𝑄z’c¦‡c )‡<€™’ƒ
= (𝑄{&' )‡ƒc“ ∗ 𝑁zc{ + (𝑄z’c¦‡c )‡ƒc“ ∗ 𝑁zc{
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Finally, coming back to Poiseuille’s law, ∆𝑃 can now be solved to calculate the driving
pressure (mmHg) across a capillary module for a given blood flow and resistance.

∆𝑃‡<€™’ƒ = (𝑄&’<<€ )‡<€™’ƒ ∗ 𝑅‡<€™’ƒ

3.2.3 Hemodynamic relationships for capillary modules and module pairs

In a passive microvascular system, blood flow would be strongly determined by
network resistance; at the level of the CM, the following inverse relationship would be
expected:

𝑄‡<€™’ƒ ∝

1
𝑅‡<€™’ƒ

This correlation is tested for total blood flow, as well as RBC and plasma flow for each
CM in the dataset.

Moreover, it has been well-recognized that terminal arterioles (TA) supply blood
to two CMs flowing in opposite directions, and similarly post-capillary venules (PCV) will
receive blood from two CMs [11, 60, 62]. This anatomical relationship provides an
opportunity to compare blood flow in capillary module pairs with a shared boundary
condition – either a common TA or PCV.

Consider two capillary modules, CM1 and CM2, supplied by a common TA;
because of their anatomical connection, variations in blood flow will change together for
both modules and have a shared inflow pressure and blood supply. In a passive
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microvascular system, the distribution of blood flow between modules would be
determined exclusively by module resistance. More specifically, the ratio of resistances
between modules would determine the ratio of blood flow - the module with higher
resistance would have proportionally less perfusion. As given by Ohm’s law, the ratio of
resistances R1 and R2, and blood flows, Q1 and Q2 would be inversely correlated:

𝑅5 𝑄F
∝
𝑅F 𝑄5

For example, a module with double the resistance should receive half the blood flow
compared to the pair module – provided that driving pressure between modules is equal
(∆𝑃5 = ∆𝑃F ). Deviations from this relationship would be explained by differences in ∆𝑃
between modules, stochastic variability, or experimental errors for calculating module flow
and resistance. Two capillary modules that share a common PCV do not have similar
constraint on shared blood supply and inflow pressure, but do have a common outflow
pressure. Nevertheless, the same relationships between resistance and blood flow would
still be expected if driving pressures were equal and blood flow was determined by module
resistance. In all pairs, R1 was arbitrarily defined as the module with higher resistance, such
that the ratio of resistance was always greater than 1.

By contrast to example described above, the microcirculation is viewed as a
physiological system with active flow regulation [2, 14]. For capillary networks, we
hypothesize that this is achieved through independent control of ∆𝑃 across each capillary
module. Under conditions of active flow regulation, disparities in module resistance
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between pairs would need to be compensated with a similar pressure differential between
modules:

𝑅5 ∆𝑃5
∝
𝑅F ∆𝑃F

The module with higher resistance would receive proportionally higher driving pressure,
otherwise it would be vulnerable to under-perfusion. The greater the asymmetry of module
resistances, the more pressure differential would be required to overcome this imbalance.

Pressure differential between module pairs was assessed, and was defined as the
difference in driving pressures (∆𝑃5 − ∆𝑃F ), whereby ∆𝑃5 is the driving pressure across
the module with higher resistance (R1) and ∆𝑃F is the driving pressure across the second
module with lower resistance (R2). Note that this pressure differential can be positive or
negative, depending on which module has a higher driving pressure.

3.2.4 Computational modeling of capillary module boundary conditions
A summary of all computational experiments is outlined in Table 3.1, and all
module geometries are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In order to determine the impact of
variations in capillary module boundary conditions on the distribution of RBC and plasma
flow, synthetic CMs were constructed with the approximate dimensions of the average CM
from the experimental dataset outlined in chapter 2 (see Table 2.1): length 480µm, width
150-170µm, and 9.5-10.5 parallel capillaries. Before proceeding with interconnected
modules, as observed in realistic capillary networks, we evaluated a single CM with a short
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inlet TA and outlet PCV, and a series of parallel capillaries. Six module geometries were
designed with absent (0), moderate (4, 5), or high (8, 9, 10) degree of converging and
diverging bifurcations; these internal bifurcations increase the number of capillary
segments within a module while maintaining a similar number of parallel capillaries
between all geometries. All capillary diameters were set to 5.5µm.

A steady-state dual-phase continuum computational blood flow model was then
applied to the geometries, as developed by Goldman and Popel [24] using established
rheological properties of the microcirculation [47, 48]. The boundary conditions were
adjusted for (i) arteriole diameter (ii) inflow hematocrit (i.e. HD), and (iii) driving pressure
(DP) across the capillary module. Each boundary condition was adjusted over a
physiological range, while keeping the other variables fixed: arteriole 10µm, venule 15µm,
HD 0.2, and DP 4mmHg.
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Experiment

Module
geometries

Range of
boundary
conditions

Analysis
RBC flow
(mean, %CV)

Arteriole
diameter

10-8, 10-9, 10-10

6-14µm

Plasma flow
(mean, %CV)
Hematocrit
(mean, %CV)

Arteriole
diameter

10-8, 10-9, 10-10

6-14µm

Capillary
entrance pressure
(mmHg)

Question

Impact of
arteriole diameter
on blood flow and
distribution in a
module
Impact of
arteriolar
diameter and
capillary position
on capillary
entrance pressure

RBC flow
(mean, %CV)
Driving
pressure (DP)

Plasma flow
(mean, %CV)
10-8, 10-9, 10-10

2-10 mmHg

RBC velocity
(mean, %CV)
Capillary
hematocrit
(mean, %CV)

Hematocrit

10-0, 10-4, 10-5,
10-8, 10-9, 10-10

Inflow
hematocrit

RBC flow
(%CV)

Impact of driving
pressure on blood
flow and
distribution in a
module

Impact of
hematocrit and
module branching
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(H_d)
5%-35%

Plasma flow
(%CV)

(low, moderate,
high) on RBC and
plasma
distribution in a
module

RBC flow
(mean)

Hematocrit

10-4, 10-5, 10-8,
10-9, 10-10

Inflow
hematocrit
(H_d)
5%-35%

RBC velocity
(mean)
Plasma flow
(mean)
Capillary
hematocrit
(mean)

Impact of
hematocrit on
RBC and plasma
flow in a module

Relative
viscosity (mean)
2-module,
common arteriole:
Even modules
Length
differential, even
pressure
Hematocrit

Length
differential,
corrected pressure
Capillary
differential, even
pressure

RBC flow per
module (%CV)

Inflow
hematocrit
(H_d)
5%-35%

Impact of
hematocrit and
asymmetric
RBC flow ratio module resistance
on RBC and
between modules
plasma
Plasma flow
distribution
ratio between
modules
Plasma flow per
module (%CV)

Capillary
differential,
corrected pressure
Table 3.1: Summary of experiments for computational modeling.
See figure 3.1 and 3.2 for details on capillary module geometry.
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Figure 3.1: 1-module geometries used in computational modeling.
Each capillary module consists of a terminal arteriole (left) feeding a series of parallel
capillaries and draining into a post-capillary venule (right); the arteriole and venule serve
as manifolds for the parallel capillaries. The length of the modules is 480µm; diameters of
the arteriole, capillaries, and venule are 10µm, 5.5µm, and 15µm respectively; all modules
have approximately 10 parallel capillaries. Internal branching consists of converging and
diverging bifurcations, with no branches (10-0, A), moderate degree of branches (10-4, B;
10-5, C), and high degree of branches (10-8, D; 10-9, E; 10-10,F).
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Synthetic geometries were also designed for a single TA feeding a pair of modules
(CM1, CM2), each draining to a different PCV (Figure 3.2); these modules had a moderate
degree of internal bifurcations and a length of 480µm. Five experiments were simulated
whereby the relative resistances and pressures were varied between modules. The cases
were (i) balanced module resistances, (ii) CM1 double the length of CM2, (iii) CM1 double
the length of CM2 with increased pressure gradient across CM1, (iv) CM1 with
approximately half the parallel capillaries of CM2, and (v) CM1 with approximately half
the parallel capillaries of CM2, and with increased pressure gradient across CM1. The cases
with pressure differential between modules is intended to offset the differential resistance.
For these experiments, inflow hematocrit was varied over a physiological range.
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Figure 3.2: 2-module geometries used in the computational modeling.
A single common arteriole (center) supplies two capillary modules, each draining into a
post-capillary venule (left, right). The number of internal branches is similar in all modules.
Geometric resistances of the modules is varied, comparing (A) modules of equal length
(480µm) and equal parallel capillaries (10), (B) modules of different lengths (640µm,
320µm) and equal parallel capillaries (10), and (C) modules of equal length (480µm) and
different parallel capillaries (7, 12).
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The model calculates RBC flow (Qrbc, nL/s), plasma flow (Qplasma, nL/s), tube
hematocrit (HT), discharge hematocrit (HD), and pressure gradient (DP, mmHg) for all
capillary segments within the module. Thus, these experiments describe the impact of each
boundary condition on the mean and %CV values for capillary segments within a module.
For the 2-module experiments, the proportional distribution of RBC, plasma, and blood
¤

flow were between modules was defined as the ratio of flow values, ¤W .
V

3.2.5 Statistical Analysis
Correlations between experimentally-derived variables were undertaken using a
linear mixed effects model (SPSS v26), as described in section 2.2.9 of this thesis. Briefly,
this model is similar to simple linear regression, but accounts for random variations in slope
and intercept that can occur between animals. The coefficient of determination (R2) of the
fixed effect defines the portion variance in the dependent variable that is determined by the
independent variable over the entire dataset. Using PRISM v8 software package, the
difference in heterogeneity (%CV) between RBC and plasma flow for capillary module
were compared with a Student’s paired t-test. 2-way ANOVA was used to determine the
effect of variations to branching structure and hematocrit on RBC and plasma distribution
(%CV) in synthetic modules. ANOVA analysis quantified whether each factor was a
significant determinant of %CV and the amount of variance (R2) attributed to each factor
in the model (also called the standard omega squared). Statistical significance was
considered for p<0.05.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Differential distribution of RBC and plasma flow in capillary modules
derived from the experimental dataset
1491 capillary segments were analyzed, with a summary of capillary and module
hemodynamics provided in Table 2.2 of this thesis. RBC supply rate was 13.96 (11.63)
RBC/s which is equivalent to 9.073 x 10-4 (7.562 x 10-4) nL/s of RBC flow; tube hematocrit
was 13.19% (6.56) and discharge hematocrit was 19.12% (8.23); plasma flow was 3.722 x
10-3 (2.235 x 10-3) nL/s and blood flow was 4.630 x 10-3 (2.820 x 10-3) nL/s.

112 capillary modules had at least 67% experimental coverage and were included in the
analysis, comprising 967 capillary segments. %CV for RBC and plasma flow represents
the spatial distribution of hemodynamics for capillary segments in a module. As shown in
Figure 3.3, mean %CV is 64.82% for RBC flow and 45.59% for plasma flow. Capillary
modules had a mean difference of 19.23% (Student’s paired t-test 15.70%, 22.76%;
p<0.0001) indicating that RBC flow is more spatially heterogeneous than plasma flow
within capillary modules.
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of RBC and plasma flow heterogeneity for capillary segments in
a module.
Flow heterogeneity is defined as the coefficient of variation (%CV) for RBC and plasma
flow between segments in a module, and is significantly higher for RBC flow versus
plasma flow (mean difference of 19.23%; * p<0.0001 Student’s paired t-test)

3.3.2 Hemodynamic relationships for capillary modules and module pairs
derived from the experimental dataset
89 capillary modules with EDF protocol and at least 67% experimental coverage were
analyzed. 8 modules did not contain length measurements which precluded resistance
calculations, and 2 modules were rejected due to spurious topological data yielding
significant resistance outliers. CM hemodynamics are listed in Table 3.2 for RBC flow,
plasma flow, blood flow, viscosity, resistance, and driving pressure. Total blood flow in a
capillary module is 4.316 x 10-2 (2.262 10-2) nL/s with a driving pressure of 3.236 (1.833)
mmHg (range: 0.3498-8.159 mmHg).
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RBC flow (nL/s)

No. of
measurements

Mean (SD)

%CV

89

8.547 x 10-3

62.50

(5.341 x 10-3)
Plasma flow (nL/s)

89

3.421 x 10-2

52.52

(1.797 x 10-2)
Blood flow (nL/s)

89

4.275 x 10-2

52.79

(2.257 x 10-2)
Viscosity

89

79

(mmHg*s/cm3)
Driving Pressure

16.82

(6.688 x 10-5)

(mmHg*s)
Resistance

3.997 x 10-5

8.124 x 107

53.27

(4.327 x 107)
79

3.236 (1.833)

56.54

(DP, mmHg)
Table 3.2: Hemodynamics for capillary modules in the experimental dataset.

The contribution of viscosity and geometric resistance to total module resistance
was examined, as shown in Figure 3.4. Within the experimental dataset, module viscosity
was only modestly correlated with module resistance (linear mixed effects: 2.0698 x 1012
[1.7278 x 1012, 2.4116 x 1012]; R2 = 0.10, p<0.0001), while geometric resistance was
strongly correlated with module resistance (linear mixed effects: 1.2723 x 1010
[1.1522 x 1010, 1.3924 x 1010]; R2 = 0.94, p<0.0001). This data indicates that the
overwhelming majority of module resistance in resting skeletal muscle is determined by
geometry, with only a small portion determined by viscosity.
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Figure 3.4: Contribution of viscosity and geometric resistance to overall module resistance
in the experimental dataset.
Viscosity is derived from parametric equations described by Pries [48], and geometric
resistance is derived from module length and the number of parallel capillaries C|

’

}m~

E. In

resting skeletal muscle, viscosity is weakly correlated with module resistance, whereas
geometric resistance is a strong determinant of module resistance.

Hemodynamic relationships between CM resistance and flow are shown in Figure
3.5. CM resistance was not correlated with RBC flow (linear mixed effects:
-2.8707 x 10-11[-5.8673 x 10-11, 1.2581 x 10-12]; R2 = 0.05, p=0.0602), but did trend towards
being statistically significant despite the very weak R2 value; CM resistance also has a
weak negative correlation with plasma flow (linear mixed effects: -1.7396 x 10-10 [-2.6133
x 10-10, -8.6581 x 10-11]; R2 = 0.17, p=0.0002) and blood flow (linear mixed effects: -1.9952
x 10-10 [-3.1151 x 10-10, -8.7526 x 10-11]; R2=0.14, p=0.0007). Taken together, this data
indicate that RBC flow and plasma flow are largely independent of CM resistance.
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Figure 3.5: Correlation between module resistance and flow in the experimental dataset.
RBC flow is not correlated with module resistance. Plasma flow has a weakly inverse
correlation with module resistance.

As expected hemodynamically, driving pressure (∆𝑃) is strongly correlated with
RBC flow (linear mixed effects: 1.764 x 10-3 [1.066 x 10-3, 2.462 x 10-3]; R2=0.40,
p<0.0001), plasma flow (linear mixed effects: 5.049 x 10-3 [3.094 x 10-3, 7.005 x 10-3];
R2=0.25, p<0.0001), and blood flow (linear mixed effects: 6.950 x 10-3 [4.574x 10-3, 9.326
x 10-3]; R2=0.30, p<0.0001). This is because driving pressure was calculated directly from
empirical measurements of flow, and flow had either no correlation (RBC) or a weak
negative correlation (plasma, blood) with resistance.

In the experimental dataset, 22 module pairs were identified whereby each module
had at least 67% experimental coverage. 13 module pairs shared a common arteriole, and
9 module pairs shared a common venule. Analysis was similar for module pairs with
common arteriole and common venule, so results were pooled in a total dataset. As shown
in Figure 3.6, the ratio of resistance (R1/R2) was not correlated with the inverse ratio of
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blood flow (Q2/Q1) (linear mixed effects: 0.1972 [-0.40533, 0.7998]; R2 = 0.02,
p=0.5054); there was also no correlation with the ratio of rbc flow (linear mixed effects:
0.0902 [-0.7230, 0.9035]; R2 = 0.01, p=0.8106) or plasma flow (linear mixed effects:
0.1674 [-0.4846, 0.8194]; R2 = 0.02, p=0.5766). The ratio of resistance was not correlated
with the ratio pressures (P1/P2) (linear mixed effects: 0.5106 [-0.0595, 1.0807]; R2 = 0.14,
p=0.0765), although there was a trend towards statistical significance.

As shown in Figure 3.7, the pressure differential between module pairs was low,
with mean difference of 0.3293 (1.195) mmHg (range: -1.411 to 3.332 mmHg) indicating
a balance of driving pressures between module pairs. 10/22 module pairs had a negative
pressure differential, indicating that the module with lower resistance also received less
driving pressure. There was no difference in pressure differential for module pairs that
shared a common arteriole or a common venule (unpaired t-test: 0.4434 vs 0.1636,
p=0.6013).

Figure 3.6: Hemodynamic relationships between module pairs.
Data is derived from 22 module pairs that share a common arteriole (n=13) or common
venule (n=9). The ratio of resistances between modules is not correlated with the inverse
ratio of blood flow. Similarly, the ratio of resistances between modules is not correlated
with the ratio of driving pressures between modules.
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Figure 3.7: Pressure differential between module pairs.
Calculations were made for pairs sharing a common arteriole (n=13) or common venule
(n=9), defined as the difference in driving pressures between modules (∆𝑃5 − ∆𝑃F ).
Overall, mean pressure differential between pairs in each group was low (line), but exhibit
a noticeable range. Mean values were not significantly different between arteriole or venule
pairs.

3.3.3 Computational modelling of synthetic capillary modules
As expected hemodynamically, increasing CM driving pressure (∆𝑃) had a direct linear
effect on RBC velocity and RBC supply rate for capillary segments in all CM geometries
(Figure 3.8); linear increases were also observed for plasma flow and blood flow. RBC
distribution (%CV) and capillary segment hematocrit (HT and HD) were not affected by
changes to driving pressure. The hashed line in each graph indicates the average RBC
velocity (245.40 µm/s) and RBC supply rate (13.96 RBC/s) for capillary segments the
experimental dataset. Based on these values, the perfusion pressure for the average CM in
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resting skeletal muscle is estimated between 4-6 mmHg, which is consistent with the
physiological range of ∆𝑃 values listed in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.8: Influence of driving pressure (DP) on mean RBC velocity and RBC supply
rate.
There is a linear relationship between driving pressure and RBC flow. Dashed lines
indicate mean values for RBC velocity and RBC supply rate from the experimental dataset.

The diameter of the TA was varied from 6µm to 14µm. This adjusted the caliber of
the inflow/outflow vessel and also the portion of the vessel within the CM. As shown in
Figure 3.9, increasing TA diameter had a corollary effect on RBC and plasma flow within
the 6-10µm range, but little effect on blood flow with further increases above 10µm.
Variations in TA diameter significantly reduced plasma flow heterogeneity (i.e. %CV) for
capillary segments within the module, but almost no effect on %CV for RBC flow. As
shown in Figure 3.10, arteriolar dilation decreased mean capillary hematocrit, and also
reduced hematocrit variability between capillary segments.
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Figure 3.9: Influence of arteriole diameter of RBC and plasma flow.
RBC and plasma flow increase when the arteriole – immediately preceding the capillary
module and within the module – is dilated from 6-10µm, but not significantly thereafter.
Arteriole dilation significantly reduces plasma flow heterogeneity between capillary
segments, but has little effect on RBC flow heterogeneity.

Figure 3.10: Influence of arteriole diameter on capillary hematocrit and hematocrit
distribution.
Arteriole dilation reduces mean tube hematocrit (HT) and discharge hematocrit (HD) for
capillary segments in a module. Similarly, arteriole dilation reduces hematocrit
distribution, defined as the coefficient of variation of hematocrit between capillary
segments.
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As shown in Figure 3.11, for arteriole diameters above 6µm, the TA serves as a
pressure manifold that maintains consistent pressure down its length despite feeding
multiple capillaries within the module. For TA diameter 6µm, the pressure drop was
approximately 1.5 mmHg between first and last capillary position (19.03-17.55 mmHg),
whereas all other TA diameters had a pressure drop of less than 1mmHg.

Figure 3.11: Hemodynamic interactions betwen the terminal arteriole in relation to
capillary segments in a capillary module.
The terminal arteriole (TA) in the computational model comprises a short vessel segment
preceding the module, and the portion of the arteriole within the module that feeds all the
capillary segments (see Figure 3.1 for details). For TA diameter of 6µm, there is a moderate
drop in pressure down the length of the TA. For all other TA diameters, the vessel serves
as a manifold, with little pressure drop down its length. This ensures that all capillaries,
regardless of position in the module, will be subjected to similar inflow pressures.
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Variations to inflow hematocrit from 5%-35% were tested for 1-module
geometries. As shown in Figure 3.12, increases to inflow hematocrit lead to a linear
increase in mean discharge and tube hematocrit for capillary segments in the module; this
increase in hematocrit is associated with an non-linear decrease in mean RBC velocity.
Accordingly, the increase in RBC flow that is associated with increased hematocrit is nonlinear, with the greatest increases to RBC flow occurring in the hematocrit range 5%-20%.
Moreover, the reduction to plasma flow associated with increased inflow hematocrit is also
exponential, following a similar profile to the reduction in velocity. This data demonstrates
the interplay between module inflow hematocrit, capillary hematocrit, RBC velocity, and
blood flow, and suggests an important contribution of inflow hematocrit to viscosity and
module resistance – particularly when inflow hematocrit exceeds 20%. Given the dramatic
hematocrit-dependent reduction to RBC velocity observed in the synthetic modules, the
correlation between mean module lineal density (surrogate for hematocrit) and mean
module RBC velocity was tested in the experimental dataset. A weak negative correlation
was observed between module LD and RBC velocity (linear mixed effects: -1.2323
[-2.3741, -0.0895]; R2 = 0.04, p=0.0348).
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Figure 3.12: Effect of inflow hematocrit on mean capillary hemodynamics in a capillary
module.
Increases to inflow hematocrit had a linear effect on mean capillary tube hematocrit (HT),
discharge hematocrit (HD), and relative viscosity of capillary segments. Accordingly, mean
capillary RBC velocity and plasma flow decreased in a non-linear fashion. Overall, these
effects balanced, such that mean RBC flow in capillary segments increased in a non-linear
fashion, with sharper increases in the inflow hematocrit range of 5%-20% compared to
increases in inflow hematocrit above 20%.

As shown in Figure 3.13, increases to inflow hematocrit lead to reduction in RBC
%CV (2-way ANOVA: R2=0.26, p=0.0005). This effect was significantly affected by the
number of internal branches (2-way ANOVA: R2 =0.71, p=0.0057), such that the module
with no internal branches had a dramatic reduction in RBC %CV (39% to 3%), whereas
this phenomenon was much more blunted for modules with moderate branching (51% to
34%) and high branching (56% to 42%). Notably, modules with any degree of branching
demonstrated the greatest incremental reduction in RBC flow heterogeneity for the
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hematocrit range 5%-20%, with little further reduction in RBC flow heterogeneity
thereafter. By contrast, increases to inflow hematocrit lead to increase in plasma %CV (2way ANOVA: R2=0.37, p=0.0039), but this phenomenon is not affected by the number of
internal branches in a module (2-way ANOVA: R2=0.28, p=0.3684). Taken together, this
data indicates that internal branching geometry has a substantial effect on RBC distribution
within a module, but little effect on plasma distribution.

Figure 3.13: Effect of capillary module branching structure on RBC and plasma flow
distribution.
Arteriole inflow hematocrit was varied for capillary modules with no branching, low
degree, and high degree of internal branching (see Figure 3.1 for details). In all cases,
increases to inflow hematocrit lead to a reduction in RBC flow heterogeneity, defined as
the coefficient of variation in RBC flow between capillary segments; degree of internal
branching significantly modulated this effect. Increases to inflow hematocrit increased
plasma flow heterogeneity for all cases, which was not affected by the degree of internal
branching structure.

Variations to inflow hematocrit from 5%-35% were also tested for 2-module
geometries with a common arteriole. As shown in Figure 3.14, proportion of RBC flow
between modules was approximately equal (i.e. Q2/Q1 ratio near 1) for the balanced
module geometry. The proportion of RBC flow between modules was markedly
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asymmetric (i.e. Q2/Q1 ratio above 2) for the uncompensated module geometries, such that
the module with shorter length and more capillaries received more RBC flow; these
differences in RBC flow between modules were easily compensated with corrections to
driving pressure between modules. The proportion of plasma flow was also affected by
asymmetric geometries, but to a lesser degree than RBC flow.

Figure 3.14: RBC and plasma flow ratios between modules sharing a common arteriole,
as a function of inflow hematocrit.
Flow ratios are defined as the ratio of total RBC or plasma flow between each module.
Balanced module resistances have balanced RBC flow (ratio ~1), whereas asymmetric
resistances lead to asymmetries in RBC flow between modules with unequal lengths and
number of parallel capillaries. These asymmetries are corrected with adjustments to postcapillary venule pressure that can titrate individual driving pressures between modules.
Asymmetries in plasma flow are also noted for these geometries, but to a lesser degree than
RBC flow.

As shown in Figure 3.15, RBC %CV values were impacted by variations to inflow
hematocrit (2-way ANOVA: R2=0.90, p<0.0001) and demonstrated similar curve profile
to those for the 1-module geometries with moderate internal branching. However, RBC
%CV within a module was similar for all of the 2-bundle geometries, either compensated
or uncompensated by driving pressures (2-way ANOVA: R2=0.26, p=0.9924). Plasma
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%CV values were impacted by variations to inflow hematocrit (2-way ANOVA: R2=0.68,
p<0.0001), but were not affected by module geometries (2-way ANOVA: R2=0.14,
p>0.9999). The %CV values for plasma flow were substantially higher for 2-module
geometries, likely on the basis of exaggerated plasma skimming. Taken together, this data
indicates that for CMs that share a common TA, RBC and plasma distribution within each
module is unaffected by variations to module resistance.

Figure 3.15: Effect of inflow hematocrit on RBC and plasma distribution for 2-module
geometries.
Changes to inflow hematocrit lead to a reduction in RBC flow heterogeneity (%CV), and
increase in plasma flow heterogeneity (%CV). This effect was not impacted by asymmetric
resistances between modules (different length, number of capillaries), or by correction of
this asymmetry with adjustments to module driving pressure.
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3.4 Discussion
Using both experimental and computational methods, this study provides a detailed
analysis of capillary module hemodynamics, and illustrates how RBC and plasma
distribution are impacted by the structure of the capillary module and the biophysical
properties of the microcirculation. By taking a systematic approach to the evaluation of
single modules, followed by two connected modules sharing a common arteriole or venule,
a realistic physiological framework is developed in a stepwise fashion that demonstrates
the interaction of hemodynamic and rheological components to contribute to blood flow in
capillary modules. Particularly, where experimental and computational results diverge, it
becomes evident that multiple complex mechanisms of flow regulation must coordinate
within a dynamic biological system to achieve the primary goal of adequate oxygen
delivery within capillary networks.

Capillary RBC supply rate and capillary module topology were directly measured
using intravital videomicroscopy, which provided a grounded truth from which to derive
CM hemodynamics – flow, resistance and driving pressure (∆𝑃). To our knowledge, this
study provides the first experimental measurements of these variables together at the level
of the capillary module. Zweifach took the inverse approach, and measured pressure and
flow through successive branch orders of the arteriolar and venous systems of the rat
spinotrapezius muscle [63]. Using measurements from terminal arterioles (4A) and postcapillary venules (4V), he was able to infer the driving pressure and resistance across the
capillary network, although capillary flow or the direct linkages between 4A and 4V
vessels for individual capillary modules were not assessed. Nevertheless, estimates for
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resistance across the capillary portion of the network were in agreement with the CM
resistance values derived in this current study. Driving pressure across 4A-4V reported by
Zweifach is higher than the mean ∆𝑃 in this study, but not outside the range of reported
values, and discrepancies can easily be explained by the micro-pressure methods used by
Zweifach that perturb the system while undertaking pressure measurements. Moreover,
computational modeling in this study confirms that ∆𝑃 values derived from experimental
data should align with mean experimental RBC flow values, within 1-2 mmHg difference
between experimental and computational estimates (Figure 3.8). Taken together, these data
suggest that CM driving pressure in resting skeletal muscle is modest – in the 3-6 mmHg
range – which would imply that small changes to this value can have important
consequences for the magnitude of blood flow in capillary networks.

Surprisingly, RBC flow and resistance for capillary modules are not correlated in
this experimental dataset, and plasma flow demonstrates only a weak inverse correlation
(Figure 3.5). Differences in correlation for RBC and plasma flow with CM resistance can
partly be explained by the positive contribution of CM hematocrit to both RBC flow and
resistance, with negligible or inverse effect of inflow hematocrit on CM plasma flow.
Similar absence of correlation between RBC flow and resistance was noted by Klitzman
and colleagues for individual capillaries and capillary networks [33], which they also
remark as contrary to the a priori assumption that these variables should have an inverse
relationship. Two-module experimental analysis in our study further supports these
observations, when examining the correlation between resistance ratios and flow ratios for
module pairs that share a common microvessel. While some pairs do show good agreement
between these ratios (e.g. modules with 50% higher resistance have 50% less flow
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compared to their pair), there are notable deviations that result in absence of correlation
over the entire dataset (Figure 3.6). In these cases, the exceptions prove the rule: module
pairs with similar resistance can have markedly different blood flow, and module pairs with
markedly different resistance can have similar blood flow rates. These behaviors were not
affected whether the modules shared a common arteriole or common venule. Taken
together, this strongly suggests the presence of active flow regulation at the level of each
capillary module.

If CM flow is largely independent from resistance, and distribution of flow between
module pairs is not determined by their proportional resistance, attention then logically
turns to the regulation of CM driving pressure as a method for flow regulation. For module
pairs that share a common venule, it may seem obvious that arterioles would not necessarily
have the same flow or pressure boundary conditions – nevertheless it is important to note
that the above analysis confirms this hemodynamic condition. However, for module pairs
that share a common arteriole, the question becomes more intriguing. Because these pairs
are constrained by an arteriolar boundary condition, the lack of correlation between flow
ratios and resistance ratios implies the need for post-capillary mechanisms of flow
regulation to independently adjust venular pressure. Using a 2-module computational
simulation, we show that even when module pairs have a two-fold difference in resistance
(e.g. twice the length), balanced RBC flow can be achieved with only a 1 mmHg adjustment
in venular pressure for both modules (Figure 3.14). Further, our experimental data show
that the estimated differentials between driving pressures for module pairs is generally less
than 2mmHg, and is not different whether the modules share a common arteriole or venule
(Figure 3.7). Because these observations are made in resting skeletal muscle, it is unlikely
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that the pressure regulation needs to be very tightly controlled, as blood flow and oxygen
supply far exceeds the metabolic requirements of surrounding tissue [40]. This may also
explain why pressure ratios were not correlated with resistance ratios in module pairs, as
we hypothesized. During active hyperemia, however, these differences in resistance
between module pairs may become more important, to ensure that the module with lower
resistance does not divert blood away from its neighbor. Delashaw and Duling noted that
module pairs sharing a common TA will behave synchronously when stimulated or
inhibited with pharmacological or physiological interventions [11], however their study
did not quantify the distribution of blood flow response between modules. Our current
study adds to this line of inquiry, and suggests that consideration for flow regulation of
module pairs requires two loci of flow control for each module, in order to compensate for
any asymmetry in resistance.

These findings highlight the importance of understanding the properties of smaller
functional units in the microcirculation before proceeding with larger network simulations.
Recent studies in the field of neurovascular physiology have undertaken massive
computational simulations of reconstructed complete cortical capillary networks [26, 28,
54]; these studies have proposed depth-dependent variations to capillary hematocrit within
the rodent cortex and dominant contributions of capillary networks to overall network
resistance. However, such models potentially fail to account for local mechanisms of flow
regulation, such as the resistance-independent flow characteristics of CMs, which are nonevident and have significant implications for modeling design.
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In order to further examine how flow might be regulated within these observed
capillary modules, computational simulations of boundary conditions were undertaken for
1-module and 2-module geometries. We considered how isolated changes to driving
pressure, arteriole diameter, and inflow hematocrit affect the magnitude and distribution of
RBC and plasma flow within a module. This analysis has revealed that each of these
boundary conditions has a particular impact on blood flow through a capillary module. As
shown in Figure 3.8, variations to driving pressure are the most straightforward mechanism
for achieving a direct change in blood flow, which is caused exclusively through
modulation of RBC (and plasma) velocity, and with no effect on flow distribution or
hematocrit within the module. By contrast, variations to the diameter of the arteriole – the
portion of microvessel feeding the CM and within the CM itself - has non-intuitive
hemodynamic characteristics. Specifically, this arteriole functions as a manifold (Figure
3.11), and maintains similar entrance pressures for all capillaries in the module, regardless
of their position. While it is clear that variations to arteriolar diameters have important
considerations for blood flow distribution within the larger resistance network [57], and
that the position of terminal arterioles (4A) along the transverse arteriole (3A) can affect
flow distribution between modules [18, 51], the biophysical interactions between 4A
arterioles and their immediate daughter capillaries have not previously been considered.
The likely explanation for this manifold effect is the short inter-capillary distance (~15µm)
compared to the length of the capillaries (~480µm). Hemodynamically, this manifold will
ensure that changes in 4A pressure have a similar effect on all capillaries within the module.
Furthermore, arteriolar dilation does not significantly alter RBC flow distribution within
the module, but does result in homogenization of capillary hematocrit between capillary
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segments (Figure 3.10). This can partly be explained by the phase separation of blood flow
at microvascular bifurcations, that will preferentially distribute RBCs towards the
bifurcation with higher blood flow [45], causing plasma skimming in proximal capillaries.
Fraser and colleagues showed that the bifurcation law is valid for bifurcations within a
capillary module [19], but did not include inflow and outflow microvessels for these
networks. Terminal arterioles will give rise to many capillaries in quick succession, and
the proportion of blood flow into the proximal capillary is markedly skewed compared to
the proportion of blood that continues in the arteriole for the remaining capillaries in the
module; this phenomenon appears exaggerated when the diameter of the arteriole
approaches the same as the capillaries. These computational findings suggest that the
immediate point of interaction between the terminal arteriole and the capillary module is
an important hemodynamic location for blood flow within microvascular networks, which
merits further computational and experimental study.

To further examine these results, variations to inflow hematocrit were specifically
tested. Using computational modeling, we showed that when all other parameters are equal,
the relationship between inflow hematocrit and capillary hematocrit in a module was linear,
whereas the relationship with RBC flow was non-linear, which resuleds in relatively
minimal increases to overall RBC flow when hematocrit exceeds 20% (Figure 3.12). The
main explanation for these findings is that increases to capillary hematocrit will cause a
viscosity-dependent reduction in RBC velocity. Lower hematocrit vessels will have lower
overall resistance and therefore higher RBC velocity and plasma flow, whereas capillaries
with higher hematocrit will support higher RBC flow, but at the expense of increased
resistance, lower RBC velocity, and reduced plasma flow. Moreover, 2-module simulations
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with asymmetric geometries demonstrate substantial discrepancies in RBC flow between
modules, whereas plasma flow was more balanced (Figure 3.14); this suggests that the
preferential RBC flow to the module with lower geometric resistance (shorter length, more
capillaries) will cause a viscosity-dependent increase in hemodynamic resistance that
impairs plasma flow. Early work by Fung began to explore these concepts, by suggesting
how local asymmetries to capillary hematocrit at bifurcations would eventually selfregulate through mechanisms of increased capillary resistance [22]. Recently,
computational modelling has shown how RBC hemodynamics directly promote wellbalanced velocities at bifurcations which are more conducive to efficient flow regulation
[53]. Conversely, extreme variations to RBC velocity, and therefore RBC transit time, have
been suggested to contribute to tissue dysoxia by affecting local oxygen availability [31].
Although it might be considered that RBC velocity and hematocrit distribution are of equal
significance for oxygen exchange, theoretical analyses have shown that variations to
hematocrit are a more efficient mechanism for increasing oxygen exchange with
surrounding tissue [16, 36]. Overall, we conclude that spatial RBC distribution has an
important effect on local RBC hemodynamics, particularly given the interactions between
hematocrit and RBC flow.

Empirical analysis in the current study shows that viscosity contributes
approximately 10% to overall module resistance at rest, compared to the dominant
contribution of module geometry (length, parallel capillaries); similar to computational
findings, this can be explained by the low hematocrit in resting capillary modules – rarely
above 20%, often below 10% - which mitigate these effects. However, viscosity-dependent
increases to capillary module resistance likely have important consequences for the
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regulation of functional hyperemia, whereby capillary hematocrit increases towards
systemic hematocrit, with simultaneous increase to RBC velocity as seen in skeletal muscle
with contractions [7, 32], and cortical activation [34, 35]. In the skeletal muscle contraction
small animal models, increases to mean capillary hematocrit are observed >20% but do
reach the values of >40% encountered in the systemic circulation. As noted above,
increases to RBC velocity can be achieved through increases to CM driving pressure, but
will not increase capillary hematocrit or result in RBC flow homogenization. Conversely,
isolated increases to inflow hematocrit will increase capillary hematocrit, but will have a
detrimental effect to RBC velocity. Thus, we infer that functional hyperemia must occur
through increases to inflow hematocrit and CM driving pressure together, which could be
accomplished by dilation of the 4A arteriole, or through alterations to pressure and
hematocrit in the 3A arterioles, as was proposed by Sweeney and Sarelius [61]. Taken
together, these findings suggest that isolated adjustments to individual boundary conditions
are unreasonable, and microvascular regulation of oxygen exchange requires mechanisms
that account for the interactions between pressure, flow, and hematocrit.

The structure of the capillary module also appears to have important implications
for RBC distribution. Similar to experimental findings of Ellis et al. [12], 1-module
computational simulations show that increases to module supply rate (via increased
hematocrit) cause a reduction in RBC flow heterogeneity between capillary segments in
the module. The branching pattern of the module significantly alters this effect, whereby
the simplified module with no branching achieves near complete homogenization of RBC
flow, whereas moderate and high branching patterns will have an RBC heterogeneity of at
least 35%-40%, regardless of increases to inflow hematocrit (3.13). This observation is
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supported by Pries and colleagues, who demonstrated that network topology can
significantly alter RBC distribution [43]. Furthermore, RBC flow heterogeneity is of a
similar magnitude when modules are connected together and share a common arteriole, or
if they are treated in isolation. Interestingly, we observe almost identical RBC flow
heterogeneity for all 2-module geometries, regardless of asymmetry in lengths and
capillary numbers between modules (3.15). From this, we can conclude that RBC
heterogeneity is an intrinsic property of capillary networks, and arises from the interaction
of network geometry and RBC rheology.

By applying the Fahraeus effect to capillary-RBC hemodynamics derived from
intravital videomicroscopy, this study has demonstrated higher values for RBC %CV when
compared with plasma %CV for capillary segments in a module (Figure 3.3). This is in
accordance with a previous study by our group that demonstrated greater flow
heterogeneity for RBC versus plasma in resting muscle before the onset of
hyperinsulinemia [1]. In contrast, the computational simulations showed consistently
higher %CV values for plasma compared with RBC distribution. There are a number of
reasons why these discrepancies between experimental and computational results are to be
expected. Firstly, the geometries for the synthetic networks are simplified reconstructions
that do not perfectly reflect the internal branching structure of in vivo modules; moreover,
only one geometric configuration of length (480µm) and parallel capillaries (~10) was used
in computational modeling, in contrast to the many encountered in the experimental
dataset. Secondly, the synthetic geometries do not account for variations in diameter
between capillaries, or along the length of each capillary – both of which will affect their
resistance, viscosity and flow distribution within a module [42, 55]. Thirdly, plasma is a
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Newtonian fluid that can easily be divided at bifurcations, whereas RBCs are discrete cells
that have non-linear behaviors are bifurcations. Lastly, and perhaps most importantly, the
experimental data is derived from 2-minute video sequences, whereas the computational
model is steady-state. Thus, time-dependent variations to RBC flow – via changes to
arteriolar pressure and inflow hematocrit - are incorporated into the observed heterogeneity
of experimental data, but are notably absent from computer simulations. For example, the
proportional change from 5% to 15% inflow hematocrit results in a tripling of RBC flow,
with only minor incremental reduction to plasma flow (95% vs 85%), amplifying the timedependent alterations to RBC heterogeneity observed in vivo. Balogh and Bagchi identified
temporal heterogeneity as more pronounced than spatial heterogeneity in artificial
microvascular networks [3], and found significant discrepancies between time-averaged
and time-dependent models of RBC flow [4]. Other time-dependent models have
highlighted the emergence of non-linear behaviors including vasomotion [8, 17] and
chaotic unsteady-state flow [23]. We can therefore conclude that temporal variations in
microvascular flow have important contributions to RBC distribution and heterogeneity in
capillary networks. The other missing elements from this current study are the discrete
nature of RBCs which are absent in continuous fluid modeling. Cellular scale modeling of
RBC flow in artificial microvascular networks has revealed biophysical properties,
particularly the skewness of hematocrit profiles, that cause reverse partitioning in contrast
to the classical bifurcation law [4, 37, 58]; these behaviors also result from cell-jamming
at bifurcations that dramatically alters downstream pressure and hematocrit [3]. Other
phenomena represented in discrete cell modeling are cell-cell interactions [5] and RBC
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membrane deformability [29], each of which adds another layer of complexity when
evaluating the distribution of RBCs in microvascular networks.

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated novel and non-intuitive relationships
between flow and resistance at the level of the capillary module that suggest active flow
regulation is occurring via control of module driving pressure; the interconnected structure
of these CMs strongly supports the need for pre- and post-capillary loci of flow regulation.
Computational simulations highlight the complex interactions between RBC flow,
hematocrit, and resistance that are impacted by the unique structural properties of capillary
modules; results suggest multiple mechanisms of flow regulation must act together to
achieve the desired blood flow effects during functional hyperemia. Comparison between
experimental and computational results suggests time-dependent mechanisms of flow
regulation are an important factor that affects the regulation of RBC distribution and
oxygen delivery in the microcirculation.
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CHAPTER 4: DYNAMIC TRACKING OF
MICROVASCULAR HEMOGLOBIN CONTENT FOR
CONTINUOUS PERFUSION MONITORING IN THE
INTENSIVE CARE UNIT: PILOT FEASIBILITY STUDY

4.1 Introduction
The peripheral microcirculation is one of the physiological windows that can be
assessed at the bedside for patients in the intensive care unit (ICU) with circulatory shock
[61]. Perfusion status correlates better with ICU outcomes than macro-hemodynamics [1,
15], and there is emerging study of perfusion-guided resuscitation using clinical indicators
such as capillary refill time, skin mottling, and body temperature gradients [23, 25].
Although these measurements can be standardized, they are often subject to inter-observer
variability and lack refinement beyond rudimentary measures.

Microvascular monitoring has been proposed as an adjunct strategy for quantifying
peripheral perfusion in the ICU [13, 37]. Near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) can be applied
continuously and non-invasively to measure tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) of
hemoglobin in skeletal muscle and overlying tissue [4]. Since venules contain the majority
of blood in the microcirculation, StO2 can be viewed primarily as a measure of regional
venous oxygen saturation [38]. However, a recent randomized controlled trial did not show
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benefit for incorporating StO2 in a sepsis protocol [41], suggesting this may not be the
correct target for microvascular resuscitation.

There is a need for physiologically-informed methods for evaluating the peripheral
microcirculation that describe the dynamic process of oxygen delivery in microvascular
networks. Traditionally, NIRS considers two distinct hemoglobin chromophores: oxy(Hb-O2) and deoxy- (Hb) hemoglobin, with the sum of both chromophores denoted as total
hemoglobin (HbT) [3]. Changes in HbT are proposed as a surrogate for changes in blood
volume, assuming incorrectly that the microcirculation has a fixed hematocrit [34, 66]. In
reality, red blood cells (RBCs) do not exist in exclusively oxy/deoxy states and contain
millions of hemoglobin proteins with an aggregate RBC oxygen saturation. Furthermore,
hematocrit and RBC flow in microvascular networks are highly heterogeneous [51], and
temporal variations in HbT reflect changes in blood volume, hematocrit, and flow velocity
within all three microvascular compartments (arterioles, capillaries, and venules) [4, 17].

We propose microvascular hemoglobin content (MHC) to denote the total
hemoglobin contained in all the RBCs in the microcirculation. Although technically
equivalent to HbT, the distinction arises from how this measurement is evaluated as a timedependent physiological variable. MHC variability represents the continuous process of
RBC distribution that is regulated within the underlying microcirculation, and we
hypothesize that MHC may serve as a novel hemodynamic metric for monitoring
microvascular function in the ICU. The goal of the current study is to (i) outline the theory
and rationale for the technology, (ii) evaluate the feasibility of signal acquisition and signal
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analysis in the intended clinical environment, and (iii) present the findings of this pilot
cohort with an emphasis on signal characterization and descriptive statistics.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Study details
This is a prospective observational cohort study. Patients were recruited in a tertiary
adult medical-surgical ICU (July 2017-April 2019) and all research practices were
performed in accordance with institutional ethics protocol and approval (REB #108760).
Participants were recruited within 48 hours of admission to the ICU, and consent was
obtained from the patient or substitute decision maker prior to commencement of the study.
The NIRS system was applied to the quadriceps, biceps, and/or deltoid.

Recordings were initiated immediately after recruitment, or as soon as possible
permitting clinical workflow. The system was applied to the vastus medialis, vastus
lateralis, biceps, and/or deltoid, with vastus medialis and biceps being the most frequent
sites of application. The system was applied over the bulk of the muscle group to limit
overlying subcutaneous tissue; location of the probe was also selected to minimize
interference with patient positioning, lines, tubing, and medical care. Duration of recording
was up to four hours at the bedside, or as long as permitted within clinical workflow.

Participants were excluded if they were outside the 48-hour window, or if consent
was not possible to obtain; patients were also excluded with excessive subcutaneous tissue
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(BMI > 35) or cutaneous pigmentation (e.g. jaundice, melanin) that might confound NIRS
measurements.

This was a one-time study, with no additional follow-up, testing, or intervention
other than the application of the NIRS system for MHC monitoring. Physiological variables
(e.g. HR, MAP, SaO2%), doses of vasoactive medications, and ICU interventions (e.g.
ventilation parameters) were recorded at the bedside; clinical history and laboratory values
were obtained from medical records.

4.2.2 High-resolution NIRS for measuring microvascular hemoglobin
content
Microvascular hemoglobin content (i.e. HbT concentration) is derived from NIRS
signal sampled at high temporal resolution (10 Hz). For most NIRS wavelengths, variations
in hemoglobin concentration (HbT) or saturation (StO2) can both affect tissue absorption.
The isosbestic wavelength of hemoglobin defines the wavelength with identical extinction
coefficients for Hb-O2 and Hb; in the near-infrared spectrum this occurs at approximately
798nm [32]. Therefore, changes in tissue absorbance at the isosbestic wavelength only
detect variations in HbT concentration [3, 34]. In this study, MHC variability was measured
using isosbestic NIRS, and can equally be calculated with two wavelengths to derive HbT
as the sum of Hb-O2 and Hb hemoglobin chromophores [34].

This time-dependent HbT measurement also accounts for the contribution of
melanin and myoglobin, that significantly affect NIRS absorption in peripheral tissue [9].
Because melanin and myoglobin have fixed tissue concentrations, they do not contribute
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to the temporal variability in NIRS signal [4]; myoglobin saturation may vary within
skeletal muscle, but the concentration is static. Thus, high-resolution NIRS specifically
measures the temporal change in hemoglobin content, as a surrogate for RBC flow within
the underlying microcirculation.

4.2.3 Engineering and system details
Measurements were acquired with a continuous-wave broadband NIRS system
based on a modified off-the-shelf spectrometer (QE65000 Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL) and
a halogen lamp (Ocean Optics HL-2000-HP). Technical specifications and proof-ofconcept of the NIRS system have been described previously [10].

Data capture was performed using SpectraSuite™ software (Ocean Optics, Inc.).
Light intensities were recorded at the isosbestic wavelength 798nm with a sampling
frequency of 10 Hz (100 ms integration time). Source detector distance (SDD) was 20mm
(7 participants) and 15mm (29 participants). Shorter SDD interrogates a smaller volume of
tissue and depth of penetration, but with higher light intensities recovered by the
spectrometer; this modification was made when very low intensity signal was encountered
for one patient early in the cohort.

Light intensity is converted to change in optical density (DOD) as follows:
∆𝑶𝑫(𝒕) = 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎

𝑰(𝒕𝒐 )
𝑰(𝒕)

, where I(to) is the initial intensity at time = 0, and I(t) is the intensity

at any subsequent time, t.
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Assuming that tissue scattering does not change during the recording, DOD
measures the change from baseline in HbT concentration in arbitrary units [55]. DOD time
series (i.e. MHC tracings) were screened manually for artifacts (see section 4.2.5). Only
continuous tracings of greater than 5 minutes with adequate signal quality were included
in the analysis.

4.2.4 Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
Application of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) for analysis of cardiovascular
time series was first described by Stefanovska and colleagues [58], and has gained
widespread use in the field of laser doppler flowmetry (LDF) of human skin [6, 33]. CWT
is an attractive tool, as it provides good localization of signal in both time and frequency
for non-stationary data. Using CWT, time series can be represented as power versus
frequency versus time for physiological oscillations ascribed to components of the
cardiovascular system [5]. Six “frequency bands” have been derived from pharmacological
iontophoresis studies of human skin, and are proposed to represent mechanisms of
peripheral and central blood flow control [5, 18, 21, 33] (Table 4.1): (1) B1 metabolic (2)
B2 endothelial (3) B3 neurogenic (4) B4 myogenic (5) B5 respiratory (breath rate) and (6)
B6 cardiac (heart rate).
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Frequency Band

Frequency (Hz)

Period (seconds)

Cycles/minute

B0

0 – 0.005

> 200

< 0.3

B1 - Metabolic

0.005 – 0.0095

105.3 - 200

0.3 – 0.57

B2 – Endothelial

0.0095 - 0.02

50 – 105.3

0.57 – 1.2

B3 – Neurogenic

0.02 – 0.06

16.67 - 50

1.2 – 3.6

B4 – Myogenic

0.06 – 0.16

6.25 – 16.67

3.6 – 9.6

B5 – Respiratory

0.16 – 0.667

1.5 – 6.25

9.6 - 40

B6 – Cardiac

0.667 – 3.1

0.32 – 1.5

40 - 186

Table 4.1: Frequency bands used in the present study, that are attributable to physiological
oscillations in the cardiovascular system.
Frequency ranges are adapted from previous studies [18, 33], with modification to the
upper limit of respiratory band to include rapid breathing rates observed in the ICU. See
references for details [5, 21, 57]
CWT analysis was applied in this study to DOD time series using the Morlet
wavelet in Matlab v2016b (Figure 4.1). The total power for each frequency band was
computed as the sum over the frequency range. B1 (ultra-low frequency) and B6 (high
frequency) were removed from the analysis as they were most susceptible to artifacts, as
described below. Thus, the final CWT signal is defined from B2-B5 and comprises three
microvascular bands B2-B4 and the respiratory band B5. Using CWT, total signal power
B2-B5 and for each frequency band is represented with mean, median, and coefficient of
variation (%CV) over the duration of the recording; median power was the metric most
often used for analysis in this study, being less impacted by extreme values than the mean.
When applicable, CWT measurements were averaged for each muscle site, and muscle
sites were averaged to calculate summary values for each patient.
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Figure 4.1: Application of continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to microvascular
hemoglobin content (MHC) time series in peripheral tissue for continuous perfusion
monitoring.
15 minutes of data is shown for two patients with cardiac arrest (upper) and sepsis (lower).
MHC variability is defined as the change from baseline in total hemoglobin concentration,
measured at high temporal resolution (10 Hz) with isosbestic near-infrared spectroscopy
(DOD, arbitrary units). MHC time series demonstrates substantial temporal variability, as
well as differences in variability patterns between patients.
Data is represented with standard time series (MHC vs time), CWT time-frequency
projection (power vs frequency vs time), and the global wavelet power spectrum (GWPS)
averaged over the recording (power vs frequency).
Dotted line in the CWT indicates data outside the cone of influence that is susceptible to
edge effects. Dashed lines in the GWPS represent the boundaries of the frequency bands
used for analysis in this study (B1=metabolic, B2=endothelial, B3=neurogenic,
B4=myogenic, B5=respiratory, B6=cardiac).
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The percentage contribution (%Power) of each frequency band relative to the total
signal power was also quantified. For example, %Power of the respiratory band B5 is
calculated as: %𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝐵5 =

‡ƒ€;c“ ±<•ƒ{ Œ6
‡ƒ€;c“ ±<•ƒ{ ŒF2Œ6

∗ 100. This represents the contribution

from the respiratory frequency range (0.16 – 0.667 Hz) to the total signal power. Similar
calculations are used to quantify the contribution of frequency bands relative to the
microvascular signal B2-B4.

4.2.5 MHC signal artifacts
Some patients underwent MHC monitoring with the NIRS system while also using
intermittent pneumatic compression stockings. Representative MHC tracing from the
vastus medialis of one patient is shown in Figure 4.2a and demonstrates a stereotyped
waveform for venous occlusion. Although these MHC time series are not suitable for CWT
analysis, this data supports the application of DOD as a straightforward measure of MHC
variability in peripheral tissue.

Motion artifacts were easily identified as abrupt discontinuities in MHC signal
(4.2b) and were more frequent for awake patients and during periods of stimulation. We
observed an upsloping drift in MHC time series during initial application of the probe to
the skin surface (4.2c); there is a subsequent stabilization in the signal over minutes to
hours. Underlying physiologic variability is not affected by the artifact, except for B1
frequency band which is dominated by this slow drift. We interpret this to represent local
heat-mediated vasodilation of cutaneous microvessels.
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As shown with the CWT time-frequency projections in Figure 4.1, cardiac band B6
often comprises non-specific high-frequency noise, although in some cases the heart rate
was detectable as a power stripe in the cardiac band (data not shown). Because this was an
infrequent finding, B6 data was excluded from the analysis. The metabolic band B1
comprises the ultra-low frequencies and was most susceptible to the drift artifact described
above; moreover, data from B1 often lies outside the cone of influence, where edge effects
from the finite time data become important for making accurate determinations. Thus, B1
data was also excluded from our analysis.
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Figure 4.2: Common MHC artifacts encountered in the study.
MHC is derived from the change in optical density at the isosbestic wavelength 798 nm
(DOD, arbitrary units).
a) MHC tracing is shown from the vastus medialis of a patient using sequential
compression stockings cycled at a frequency of 60 seconds. MHC tracing demonstrates
stereotypical waveform for venous occlusion, with accumulation of blood in the venous
compartment during inflation (*) and rapid venous outflow at the time of deflation (#).
b) Motion artifact in MHC tracing noted as abrupt discontinuity in MHC signal.
c) Upsloping drift artifact in MHC tracing. This occurs over minutes to hours, and the
underlying variability in MHC signal is not affected. We interpret this to be local heatmediated vasodilation.
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4.2.6 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using PRISM v8 software package. Lognormal
distribution of median power values was assessed with D’Agostino Pearson test, with
subsequent analysis performed using parametric tests on -logtransform of median power.
Concordance between median power for frequency bands in the same patient was tested
with a Pearson correlation matrix. Correlation between different muscle sites in the same
patient was assessed with Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient (r) for median
power and %Power, respectively. MHC signal power was compared between patients
requiring and not requiring vasoactive medication (vasopressors), patients with serum
lactate greater or less than 2.0 mmol/L, and between SDD configurations using Student’s
unpaired t-test; %CV was compared between patients requiring and not requiring
vasopressors using Mann-Whitney U test. Linear regression was used to calculate the
coefficient of determination (R2) between MHC signal power and systemic variables: mean
arterial pressure (MAP), serum hemoglobin concentration ([Hb], g/L), arterial oxygen
saturation (SpO2, %), and serum lactate (mmol/L).

Linear regression was used to assess correlation between MHC respiratory power
B5 and %Power B5, and ventilator parameters - positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP),
driving pressure (DP), and tidal volume (Vt); tidal volume was measured as an index of
body weight (cc/kg). These relationships were subsequently evaluated with multivariate
regression to control for any interactions.
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4.3 Results
4.3.1 Feasibility metrics from the pilot cohort
36 patients were recruited for the study with mean recording time 101.50 +/- 50.12
minutes (range: 0.00-221.10) per patient. After manually screening for signal quality and
artifacts, the final data set comprised 31 patients with a mean recording time of 74.02 +/36.89 minutes (range: 5.83-148.70). Demographics for the final study cohort are provided
in Table 3.2.
N = 31 patients
Age (years)
Male (%)
Weight (kg)
MAP (mmHg)
HR (bpm)
Sepsis (%)
Cardiac arrest (%)
Vasopressors (%)
Mechanical ventilation (%)
FiO2
SpO2%
PEEP (cm H20)
Lactate (mmol/L)
[Hb] (g/L)

62.10 +/- 16.55
61.3
82.12 +/- 17.67
75.30 +/- 12.73
83.32 +/- 15.68
35.5
19.4
64.5
90.3
0.40 (0.2)
97 (3.5)
10 (4)
1.4 (0.8)
95 (34.5)

Table 4.2: Demographics for the patients in the final dataset included for analysis.
Data are represented as mean +/- SD, median (IQR), or percentage of total cohort (n=31).
MAP: mean arterial pressure; HR: heart rate; FiO2: fraction of inspired oxygen; SpO2:
arterial oxygen saturation; PEEP: positive end-expiratory pressure; [Hb]: systemic
hemoglobin concentration.
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Signal quality for the final cohort was high, with median 74% (IQR 54-88) of
recorded signal suitable for analysis; the most common reason for signal degradation was
motion artifact. Of the five patients unsuitable for analysis, two were excluded due to
measurements with compression stockings (this was a naïve error early in the study, but
did demonstrate the venous occlusion waveform included in figure 4.2); one patient was
excluded due to insufficient signal intensity (SDD of the NIRS system was subsequently
modified, as described in methods); one patient was recruited but could not be measured
due to clinical circumstances; and one patient was excluded due to excessive motion
artifacts.

MHC tracings were recorded from 54 muscles with a mean duration of 42.49 +/22.34 minutes (range: 5.50-93.66) per muscle. 20/31 patients had recordings from multiple
muscle sites, including three patient with recordings from 3 muscle sites. The main
limitations for measuring multiple muscle sites was the presence of compression stockings
on the lower extremities, patient positioning, lines and tubing, and change in clinical
condition. Vastus medialis and biceps were the most common muscle sites for recording,
and easiest to measure with patient positioning and clinical workflow; the deltoid muscle
site was most vulnerable to motion artifacts and vastus lateralis was suboptimal due to
patient positioning.
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4.3.2 MHC signal demonstrates non-stationary temporal dynamics and
inter-subject heterogeneity
Figure 4.1 (see above) illustrates 15 minutes of continuous MHC tracings, CWT
projection, and global wavelet power spectrum (GWPS) for 2 patients in the cohort (cardiac
arrest and sepsis). MHC signal demonstrates biological variability and complexity, and the
pattern of MHC variability is not similar for these patients. Using CWT, the timedependent changes in MHC power at various frequencies is illustrated, and the CWT
projections are distinctive between subjects. The cardiac arrest MHC tracing demonstrates
a combination of fast and slow frequency components with no discernable pattern
throughout the recording; this is reflected in the GWPS with balanced distribution of power
throughout the microvascular bands. By contrast, the sepsis MHC tracing is dominated by
a slow, periodic and persistent oscillation with occasional episodes of correction – a
phenomenon that has been described as vasomotion [47]. In the GWPS, this is represented
by a singular broad peak in the neurogenic frequency band.
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Median power, %Power, and %CV for MHC signal for the 31 patients in the final
dataset is reported in Figure 4.3. Median power values in the cohort follow a lognormal
distribution (p>0.05, D’Agostino Pearson test). MHC signal demonstrates substantial
temporal variability, represented by the %CV of signal power versus time (Figure 4.3b).

Figure 4.3: MHC signal characteristics for the patients included in the final cohort.
Data reported for total signal B2-B5 and for each frequency band (B2=endothelial,
B3=neurogenic, B4=myogenic, B5=respiratory).
a) MHC median power values for patients in the cohort (n=31) follows lognormal
distribution (p>0.05, D’Agostino Pearson test).
b) Temporal variation in each frequency band, expressed as coefficient of variation (%CV)
of signal power vs time.
c) Percentage contribution (%Power) for each frequency band relative to total signal power
B2-B5, calculated as (median Power band / median Power B2-B5).
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Correlation matrix for the frequency bands is shown in Figure 4.4; microvascular
frequency bands B2-B4 are more closely correlated with each other than the respiratory
band B5. There was no significant difference in signal power between SDD 15mm and
20mm (4. 957 vs 4.733, p=0.2019).

Figure 4.4: Correlation matrix between frequency bands for each patient.
Values represent Pearson correlation coefficient (r) is calculated on -logtransformed data
for median Power. Microvascular bands B2-B4 are more strongly correlated with each
other than the respiratory band B5.
# p = 0.0035; ## p = 0.001; ### p £ 0.00001 ; ns p > 0.05

The %Power composition of MHC signal for each patient is shown in Figure 4.5
and is not consistent across the cohort. There is varying contribution to the overall MHC
power from the microvascular bands B2-B4 versus respiratory band B5 (Fig. 4.5a).
Furthermore, the proportions of each band within the microvascular signal B2-B4 is not
consistent (Fig. 4.5b); some patients have balanced power between all three bands, while
others have two or even one frequency component that dominates the signal composition.
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Figure 4.5: Signal power composition for each patient in the cohort.
Wavelet analysis demonstrates the percentage contribution (%Power) from each frequency
band relative to overall signal power (B2=endothelial, B3=neurogenic, B4=myogenic,
B5=respiratory). %Power composition is not consistent between patients in the cohort.
3a) %Power for microvascular bands B2-B4 and respiratory band B5 relative to overall
signal B2-B5; %Power is calculated as (median Power / median Power B2-B5).
3b) %Power for each microvascular band relative to microvascular signal B2-B4; %Power
is calculated as (median Power / median Power B2-B4).
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4.3.3 MHC signal characteristics are concordant between muscle groups in
the same patient and positively correlated with systemic hemoglobin and
oxygenation levels
Pairwise comparison for signal power between muscle sites in the same patient
demonstrates moderate correlation for microvascular bands B2-B4, but not for respiratory
B5 (Figure 4.6). %Power was moderately correlated between muscle sites in all frequency
bands (Figure 4.7). MHC microvascular power B2-B4 is positively correlated with
systemic hemoglobin levels (Figure 4.8a; R2=0.24, p=0.0055) and with SpO2 (Figure 4.8b;
R2=0.15, p=0.0410).
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Figure 4.6: Correlation between MHC median Power in each frequency band for muscle
sites in the same patient.
Pairwise comparisons (n=26) were made for patients with 2 (n=17) or 3 (n=3) muscle site
measurements. Values represent Pearson correlation coefficient, r, derived from logtransformed data for median Power for a) B2 endothelial band, b) B3 neurogenic band,
c) B4 myogenic band, and d) B5 respiratory band. Median Power from microvascular
bands B2-B4 are correlated between muscle sites. Median Power from respiratory band B5
is not correlated between muscle sites. ns: not significant p>0.05.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation between MHC %Power in each frequency band for muscle sites in
the same patient.
Pairwise comparisons (n = 26) were made for patients with 2 (17) or 3 (3) muscle site
measurements. Values represent Spearman correlation coefficient, r derived from %Power
for a) B2 endothelial band, b) B3 neurogenic band, c) B4 myogenic band, and d) B5
respiratory band. %Power is correlated between muscle sites for all frequency bands.
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Figure 4.8: Correlation between MHC microvascular signal, systemic hemoglobin levels
([Hb], g/L), and arterial oxygen saturation (SpO2, %).
Note the -logtransform data where lower values indicate higher MHC signal power. Dotted
lines represent 95% confidence intervals for line of regression.
a) MHC microvascular power B2-B4 is positively correlated with [Hb].
b) MHC microvascular power B2-B4 is positively correlated with SpO2
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4.3.4 Mechanical ventilation directly impacts MHC in peripheral tissue
Respiratory frequency from the ventilator was readily detectable with MHC
monitoring in this cohort. The effect of mechanical ventilation on MHC signal is
demonstrated with DOD time series for three patients (Figure 4.9): the respiratory
frequency is superimposed on the intrinsic variability of each MHC tracing. Similarly,
CWT projection (Figure 4.1) identifies the ventilator effect as a distinct power stripe in the
respiratory band B5.

Figure 4.9: High-resolution NIRS demonstrates the interaction between mechanical
ventilation and MHC signal in peripheral tissue.
MHC time series (DOD, arbitrary units) for three patients are shown. The mechanical
ventilator is evident as a distinctive “saw-tooth” pattern superimposed on the intrinsic
variability of the MHC signal. The frequency corresponds to the respiratory rate (RR,
breaths per minute) delivered by the mechanical ventilator.
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Linear regression shows a positive correlation between Power B5 and tidal volume
(Figure 4.10a; R2=0.22, p=0.0141), but no correlation with PEEP or driving pressure
(p>0.05). %Power B5 is positively correlated with PEEP (Figure 4.10b; R2=0.25,
p=0.0065), but no correlation with tidal volume or driving pressure (p>0.05). These
findings persisted with multivariate regression (Table 4.3).

Figure 4.10: Correlation between MHC signal and mechanical ventilation parameters.
Note the -logtransform data where lower values indicate higher MHC signal power. Dotted
lines represent 95% confidence intervals for line of regression. Multivariate models with
all three ventilation parameters (PEEP, driving pressure, tidal volume) are shown in table
4.3.
a) MHC Power B5 is positively correlated with tidal volume.
b) MHC %Power B5 is positively correlated with PEEP.
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Beta

SE

|t|

p-value

Intercept

6.470

0.3847

16.82

< 0.0001

PEEP

-0.0243

0.0232

1.046

0.3064

DP

0.0062

0.0136

0.4581

0.6512

Vt

-0.1159

0.04461

2.598

0.0161

R2 = 0.25 vs median Power B5; F (3, 23) = 2.677, p=0.0709
Beta

SE

|t|

p-value

Intercept

-27.29

24.59

1.110

0.2784

PEEP

3.931

1.483

2.650

0.0143

DP

0.5308

0.8693

0.6106

0.5475

Vt

2.569

2.851

0.9010

0.3769

R2 = 0.28 vs %Power B5; F (3, 23) = 2.977, p=0.0526
Table 4.3: Multivariate regression between MHC signal and mechanical ventilation
parameters.
Median Power B5 and %Power B5 are set as dependent variables, with ventilator
parameters positive-end expiratory pressure (PEEP, cm H20), driving pressure (DP, cm
H20), and tidal volume (Vt, cc/kg) - as predictors. Tidal volume is positively correlated
with median Power B5 (note the -logtransform data); PEEP is positively correlated with
%Power B5.
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4.3.5 MHC signal power is differentiated according to vasopressor status,
but not mean arterial pressure or lactate
Vasopressor use was required in 20/31 patients (64.5%) in the cohort. Patients
receiving vasopressors had significantly lower MHC signal power B2-B5 when compared
to patients not receiving vasopressors (Figure 4.11a; 5.023 vs 4.715, p=0.0286), but there
was no correlation between signal power and MAP (Figure 4.11b; R2=0.02, p=0.4384).
There was no difference in temporal variability (%CV) of MHC signal between
vasopressor groups (46.1 vs 38.6, p=0.8870). Median serum lactate in the cohort was 1.4
(IQR 1.0-1.8) mmol/L, with 6/31 patients (19.4%) having lactate values greater than 2.0
mmol/L. Serum lactate was not correlated with MHC signal power (R2=0.04, p=0.2600),
and there was no difference in signal power between patients with lactate greater or less
than 2.0 mmol/L (5.133 vs 4.991, p=0.5591).
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Figure 4.11: MHC signal power is differentiated according to vasopressor status, but is not
correlated with mean arterial pressure.
Note the -logtransform data where lower values indicate higher MHC signal power. MAP:
mean arterial pressure
a) MHC signal power B2-B5 is significantly reduced for patients receiving vasopressors
(* p=0.0286, Student’s unpaired t-test). Lines represent mean and standard deviation.
b) MHC signal power B2-B5 is not correlated with mean arterial pressure.

4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 General Discussion
This pilot study demonstrates that MHC monitoring in the ICU can provide
continuous physiological data for assessing peripheral perfusion. Using high-resolution
data sampling and a straightforward optical device, a signal with substantial biological
variability was measured. Fundamentally, this variability underscores the physiology of
RBC distribution, and should be viewed as the primary method by which oxygen delivery
is regulated in the microcirculation [16]. Moreover, this is the first application of CWT to
NIRS data from peripheral tissue in the ICU, representing a novel method for quantifying
microvascular hemodynamics.
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The main goal of this pilot study was to assess feasibility for MHC monitoring in
the ICU, that was successfully demonstrated by signal acquisition from the large majority
of patients in the cohort; the number of recruited patients that were invalidated was low,
and for reasons that are easily corrected. Moreover, MHC signal quality was high, with a
large majority of recorded data suitable for analysis. Motion artifacts were notable, but can
been minimized in the future, as with other continuous physiological waveforms including
pulse oximetry [46], cardiac telemetry [45], and arterial blood pressure [36]. Overall, this
pilot study supports ongoing clinical investigation of MHC monitoring.

Tools for quantifying peripheral perfusion in the ICU have emerged in recent
decades, as technology has made bedside evaluation of the microcirculation more
accessible. Sublingual microcirculation has been evaluated extensively using handheld
videomicroscopy [28], and alterations to the microvascular perfusion characteristics are
seen following ICU interventions [14, 29, 44, 48], and correlated with adverse ICU
outcomes [2, 24]. Dynamic assessments of peripheral perfusion using LDF [8, 39] or StO2derived vascular occlusion tests [12, 42] also correlate with ICU outcomes, signifying the
importance of the microcirculation in the pathophysiology of critical illness.

The strength of this current study is the simple application of this non-invasive
optical technology, that may facilitate the adoption of MHC for monitoring deep tissue
perfusion in many clinical settings. MHC is measured with NIRS using one or two
wavelengths and well-accepted biomedical optics equations; the only requirement is high
temporal resolution. MHC is recorded at the bedside in a similar fashion to cardiac
telemetry and pulse oximetry, and is operator independent. In contrast, laser doppler and
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sublingual systems monitor only superficial tissue beds, and require training for data
collection and analysis; they are also not conducive to continuous real-time monitoring in
a challenging ICU environment.

This pilot study introduces MHC as a novel continuous hemodynamic metric with
substantial biological variability and signal complexity (Figure 4.1). These patterns of
variability relate to the spatial and temporal complexity of the cardiovascular system that
integrates signals from central, local, and neurogenic mechanisms. Time-frequency
analysis using CWT highlights the presence of coupled oscillators that produce MHC time
series with non-stationary and non-linear dynamics [22, 57]. These features are evident
with high-resolution MHC data sampled at 10Hz, but are often overlooked when measuring
StO2 with commercial NIRS systems that report values every 2-5 seconds. Furthermore,
given the slower change of StO2 in skeletal muscle (i.e. regional venous oxygen
saturation), StO2 functions mostly as a trend monitor over minutes to hours rather than
second-to-second variability as observed with MHC.

MHC analysis in Figure 4.5 indicates that the signal composition (%Power from
each frequency band) is not consistent between patients, and that physiological
heterogeneity may exist regarding peripheral perfusion characteristics; this is not surprising
in a cohort of patients with complex and diverse ICU diseases. Sub-classification according
to physiological profile has been proposed for sepsis using organ failure models [20, 65],
lactate kinetics [59], body temperature [7], and continuous vital signs [30, 63]. These
subclasses (endotypes) have identified groups with differing mortality risks and treatment
response profiles. By incorporating signal from the peripheral microcirculation, MHC may
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eventually delineate physiological endotypes of perfusion that are not evident with macrohemodynamic monitors.

This study suggests that MHC signal power may discriminate between patients
according to vasopressor status but not according to MAP (Figure 4.10). This is consistent
with prior studies that noted vasopressor use was a better surrogate for microvascular injury
than MAP or cardiac index [24]. MHC power was lower for patients receiving
vasopressors, and may reflect reduced oxygen delivery consistent with computational
models [19]. The relationship between systemic hemodynamics and the microcirculation
is disrupted in critical illness [27], and disparities often exist between macrohemodynamics
and the degree of microvascular injury [2, 31]. The absence of correlation between MAP
and MHC is consistent with the concept of the microcirculation as a distinct hemodynamic
compartment, and the inability for systemic parameters to predict microvascular status. The
lack of correlation between MHC and lactate may reflect the fact that most patients had
normal lactate levels (< 2.0 mmol/L) at the time of monitoring, but also the differential
kinetics between lactate clearance and microvascular perfusion [26]. These findings
support the application of microvascular monitoring to enhance the hemodynamic
management of patients with circulatory failure.

The interaction between mechanical ventilation and the circulatory system is welldescribed for the macrocirculation, but rarely has this impact been considered for the
microcirculation. Using high-resolution NIRS, this study is the first to describe this
phenomenon in skeletal muscle (Figure 4.9). Respiratory-induced intensity variation with
mechanical ventilation has been demonstrated with cerebral NIRS to measure regional
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venous saturation [62], and with pulse oximetry as a marker of volume responsiveness [43].
It is postulated that positive pressure decreases venous return and causes expansion of
blood volume in the peripheral venous compartment [35, 62]. Measured here in another
vascular bed, these findings support the hypothesis that mechanical ventilation is exerting
a systemic impact on the microcirculation of many organs throughout the body. MHC
monitoring directly quantifies the magnitude of hemoglobin content displaced by
mechanical ventilation in peripheral microvascular networks, that will depend on the
interaction between ventilator parameters, pulmonary mechanics, and venous
hemodynamics (e.g. central venous pressure, blood volume, flow, capacitance). At this
stage, it is unclear whether this phenomenon has any direct consequences on organ
function, or the mechanisms through which these consequences could be mediated.

MHC signal is comparable in different muscle groups for the same patient (figures
4.6 and 4.7), suggesting a connection between central and peripheral blood flow control
mechanisms throughout the body. Some of the concordance between muscle groups will
arise from central signals that impact the entire system (e.g. heart rate, mean arterial
pressure), but there are also semi-centralized mechanisms that operate throughout vascular
networks (e.g. sympathetic tone). B2 endothelial and B3 myogenic bands are ascribed to
local mechanisms of blood flow control, that may be similarly affected by systemic critical
illness across the spatially distributed peripheral compartment.

Systemic hemoglobin and oxygenation levels are positively correlated with MHC
microvascular signal power (figure 4.8), although these findings should not be overstated
in a pilot cohort. It is well known from preclinical studies that the ‘network Fahreaus effect’
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explains the reduction in microvascular hematocrit compared with systemic hematocrit
[50]; however, the relationship between systemic and microvascular hematocrit during
interventions (e.g. experimental hemodilution) is not always straightforward [49]. In
translational human studies, a NIRS-derived index of tissue hemoglobin was not correlated
with systemic hemoglobin [11], and RBC transfusion has a variable impact on NIRS and
sublingual microvascular perfusion [52, 54]. Because MHC measures the temporal change
in hemoglobin content within the underlying tissue, it may track better with RBC flux and
systemic hemoglobin levels. Reduction in signal power with decreasing arterial oxygen
saturation may reflect a microvascular system with diminished physiological reserve [56].
These relationships and the possible impact of RBC transfusion on MHC signal require
further exploration.

4.4.2 Study limitations and future considerations
The main technical limitation for the NIRS system used in the study is the
contribution from superficial tissue to MHC signal with SDD 15mm and 20mm, and the
variable depth of tissue penetration with these configurations; similarly adipose tissue
thickness was not directly measured, but attempts were made to minimize this source of
error with patient selection (BMI < 35) and probe positioning. Superficial contamination
is a concern with NIRS, where discrepancies in oxygen metabolism and blood flow can
exist between skin, adipose, and skeletal muscle [4]. Between these three tissues, skeletal
muscle comprises the largest vascular bed with the greatest contribution to MHC
variability. In this cohort, there was no difference for MHC signal power between the two
SDD configurations, and CWT coherence is noted in prior studies for simultaneous
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measurements from skin with laser doppler and skeletal muscle with NIRS [60, 64]. This
suggests MHC variability may be a more uniform metric across tissue layers, and supports
the application of CWT in the current study. The decision to shorten SDD in this study was
driven by technical considerations relating to sensitivity of the spectrometer, rather than
overall concerns with the application of the technology. The contribution and coherence of
MHC signal from superficial and deep layers of peripheral tissue can be further
characterized with spatially-resolved NIRS in future system iterations. Our broadband
spectrometer recorded wavelengths from 650-900nm (data not shown), and this data can
be used to compare signals derived from isosbestic versus other wavelengths, to inform
design of other optical systems.

As illustrated with CWT projection in Figure 4.1, there is a clear demarcation of
the respiratory band B5, yet the boundaries between microvascular frequency bands B2B4 used from previous studies seem arbitrary; the GWPS also shows that the spectral peaks
for these oscillators can fall outside of their intended band. Although these frequency
components have been defined in previous studies and ascribed to regulatory systems [18,
33], their origins are proposed from indirect evidence and the underlying physiology of
these oscillations is not well established [47]. Furthermore, some MHC tracings had a
detectable heart rate, although this was not a consistent finding for most patients or
recordings (data not shown). Overall, the results of this pilot study suggest that further
work is needed to understand the true origins of these oscillations, how to measure them in
the peripheral microcirculation, and how best to represent them using time-frequency
projections.
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Building on the findings of this pilot study, more work is needed to characterize the
interactions between MHC and systemic hemodynamics. Using high-resolution NIRS,
correlations between MHC and MAP can be investigated as continuous physiological
waveforms, similar to the analysis developed for cerebral autoregulation [66]; systemic
hemodynamic assessment can also include echocardiography or other non-invasive
measures of cardiac output. Moreover, controlled studies can determine the effect of
hemodynamic interventions (e.g. fluid bolus, MAP changes) on MHC signal. This current
study demonstrates the impact of mechanical ventilation on peripheral tissue, and suggests
that ventilator parameters may influence signal characteristics (figure 4.10). Future work
should relate MHC signal to the hemodynamic effects of mechanical ventilation that have
been used as a marker of fluid responsiveness (e.g. pulse pressure variation) [40].

Most importantly, while this pilot study demonstrates the feasibility of MHC
monitoring in the ICU, it does not evaluate the efficacy of MHC as a diagnostic or
prognostic tool. Given the substantial between-patient heterogeneity observed in this
cohort, larger sample sizes will be required with the addition of healthy volunteers as a
comparison group; MHC signal complexity also suggests that the best metrics for
characterizing microvascular dysfunction are not yet established. Furthermore, studies
have shown that microvascular monitoring may not discriminate between survivors and
non-survivors during initial evaluation, and that metrics will only separate later in ICU stay
[12, 53]. Thus, the prognostic ability of MHC monitoring is best evaluated with daily
assessment to correlate MHC signal with ICU outcomes. This information is a pre-requisite
before any consideration for incorporating MHC as a resuscitation target. Overall, the
findings from this pilot study have provided vital information regarding the nature of this
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novel hemodynamic signal, and will allow better refinement of system engineering,
monitoring strategy, and the ability to successfully test numerous hypotheses in future
studies.

In conclusion, microvascular hemoglobin content in peripheral tissue can be
measured continuously in the intensive care unit with high-resolution NIRS and reflects
the dynamic variability of hemoglobin distribution in the microcirculation. Mechanical
ventilation directly impacts MHC in peripheral tissue. Results suggest that this novel
hemodynamic metric should be further evaluated for diagnosing microvascular
dysfunction and monitoring peripheral perfusion.
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CHAPTER 5: FINAL SUMMARY
The regulation of oxygen distribution within tissues is one of the primary functions
of the microcirculation. This is achieved through numerous control and feedback
mechanisms that carefully match supply with spatial and temporal accuracy to meet local
tissue oxygen demands [13, 39]. Because oxygen is carried almost exclusively by red blood
cells (RBCs), any study of microvascular oxygen exchange and its regulatory system must
begin with these beautiful hemoglobin containers. Given the contribution of microvascular
structure to the functional physiology of the microcirculation [36], the impact of capillary
network structure (as the primary site of oxygen exchange) on RBC distribution is also
particularly relevant. And while many overlapping principles in oxygen regulation exist
across all organs, focus on skeletal muscle appears most appropriate due to the specialized
role it serves in locomotion, and the dramatic ranges of oxygen consumption and blood
flow that are required during the transition from rest to peak exercise.

The fundamental objective of this thesis was to characterize and quantify RBC
distribution in skeletal muscle capillary networks. Philosophically, this was approached at
different levels of scale ranging from individual capillaries to large capillary networks,
employing numerous methodologies including preclinical animal experiments, in silico
computational modeling, and translational investigation in humans with critical illness.
With the information gained from this analysis, a physiologically-informed framework of
microvascular control has emerged that is centered around the capillary module and
capillary network, providing new insights into the potential mechanisms of flow regulation
within the microcirculation. Lastly, we have developed new technology and applied these
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physiological principles in the clinical setting, providing a successful linkage from bench
to bedside.

Specifically, the following questions were addressed in the three research studies
of this thesis: what is the structure of capillary networks in skeletal muscle, and the
functional heterogeneity of RBC distribution therein ? (Chapter 2); can the hemodynamics
of RBC flow and structural features of capillary modules illustrate mechanisms of flow
regulation in capillary networks ? (Chapter 3); can variability of RBC distribution be
measured in real-time in the ICU using non-invasive optical imaging? (Chapter 4).

5.1 Summary of results
In the first research study of the thesis (Chapter 2), we introduced a new paradigm
of capillary network structure: the Capillary Fascicle. The Capillary Fascicle is a series of
interconnected capillary modules spanning thousands of microns, organized into columns
that align naturally with the dimensions of the muscle fascicle. Previous focus of capillarymyocyte oxygen exchange has mainly addressed small groups of capillaries and small
volumes of muscle tissue [17]; alternatively, capillary-RBC hemodynamics have been
recorded with no spatial localization [2]. In addition, the capillary module, as the basic
functional unit of the microcirculation, has mostly been treated in isolation [34, 40] without
consideration for how it might relate to broader capillary networks. These approaches have
failed to address how blood flow might be coordinated over large distances for contracting
skeletal muscle. Using intravital video-microscopy, this study provides the largest recorded
dataset to date of capillary-RBC hemodynamics, and demonstrates the intrinsic
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heterogeneity of capillary network topology (structure) and RBC hemodynamics (function)
in resting skeletal muscle. Functional heterogeneity was spatially quantified between
capillaries in a module and between modules in the total dataset, and also temporally
quantified with repeated video recordings of the same capillary segments. Measurements
of stopped-flow capillaries indicate that the overwhelming majority of skeletal muscle
capillaries are perfused in resting skeletal muscle, conclusively undermining the theory of
capillary recruitment that has persisted for decades despite a mountain of contradictory
evidence [35]. Lastly, structure-function analysis indicates that capillary module
hemodynamics are independent of module length or the number of parallel capillaries in a
module, providing initial evidence that capillary modules are active participants in
microvascular flow regulation. The main significance of this study is the large scale that
characterizes the novel structure of the Capillary Fascicle, and its association with the
muscle fascicle as the most likely target volume for oxygen delivery. Although capillary
columns in skeletal muscle have been described to a certain degree in previous studies [40,
43], they have not been previously associated with specific structure in the muscle, nor
evaluated over the expanse of many thousands of microns with such detailed hemodynamic
analysis. In this regard, the Capillary Fascicle is a new paradigm for studying RBC
distribution and oxygen delivery in skeletal muscle.

These observations regarding length-independence of RBC hemodynamics, and
their implications for microvascular flow regulation have been expanded in the second
study of this thesis (Chapter 3), using more detailed hemodynamic analysis complemented
with computational modeling. We provide, for the first time, combined evaluation of
capillary module flow, hemodynamic resistance, and driving pressure (DP) derived from
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direct measurements of in vivo capillary perfusion. This analysis shows that the pressure
drop across a capillary module is modest - in the single-digit mmHg range – establishing
an important context and reference for further research into capillary hemodynamics. The
most striking and significant finding from this study is the lack of correlation between
capillary module resistance and RBC flow, and only weak correlation with plasma flow
and blood flow. This is interpreted as supportive evidence that capillary perfusion is not
passively determined by hemodynamic resistance; phrased another way, we observe the
effects of active flow regulation at the level of the capillary module through adjustments
to capillary module driving pressure. It should be noted that this evidence is circumstantial,
and we are not observing these adjustments through test of dynamic interventions.
Moreover, the interconnected structure of capillary modules allows further development of
this theory by examining capillary modules that share a common microvessel. Passive
microvascular flow would imply that blood flow distribution between these module pairs
is determined by the ratio of their resistances. By demonstrating the absence of this
relationship, with the requirement of a fixed boundary condition in module pairs, we can
infer that pre- and post-capillary loci of flow regulation are necessary to independently
adjust driving pressures for each module. Another functional consequence of the Capillary
Fascicle structure is the need for precise regulation of capillary pressures over the entire
length of the column to maintain proper flow direction within each module. This is truly
remarkable given that the terminal arterioles supplying a fascicle may originate from vastly
different sections of the arteriolar network [15].

This theory is a significant departure from current microvascular dogma which
maintains that arterioles are the exclusive locus of flow regulation [1], and receive inputs
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directly from surrounding tissue via diffusion of vasoactive metabolites. A consistent
(albeit minority) theory has challenged this dogma, suggesting that capillaries are ideally
situated to detect changes in tissue metabolism [31, 32], are indeed able to signal upstream
along the arteriolar system to call for increased blood flow [9, 10, 41], and that oxygendependent ATP release from RBCs is an important initiator of this phenomenon occurring
directly in capillary networks and propagated via conducted signaling [11, 14, 22].
Evidence from our current study aligns with this hypothesis by showing that RBC flow in
capillary modules is independent of resistance, thereby requiring transmission of
hemodynamic information from these modules and communication with the arteriolar
system to regulate capillary perfusion.

The computational modeling in Chapter 3 is used to support the empirical
observations and hemodynamic analysis from capillary modules. By systematically
adjusting the boundary conditions within 1-module and 2-module geometries, we have
gained insight into how these variables impact the magnitude and distribution of RBC and
plasma flow in capillary modules. The main findings from these experiments were that: (i)
changes to driving pressure have a direct linear effect on the magnitude of blood flow
without any impact on flow distribution, (ii) changes to hematocrit, particularly above 20%,
contribute to viscosity-dependent resistance in a capillary module, and (iii) heterogeneity
of RBC distribution within a capillary module is primarily determined by the internal
branching structure within a capillary module, and is unaffected by changes to geometric
resistance (i.e. length or number of parallel capillaries). Furthermore, using the 2-module
geometries, we showed how asymmetric module resistance can be compensated with
relatively small adjustments to driving pressure between modules, providing further
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support for the theory that post-capillary control of driving pressure is a feasible
mechanism for regulating RBC perfusion in capillary modules. The last point of note from
this study is the discrepancy in findings between computation and empirical analysis
regarding RBC and plasma distribution within capillary modules. In computational studies,
plasma flow was consistently more heterogeneous than RBC flow, whereas the opposite
was observed in empirical analysis. We surmised that the biggest factors contributing to
these differences were the absence of time-dependent variability for inflow hematocrit in
the steady-state computational model, and the uniform diameter of capillaries within the
synthetic modules. This was also supported by the evidence of temporal heterogeneity from
primary capillary-RBC hemodynamics in Chapter 2.

The concept of time-dependent variability in RBC distribution was subsequently
explored in a human study in the ICU (Chapter 4). Using high-resolution near-infrared
spectroscopy (NIRS), we demonstrated the feasibility of monitoring microvascular
hemoglobin content (i.e. total hemoglobin, HbT) and the detection of a biological signal
with marked temporal heterogeneity and complexity over extended periods of monitoring
at the bedside. While interrogating skeletal muscle tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) or
individual hemoglobin chromophores (oxy/deoxy hemoglobin) with NIRS has been welldescribed in exercise science [23] and critical care [28], this study represents the first
description of this new monitoring strategy for continuous assessment of RBC variability
as a dynamic marker of microvascular function. This study was also the first to utilize
wavelet analysis with skeletal muscle NIRS in the ICU, which demonstrated the wide range
of perfusion phenotypes encountered in a heterogeneous cohort of ICU patients. The lack
of correlation between systemic blood pressure and microvascular signal reinforces the
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added value of microvascular monitoring in the management of patients with circulatory
shock; the impact of common ICU interventions on the microcirculation - vasoactive
medications and mechanical ventilation - was also documented with high-resolution nearinfrared spectroscopy. Notably, the detection of mechanical ventilation is the first reported
instance of this phenomenon in the peripheral circulation, further demonstrating the
application of this new modality in the field of critical care.

Together, these three studies produce a cohesive and innovative paradigm for
describing RBC distribution in skeletal muscle, and also point towards mechanisms of
microvascular control and the role of capillary networks in regulating oxygen delivery. By
moving from small groups of capillaries to the Capillary Fascicle – and therefore from a
few myocytes to a muscle fascicle – we have matched the vascular supply of oxygen with
the functional unit of muscle contraction. This larger scale also justifies the linkages
between experimental observations in preclinical models and the interrogation of
clinically-relevant volumes of tissue in human studies, with fascicular columns of
capillaries evaluated in both circumstances. Yet, the interconnected structure of the
Capillary Fascicle also explains how the basic unit of these capillary networks (capillary
module) is still maintained. The advantage of these smaller units is to minimize the
hemodynamic resistance for each module, and ensure that well-oxygenated RBCs are
supplied within reasonable volumes of muscle tissue to maintain adequate oxygen delivery
in resting and exercise conditions.

The updated paradigm in this thesis also establishes capillary networks as a central
player and active participant in the process of microvascular flow regulation. The ability
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of capillary networks to coordinate their own perfusion facilitates the accurate distribution
of oxygen directly at the tissue level. Intuitively, this “capillary-centric” model aligns
closely with philosophy of end-organ perfusion that is essential to the management of
circulatory shock in critical care. Furthermore, because of the interconnected structure of
capillary modules and capillary networks, changes to pressure, flow, and hematocrit cannot
be treated in isolation. Rather, each of these variables has hemodynamic repercussions on
the others, suggesting the need for multiple and overlapping effectors that act over wide
ranges of hemodynamics and metabolic activity. Fundamentally, this system must exist far
from equilibrium, and requires constant fine-tuning and feedback; intrinsic in this
description is the fractal physiology that characterizes non-stationary and non-linear
systems [20, 44]. In these circumstances, the health of the system in not determined by the
maintenance of perfect homeostasis (i.e. constant and invariable physiological values), but
rather the ability of the system to adapt and respond to stressors for efficient oxygen
transfer [38], while operating “on the edge of instability” [30]. This paradigm explains how
the structural complexity of capillary networks relates to temporal complexity of RBC
perfusion, and how time series variability provides an evaluation of microvascular control
and function. Moreover, when these regulatory systems fail, such as with sepsis and critical
illness, this manifests through loss of temporal variability (and therefore loss in
adaptability) , and also impaired spatial matching of oxygen supply and demand – leading
to perfusion abnormalities, tissue hypoxia, and pathological supply dependency [21]. In
the field of critical care, continuous bedside monitoring that incorporates these
physiological principles may address the deficiencies that have limited the application of
microvascular monitoring technologies in routine clinical practice.
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5.2 Future considerations
Many avenues of inquiry have been opened by the results of this thesis that require
further investigation. Experimental studies of capillary-RBC hemodynamics in the
Capillary Fascicle, provided in Chapter 2 for resting skeletal muscle, should be expanded
to included disease models such as sepsis [2, 12], heart failure [37], and diabetes [33]; in
all of these diseases, RBC flow heterogeneity increases above baseline, with decreasing
RBC supply rate and the proportion of perfused capillaries. Importantly, prior studies did
not ascertain whether changes to capillary hemodynamics manifested equally across all
capillary modules, or instead predominantly affected some modules while sparing others.
The ability to spatially localize these functional changes may provide insight into how
alterations to capillary hemodynamics contribute to pathological dysoxia. Similarly, the
physiology of functional hyperemia should be investigated within the Capillary Fascicle
paradigm. Using contracting skeletal muscle protocols [25, 37], we can expect to learn
whether the structure-function relationships described in this thesis for resting skeletal
muscle (e.g. lack of correlation between RBC velocity and lineal density for capillary
segments; length-independence of capillary module hemodynamics) might present
differently within this new condition of physiological stress.

Another knowledge gap that can be explored is the connection between the
Capillary Fascicle and the rest of the microvascular network – arterioles and venules.
Insights from cerebrovascular neuroscience have suggested that capillary networks and
these resistance networks comprise two independent systems that fuse during vascular
morphogenesis, the former being described as a mesh-like structure and the latter a quasi-
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fractal branching tree [26]. This seems like an apt comparison for the organization of
skeletal muscle, and the interactions between the Capillary Fascicle, arterioles, and
venules. Computational modeling in this thesis identifies the point of interface between
these two systems as an important hemodynamic location, but the exact anatomy requires
further identification with advanced microcroscopy techniques (e.g. multiphoton, laser
scanning confocal). Furthermore, studies of muscle contraction and pharmacological
stimulation have demonstrated the ability of capillary networks to communicate with the
arteriolar system [3, 7], but should be re-examined within the Capillary Fascicle with an
eye towards the interconnected nature of capillary modules. This thesis discusses the
particular hemodynamic consequences of module pairs sharing a common microvessel, the
potential constraints this poses during functional hyperemia, and the need for post-capillary
flow regulation to accommodate this physiology; all of these hypotheses require empirical
validation. Notably, the ability of post-capillary venules to participate in microvascular
control is very speculative, supported with old evidence for venular dilation during muscle
contraction [27], and with description of venular ion channels, smooth muscle, and
sympathetic innervation [29]. Moreover, computational modeling in this thesis suggests
that functional hyperemia - causing increased capillary hematocrit and RBC velocity and
decreased heterogeneity between capillary segments - would require simultaneous
adjustments to multiple boundary conditions (e.g. pressure, diameter, hematocrit);
evaluation of these assumptions with direct evidence for changes to upstream arterioles
and downstream venules is therefore essential to characterize this fundamental process in
skeletal muscle.
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Missing from this thesis is any quantification of RBC oxygenation or computational
modeling of oxygen transfer from the Capillary Fascicle into surrounding skeletal muscle.
This is the natural step that follows from an understanding of RBC distribution, and is
indeed the primary motivation for studying RBC distribution in the first place. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, technical limitations precluded oxygen saturation measurements
with the current intravital microscopy system; when these challenges are overcome, we can
expect oxygen saturation measurements – at the inlet and outlet of capillary modules - to
inform our understanding of oxygen transfer, and the heterogeneity of oxygen distribution
in resting and active skeletal muscle in health and disease. Complementing this analysis,
demarcation of fibre types, sizes and boundaries of the muscle fascicle will inform
anatomical models over clinically-relevant scales and with clinically-relevant structures of
locomotion. 3D rendering from anatomically faithful reconstruction has been shown to
improve description of oxygen transport from small groups of capillaries [18], and from
histological sections [6, 45]. The paradigm of the Capillary Fascicle therefore provides a
new framework for modeling oxygen exchange in skeletal muscle, and enhances the ability
to perform this modeling from large reconstructed capillary networks. One aspect to
investigate using this information would be the role of diffusional oxygen exchange within
capillary modules, and the potential for adjacent modules to coordinate oxygen exchange
together; this analysis may further elucidate how oxygen delivery is accomplished within
contracting muscle fascicles.

Building on the discoveries from the NIRS study in the ICU, further work is
required to identify the appropriate applications of this technology in the clinical setting.
Particularly, the connection between microvascular signal and ICU outcomes is not
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established, nor is the relationship between the microvascular time series, systemic
hemodynamics, and mechanical ventilation. Each of these knowledge gaps will entail
dedicated experimental design, including both longitudinal and interventional studies in a
large ICU cohort. Given the complexity of the NIRS time series, it is likely that machine
learning [5, 42] or fractal variability analysis [4] will be needed, as will both time domain
[46] and frequency domain [24] correlation techniques with systemic hemodynamics.

The time-dependent variability elucidated with human data can also be linked back
with experimental and computational studies. For example, extended measurements of
capillary-RBC hemodynamics may reveal oscillations similar to those identified using
wavelet analysis, attributed to systems of microvascular control (e.g. neurogenic,
myogenic, etc) that impact capillary perfusion. Time-dependent computational models
with simulated and reconstructed vascular geometries will also highlight the interactions
between Capillary Fascicle structure and temporal patterns of RBC flow, revealing
emergent properties such as oscillations [8, 16] and non-linear behavior [19] observed with
human data.

5.3 Final Summary
RBC distribution in capillary networks is the final product of microvascular oxygen
delivery, and represents the interaction between network structure, biophysical properties
of RBC rheology, and regulatory mechanisms of the microcirculation. Understanding this
phenomenon necessitates an integrated approach that evaluates these components together,
while also addressing the organ-specific requirements under which they are studied. In this
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thesis, we introduced the Capillary Fascicle as a physiological framework that describes
how RBC distribution is organized in skeletal muscle, and used hemodynamic analysis and
computational models to understand how RBC distribution is regulated in capillary
modules under normal resting conditions. We then applied these concepts to design and
validate a NIRS system for monitoring RBC distribution in a clinical setting where
impaired oxygen delivery produces life-threatening consequences. Taken together, the
knowledge presented in this thesis expands the field of microvascular physiology and
provides new opportunities to continue investigation in primary and translational domains
of oxygen delivery and blood flow regulation.
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2018

Shaun Milkovich, summer undergraduate project
In vivo hemodynamics of the microvascular lattice

2017-2018

Edward Ho, undergraduate honors thesis
Hemodynamic implications of the lattice structure in
skeletal muscle microvasculature

2016-2017

London Health Sciences Centre – London, ON
Founder and Chair, Advanced Care Planning Committee

2015-2017

Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, Western
University – London, ON
Guest lecture: sepsis and inflammation
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology
MedSci 4200: Inflammation and Disease

RESEARCH FUNDING
CIHR Operating Grant
2020 – Co-Investigator
Sex differences in preclinical models of sepsis: systematic review
$112,500/1 yr
CIHR Operating Grant
2019 – Co-Investigator
Patient and Public Involvement in Preclinical Laboratory Research: A Scoping
Review
$76,500/1 yr
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CIHR Team Grant: Sepsis Research Network
2019 – Co-Applicant
Canadian Sepsis Research Network: Improving care Before, During, and After
Sepsis
$5,700,000/5 yr
CIHR Planning and Dissemination Grant
2019 – Principal Investigator
National Preclinical Sepsis Platform: Developing a framework for accelerating
innovation in Canadian sepsis research
$9,995/1 yr
CIHR Team Grant: Sepsis Research Network – Letter of Intent
2019 – Collaborator
Canadian Sepsis Research Network: Improving Care Before, During, and After Sepsis
$25,000/1 yr
CIHR Proof of Principle Program - Phase II
2014 – Co-Investigator
Preclinical Development of a Glucose-Free Peritoneal Dialysis Solution
$294,799/1 yr
CIHR Proof of Principle Program - Phase I
2012 – Co-Investigator
Novel Polymer Based Glucose-sparing Peritoneal Dialysis Solutions
for End-stage Renal Disease
$160,000/1 yr
Kidney Foundation of Canada – Biomedical Research Grant
2012 – Co-Investigator
Metabolic Benefits of Novel Glucose-Sparing Peritoneal Dialysis Solutions in Diabetics
$100,000/2 yr

PATENT & INDUSTRY
Patent US9919004B2: Polymer-based dialysate
Inventors: Jayachandran Kizhakkedathu, Caigan Du, Asher Mendelson, Gerald
da Roza
Current Assignee: University of British Columbia
Date of Patent: March 20, 2018

PUBLICATIONS
1. Mendelson AA, Milkovich S, Hunter T, Vijay R, Choi YH, Milkovich S, Ho E,
Goldman D, Ellis CG. The Capillary Fascicle in skeletal muscle: structural and
functional physiology of RBC distribution in capillary networks. J Physiol; accepted
for publication.
2. Guerraty M, Bargava A, Senarathna J, Mendelson AA, Pathak A. Advances in
translational imaging of the microcirculation. Microcirculation; accepted for
publication.
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3. Mendelson AA, Lansdell C, Fox-Robichaud AE, Liaw P … Lalu MM. National
Preclinical Sepsis Platform: Developing a framework for accelerating innovation in
Canadian sepsis research. Intensive Care Med Exp; accepted for publication.
4. Zhang M, Macala KF, Fox-Robichaud A, Mendelson AA, Lalu MM. Sex- and
gender-dependent differences in clinical and preclinical sepsis. Shock. 2021 Jan 4.
doi: 10.1097/SHK.0000000000001717; Epub ahead of print.
5. Mendelson AA, Rajaram A, Bainbridge D, St Lawrence K, Bentall T, Sharpe M,
Diop M, Ellis CG. Dynamic tracking of microvascular hemoglobin content for
continuous perfusion monitoring in the intensive care unit: pilot feasibility study. J
Clin Monit Comput. 2020 Oct 26; 1-13. doi: 10.1007/s10877-020-00611-x; epub
ahead of print.
6. La Han B, Guan Q, Chafeeva I, Mendelson AA, da Roza G, Liggins R,
Kizhakkedathu JN, Du C. Peritoneal and Systemic Responses of Obese Type II
Diabetic Rats to Chronic Exposure to a Hyperbranched Polyglycerol-Based Dialysis
Solution. Basic Clin Pharmacol Toxicol. 2018 Oct;123(4):494-503.
7. Du C, Mendelson AA, Guan Q, Dairi G, Chafeeva I, da Roza G; Kizhakkedathu J.
Hyperbranched polyglycerol is superior to glucose for long-term preservation of
peritoneal membrane in a rat model of chronic peritoneal dialysis. J Transl Med.
2016 Dec 13;14(1):338.
8. AA Mendelson. Book Review: Objective Structured Clinical Examination in
Intensive Care Medicine. Can J Anesth. 2016. 63; 999-1000.
9. Du C, Mendelson AA, Guan Q, Chapanian R, Chafeeva I, da Roza G,
Kizhakkedathu JN. The size-dependent efficacy and biocompatibility of
hyperbranched polyglycerol in peritoneal dialysis. Biomaterials 2014
Feb;35(5):1378-89.
10. Mendelson AA, Guan Q, Chafeeva I, da Roza GA, Kizhakkedathu JN, Du C.
Hyperbranched polyglycerol is an efficacious and biocompatible novel osmotic agent
in a rodent model of peritoneal dialysis. Perit Dial Int. 2013 Jan;33(1):15-27.
11. Mendelson AA, Gillis C, Henderson WR, Ronco JJ, Dhingra V, Griesdale DEG.
Intracranial pressure monitors in traumatic brain injury: a systematic review. Can J
Neurol Sci. 2012;39(5):571-576
12. Mendelson AA, Al-Macki K, Chauvin P, Kost KM. Sclerosing Mucoepidermoid
Carcinoma of the Salivary Gland: Case report and literature review. Ear Nose Throat
J. 2010;89(12):600-3
13. Mendelson AA, Tamilia M, Rivera J, Hier MP, Sherman M, Garfield N, Black MJ,
Rochon L, Gologan O, Payne RJ. Predictors of Malignancy in Preoperative Nondiagnostic Biopsies of the Thyroid. J Otolaryngol. 2009;38(3):395-400
14. Mendelson AA, Al-Khatib TA, Julien M, Payne RJ, Black MJ, Hier MP.
Thyroid Gland Management in Total Laryngectomy: Meta-analysis and Surgical
Recommendations. Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2009;140(3):298-30
15. Al-Khatib TA, Mendelson AA, Kost KM, Zeitouni A, Black MJ, Payne MJ, Hier
MP. Routine Thyroidectomy in Total Laryngectomy: Is it really indicated?
J Otolaryngol. 2009;38(5):564-7
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ACADEMIC PRESENTATIONS
Conference Proceedings:
1. National Preclinical Sepsis Platform: multicentre trials for basic science research in
sepsis. Crit Care Med Jan 2021. 49 (1); 618.
doi:10.1097/01.ccm.0000730804.60454.48
2. Insights on Microvascular Flow Regulation in Microvascular Units: A
Computational Modeling Study. Poster presentation (top 10 selection), Experimental
Biology 2019 – Orlando, FL, April 2019
3. Dynamic tracking of microvascular hemoglobin content in skeletal muscle of ICU
patients with a custom near-infrared spectroscopy system. Oral Presentation (top 10
selection), Canada Critical Care Forum – Toronto, ON, November 2018
4. The microvascular lattice: and updated paradigm for flow distribution in capillary
networks in skeletal muscle. Poster Presentation, World Congress for
Microcirculation - Vancouver, BC, September 2018
5. The microvascular lattice: and updated paradigm for flow distribution in capillary
networks. Poster presentation, Experimental Biology 2018 - San Diego, CA, April
2018
6. Vascular Stress Test: A macrovascular and microvascular method for assessing
pressor responsiveness. Oral presentation, Canadian Critical Care Translational
Biology Group - Lake Louise, Alberta, January 2018
7. Development of a near-infrared spectroscopy system to monitor microvascular
function: pilot project in the ICU. Oral Presentation, Canadian Critical Care
Translational Biology Group - Lake Louise, Alberta, January 2018
8. Design of an optical device for monitoring microvascular function. Oral
Presentation, Canadian Critical Care Translational Biology Group - Lake Louise,
Alberta, January 2017
9. Oxygen regulation, sepsis, and the microcirculation: potential role for the endothelial
glycocalyx. Oral presentation, Canadian Critical Care Translational Biology Group
- Halifax, Nova Scotia, June 2016
10. Hyperbranched polyglycerol is an emerging candidate for glucose-sparing PD
therapy. Oral presentation, International Society of Peritoneal Dialysis - Madrid,
Spain, September 2014
11. The efficacy and biocompatibility of a novel polymer-based solution in a rodent
model of peritoneal dialysis. Poster presentation, American College of Physicians San Francisco, CA, April 2013
12. Novel Polymer-based Biocompatible Peritoneal Dialysis Solution. Oral presentation,
ISPD 2014 World Congress - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, September 2012
13. Novel Polymer-based Biocompatible Peritoneal Dialysis Solution. Poster
Presentation, Canadian Society of Nephrology - St John’s, NFLD, April 2012
14. Intracranial pressure monitors in traumatic brain injury: a systematic review. Poster
presentation, American Thoracic Society - Denver, CO, May 2011
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15. Thyroid Gland Management in Total Laryngectomy: Meta-analysis and Surgical
Recommendations. Oral Presentation, American Academy of Otolaryngology Chicago, IL, September 2008
16. Predictors of Malignancy in Preoperative Non-diagnostic Biopsies of the Thyroid.
Poster Presentation, Canadian Society of Otolaryngology - Jasper, AB, June 2008
Invited Presentations:
1. Microvascular monitoring in the ICU: bench-to-bedside physiology and resuscitation
science. McGill ICU Grand Rounds – Montreal, QC, November 2019
2. Microvascular monitoring for septic shock: can we quantify perfusion at the
bedside? Dalhousie ICU Grand Rounds – Halifax, NS, November 2019
3. MCS President’s Symposium: Clinical perspectives on the microcirculation
(session chair). Experimental Biology – Orlando, FL, April 2019
4. Indigenous peoples’ issues in training and research (session chair). Critical Care
Canada Forum – Toronto, ON, November 2018
5. Microvascular monitoring in the ICU: physiology, knowledge gaps and translational
medicine. Ottawa Critical Care Research Rounds - Ottawa, ON, June 2018
6. Strategic priorities in basic science and translational PD research (session chair).
ISPD 2018 World Congress - Vancouver, BC, May 2018
7. Update on novel osmotic agents and glucose-sparing PD. ISPD 2018 World
Congress - Vancouver, BC, May 2018
8. Resuscitation Science and how it influences clinical practice. LHSC ICU Grand
Rounds - London, ON, June 2016
9. When oncology meets critical Illness: caring for cancer patients in the ICU.
Multidisciplinary Cancer Conference - Kitchener, ON, March 2016
10. Novel Osmotic Agents in Peritoneal Dialysis: moving beyond glucose. ISPD 2016
World Congress – Melbourne, Australia, February 2016
11. When oncology meets critical Illness: caring for cancer patients in the ICU. LHSC
Oncology Grand Rounds - London, ON, September 2015
12. Novel Osmotic Agents in Peritoneal Dialysis: Hyperbranched Polyglycerol. ERAEDTA Annual Congress – London, England, May 2015
13. Novel osmotic agents in PD: moving beyond glucose. BC Renal Agency, Western
Canada PD Days - Vancouver, BC April 2014
14. Novel osmotic agents in PD: moving beyond glucose. UWO Division of Nephrology
Southwestern PD Symposium - London, ON, November 2013
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AWARDS
2019
2018
2015
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012
2012
2012
2005
2005
2005
2004
2001
2000

Zweifach Student Travel Award – Microcirculatory Society
CCCF Outstanding Trainee Abstract Award
Western-McMaster ICU Resident Research Day – 2nd place
ACP National Associates Abstract Competition Research
Poster Winner – Basic Science
UBC Internal Medicine Resident Research Day –
Best podium presentation by a PGY- 4/5/6
UBC Faculty of Medicine Graduate Award
International Society for Peritoneal Dialysis –
Young Investigator Award
G.B. John Mancini Resident Research Achievement Award
UBC Internal Medicine Resident Research Day –
Best podium presentation by a PGY-3
UBC Faculty of Medicine Graduate Award
McGill Dean’s Honor List
McGill McConnell Award
Hillel Montreal - Dr. Mark Cohen Scholarship
Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation Local Excellence Award
Secondary Diploma, Classical Piano McGill Conservatory of Music
Rensselaer Medal – Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

